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While a variety of descriptive and optimizing mathematical models
have been applied to university problems, particular attention has
been given to simulation planning models oriented to resource
allocation. The implementation of these models has raised issues
regarding the appropriate scope and level of detail, cost versus
benefit, usefulness of model results to administrators. Eased on these
issues, the objectives of the present study were to develop a
simulation planning model oriented to administrative understanding,
to evaluate the sensitivity of the model to parameter values, and to
investigate the model's effectiveness in an actual decision-making
setting.
The simulation model developed in this study combines an enrollment
forecast with a set of parameters representing the particular
teaching technology to yield a series of projected future states for
an institution. The parameters include student enrollment and credit
hour load, Induced Course Load Matrix, faculty assignment and
productivity parameters, and faculty salary, A six equation model is
developed to relate student enrollment to FTE faculty requirements.
The model can also compare its FTE faculty projections to an
exogenous estimate of* available FTE faculty. The model is programmed
in FORTRAN IV.
Data from the School of Business Administration at Miami
University was employed to evaluate the model, In projecting FTE
faculty at the department level, the model exhibited approximately
a 9 percent error, comparable with other studies. Changes in
paramter values produced roughly proportional changes in model
output. The model also appeared stable when subjected to substantial
parameter changes. Review of the model and its results by several
administrators indicated that a simulation planning model developed
with limited resources can provide useful insights and serve as a
vehicle for introducing quantitative analysis to administrators.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Impact of the Financial Crisis
Traditionally, discussion of finances has not played an impor-
tant role in setting academic priorities. As Balderston (1972b)
comments, "...it was the task of academic leadership to he con-
cerned about the ideals, missions and values of the enterprise, to
the exclusion of concern about costs except as an unfortunate
inhibition; and it fell to the "business management" to account for
the funds used and keep the framework going, without intruding into
the questions of mission and value." This was especially true
during the middle 1950s to the middle I 96O5 , when the flow of funds
enabled unprecedented growth in enrollment, academic programs and
physical plant.
The decline, both relatively and in some cases absolutely, in
this flow of funds has been popularly referred to as the financial
crisis in higher education. In fact a wide range of events converged
in the late 1960s to precipitate a variety of crises. As Breneman
and Weathersby (1970) put it, "As never before, the university is
being asked to justify itself - its purpose; its allocation of
scarce resources; its priorities; its responsibilities to the
individual and to society." Balderston (1972a) delineates several
crises and goes on to note that they all impact on the financial
crisis 1
We can, in fact, expect that a sufficiently serious state
of stress in any one of these areas will be communicated
2to the others, particularly to the financial area. And,
realities being what they are, ability to address pro-
blems in the other areas of deep concern in the hope
of overcoming them will often depend on whether money
problems can be solved or at least alleviated.
While the financial crisis is an intense problem in its own
right^, the purpose here is to view its impact on the administrator's
decision-making process. Internally, the administrator faces rising
unit costs at a time when many segments of the university community
are demanding new or expanded programs. Changing enrollment demo-
graphics and student interests are forcing administrators to be more
flexible in committing new resources. More importantly, there is
growing pressure to shift existing resources between academic units.
Externally the competition for available public resources has
grown more intense. This comes at a time when nigher education has
lost a great deal of public confidence. Among the recommendations to
restore this conficence, Cheit ( 197^- ) states that colleges and uni-
versities must "demonstrate that they are reasonably efficient in
their internal operations". Breneman and Weathersby (1970 ) echo this j
Requests for funds must be backed by precise descriptions
of the good to be produced; vague references to improve-
ments in quality and to social benefits are not persuasive
in the skeptical atmosphere of today.
These issues present administrators with a host of new
decisions.
Is it possible to shift financial resources between
academic units?
How much should be shifted, and from whom to whom?
What new systems
*The Interested reader is referred to Cheit (1971 )
an(l
Balderston (l9?2a).
3must be installed to enable a complete and timely accounting to
external and internal constituencies? Can this information be incor-
porated into planning systems to achieve orderly decision-making
regarding resource allocation and use?
Cheit (1971) emphasizes the present task facing administrators 1
After a decade of building, expanding, and undertaking new
responsibilities, the trend on campuses today is all in the
other direction. The talk, the planning, and the decisions
now center on reallocation, on adding only by substitution...
Use of Management Science Techniques
Many administrators now recognize that the solution to this
"managemeht crisis” is to employ increasingly sophisticated management
techniques. Management by intuition can no longer cope unaided with
complex decisions, such as resource reallocation. As Casascc (1970)
states in his survey of planning techniques for universities:
Most decisions were made - and too many still are made - on
the basis of limited information, unsupported theories, and
scanty empirical analysis . , . intuition alone will not suffice
to justify their (administrators) decisions as to the most
efficient allocations of university resources. Enlightened
and well informed university administrators are acutely aware
of the need for more rational and systematic approaches.
Writing on the use of cost analysis as a tool in higher education
administration, Balderston (1972b) comments that, *We are beginning to
develop a new breed of analytically-trained person who can operate with
some grace at the crossing points between the academic and the adminis-
trative sides of our institutions.” Judy and Levine (I965 ) carry
the
point a step further by arguing specifically for use of techniques
from the management sciences 1
4If citizens have a right to demand that their tax dollars be
used to the greatest educational advantage, then educational
administrators deserve the most modern and effective manage-
ment tools available. If managers in defence and industry
have benefited from the tools of management science, so also
should educational administrators.
The development and implementation of management science techni-
ques in higher education administration is a relatively recent event. 2
Noting there were some early papers calling for the application of
quantitative techniques in higher education administration, Schroeder
( 1973 ) points out that, "little was accomplished until about I965
when applications and research began to rapidly expand," In an early
survey of management science in university operations, Rath ( 1968 )
concludes that the (then) major area of interest is computerized class
scheduling. Regarding the use of modeling and simulation, he comments
that "very little is actually going on,
"
In the late 1960s, increased interest in improved planning,
analysis and decision-making in higher education led to the funding
of major research projects. In I967 the Carnegie Corporation
established the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, While not
directly related to quantitative techniques, their many reports
include policy issues in the areas of planning, resource allocation
and utilization.
3
Two research projects focused specifically on the development
and implementation of quantitative techniques. In 1968 the Ford
some concern that actual implementation is lagging
behind the development of these techniques. See, for instance,
Schroeder ( 1973 • P. 903).
^See, for example, Cheit (1971) O'Neill (1971 ).
5Foundation established research projects at several universities,
including MIT, Princeton, University of Toronto and the University
of California, Areas investigated by these projects included program
budgeting, bata base management for university information systems and
general resource allocation analyses.
The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE)
established in 1968 a Management Information Systems Program, Later
known as the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(NCHEMS ) , in 1971 the* U.S, Office of Education designated this program
a national center with multi-year funding. . Like the Ford programs,
NCHEMS is- directly involved in developing and refining quantitative
techniques for university decision-making.
Such funding spurred research activity. By 1970 , leathers oy and
Weinstein (1970 ) could report on a wide range of analytical models for
university planning. In his 1973 survey, Schroeder (1973) finds io
convenient to break the research into four major areas; planning,
programming and budgeting systems; management information systems,
resource allocation models; and mathematical models,
PPBS Versus Policy Analysis
A significant role in bringing quantitative analysis to university
administrators must be given to the Planning, Programming and
Budget-
ing System (PPES), Originally applied in the Defense
Department, and
then in other federal and state agencies, PPBS began
to attract notice
from university administrators in the late 1960s.
PPBS is too large a
topic to be considered here in detail; Schroeder (1973)
offers
6several relevant references. What is important is that PPES provides a
conceptual and practical framework for Including planning and quanti-
tative analysis in the formal resource allocation and control system.
The framework is comprehensive, covering university output in the
areas instruction, research and public service,^
In addition to its conceptual attraction, two other factors have
encouraged administrators to examine PPBS, PPBS has been formally
adopted by a number of states-5 and public higher education in these
states has had to submit and work with budget statements in the PPBS
format. Secondly, NCHEMS, a leading force in PPBS development for
higher education, has produced a standard Program Glassification
Structure (Gulko, 1971b), Such a structure permits inter-university
comparisons of program costs, resource utilization and other planning
information.
In spite of all this, PPBS has not turned out to be as effective
as advertised. Schroeder (1973) states that there are "no successful
ongoing applications of a comprehensive PPBS." Much of the difficulty
lies in talcing PPBS from theory to practice. The comprehensive scope
of PPBS requires a substantial commitment of financial and human
resources for implementation. There is a serious danger that the
mechanics and formalism of PPBS will obscure the spirit, and hence the
^See Balderston and Weathersby (1972) for a more complete
definition of the PPBS framework and its elements.
^According to Balderston and Weathersby (1972), by the end of
I 97 I over half of the 50 states had adopted PPBS.
7usefulness, of PPBS. To be truly effective, the initial plunge into
PPBS must be transformed into an integral part of the university's
operating system. A transformation of this magnitude is not easily
accomplished.
In a detailed examination of PPBS in higher education, Balderston
and Weathersby (1972) go beyond implementation difficulties and question
the appropriateness of the PPBS framework to the university environ-
ment j
The paradigm of the Department of Defense is particularly
inappropriate for planning and management in higher edu-
cation for several reasons. Educational institutions
foster diversity, seek differentiated instead of homogen-
eous viewpoints, operate on a collegial system in which
each faculty member considers himself primus inter pares,
decentralize management to dozens of department chairmen
and deans, and rarely attempt to determine institutional-
wide operational objectives, ...without clearly defined
objectives and without sharp lines of authority and re-
sponsibility, the formal structure of PPBS serves little
use beyond giving outside observers a false sense of
precision and security,
The value of systematic planning and quantitative analysis in
decision-making is not in question. The authors' goal is to extract
these from the seemingly inappropriate PPBS framework. They accomplish
this by proposing an alternative framework - policy analysis. Where
PPBS is activities oriented, policy analysis focuses on the decisions
facing the administrator. In their words*
Policy analysis is an alternative approach which uses de-
cisions as the major, organizing principle instead of
activities. In higher education these decisions might
be student admissions, tuition, i acuity stalling,
library acquisitions, new construction, or new academic
program development, among others. The approach of
policy analysis is to bring careful analysis to bear
incrementally in specific decision problems and build
8up a planning and management "system" on a case law or
precedent basis, (Balderston and Weathersby, 1972,
P. 55)
Policy analysis can be employed for key one-time decisions, or in a
cumulative manner. It is "responsive to short term crises yet pre-
paratory for longer term analyses probing the basic causality of the
institution," (Balderston and Weathersby, 1972, p. 55 )
This framework for incorporating quantitative analysis into
the decision-making process appears to offer several advantages. By
its nature, PPBS must be implemented on a comprehensive basis, with
attendant costs. Policy analysis, being selective, allows limited
resources for analysis to be focused on high priority decisions.
Policy analysis can be instilled gradually, permitting user education
and an orderly development of supporting data cases. As a vehicle
for introducing quantitative techniques, policy analysis permits
matching techniques to the individual administrator's level of
sophistication.
Use of Models for Policy Analysis
The use of policy analysis as a framework for planning and
management requires the development of supporting systems, notably
an institutional data base and analytical techniques to support the
planning function (Balderston and Weathersby, 1972, p. 5?). While
there are a variety of analytical tools in use, many of these are
based on some type of mathematical model. In. general such a model
is a mathematical statement of the relevant relationships that
describe the system of interest. Mathematical models offer
the
9administrator a vehicle for studying the impact of policy alter-
natives without altering the actual system.
Analytical studies based on mathematical models have been made
on almost every component or activity found within the university
environment: forecasting student enrollment, measuring faculty
activity, scheduling students to classes, analysis of unit costs and
capital construction projections to name a few (Balderston and
Weathersby, 1972, p. 17). Their complexity ranges from a few
variables and equations to many hundreds of variables. The compu-
tations required for some can be readily performed on a calculator,
while others demand the power of the computer. A particularly useful
group of mathematical models seeks to "relate the inputs of the edu-
cational process to the resources required" (Schroeder, 1973 » P. 898).
These models are often referred to as resource allocation models.
In general, mathematical models for policy analysis can be
grouped into two broad categories, descriptive models and optimization
models,^ The distinction is usually based on the explicit inclusion
and use of an objective function (Weathersby and Weinstein, 1970
»
p, 6), An important subset of descriptive models are simulation
models. As defined by Weathersby and Weinstein (1970, p. 6),
"Basically, simulation models attempt to associate cause with effect,
action with reaction, policy with result through the use of mathematical
^Balderston and Weathersby (1972) employ these terms,
while Weathersby and Weinstein (1970) give a more detailed
breakdown but maintain a similar distinction. Schroeder ,7 3 )
appears to base his classification on subject, such as costs,
student flow, or faculty staffing.
10
formulae, M
Optimizing models include those based on linear, nonlinear,
dynamic, and goal programming, and optimal control theory. To employ
optimizing models, the administrator must explicitly state his prefer-
ences in the form of an objective function. ? Recognizing that this is
often a difficult process, some optimizing models have been formulated
to allow the administrator to work with a simplified preference struc-
ture, such as a set of target values (Wagner and Weathersby, 1971).
Within each category, the scope of the models can vary greatly.
According to Balderston and Weathersby (1972, p. 60), comprehensive
models include "some representation of student and faculty flows,
curriculum, staff, space, administration, support costs, etc,".
Specialized models examine some subset of these areas in varying
degrees of detail.
It would appear from the literature that descriptive models,
especially descriptive resource allocation models, have found wider
use than optimization models. Several reasons for this can be
postulated. As noted above, the financial crisis presently commands
a great deal of attention. Since many of the descriptive resource
allocation models deal with financial consequences of planning alter-
natives, there is currently strong incentive to employ them in the
planning process. There is also a high initial payoff to the
allocation model building effort. Perhaps the greatest benefits
come
7por obvious reasons, also called a preference function.
11
simply xrom systematically reviewing the structure and elements of the
system, a process which is basic to the model building effort. Judy
and Levine (I965) cite additional benefits, including better knowledge
of the cost impact of alternatives, enhanced justification for budget
requests, and improved administrator understanding by rendering
explicit the important parameters.
Descriptive allocation models are a useful vehicle for initially
demonstrating the value of quantitative analysis. Because the model
seeks to describe a system with which the administrator is intuitively
familiar, he can better understand the formulation and functioning of
the model. In contrast, optimizing models can create the impression
of completely excluding him from the process. In addition, if the
model incorporates output measures similar to those of the real
system, interpretation of model results is just an extension of the
administrator's present reporting system. This initial exposure is
important in building confidence in the model. Should the adminis-
trator find the model's form and results difficult to understand,
he will be reluctant to employ it. On the other hand, the confidence
gained in a carefully selected initial model can serve as the basis
for a profitable advance to more sophisticated models.
While descriptive allocation models often display results in
measures familiar to administrators, an additional advantage is the
ability to compute and display new output measures. This may require
new transformations on existing data or even data not previously
collected. By utilizing a descriptive model, the usefulness of new
12
output measures can be assessed. If found worthy, the necessary data
collection and processing elements can then be added to the information
system. Using models to explore alternative information requirements
is consistent with the view that policy analysis is a vehicle for
structuring information for decision-making (Balderston and Weathersby,
1972 ).
The use of optimizing models has been hampered by the necessity
of explicitly stating an objective, or preference, function. Often
an administrator can perceive a multitude of conflicting, qualitative
objectives which are rarely explicitly stated. This is particularly
true at the university level, and as Weathersby and Weinstein (I970'
note:
< • . for that reason model builders orefer to leave out
considerations of value rather than impose an imprecise
or incomplete objective function on the problem. This
is probably an appropriate reaction to the practice of
chopping the complex outputs of a university to fit the
Procrustean bed of a linear preference function
, ,
,
Balderston and Weathersby (1972) do report some success in applying
optimizing models to various sectors in the university, for example
an academic department.
The highly mathematical nature of many optimization models can
serve as a barrier to their use by administrators. Whereas an
administrator can relate to a descriptive model, the mathematical
formalism may prevent his intuitive understanding of even a
relatively simple optimization model. The very nature of the
optimization model may lead an administrator to consider it academic.
He must make decisions in a highly political context. The notion of
13
obtaining an "optimum” solution from a model may clash with his
practical considerations to such an extent that he will dismiss the
model's usefulness out of hand.
At this point it should be emphasized that a planning model,
whether descriptive or optimizing, comprehensive or specialized, does
not perform the decision-making task. Rather, it serves to extend
and refine an administrator's intuition and experience, Properly
constructed, a planning model, "can evaluate the implications of
changed inputs or assumptions in a way quite beyond the powers of the
average decision-maker or analyst or even the judgment of an ex-
perienced professional in the field," (Keller, 3,967).
Simulation Planning Models for Universities
For reasons indicated in the preceding section, this study will
focus on resource allocation models to aid the planning function.
Planning models, as all models, can be simple in design or quite
complex, depending on the nature of the system they reflect, the
alternatives they will be called upon to handle, and the quantitative
sophistication of the user. Because universities are complex systems
with numerous interactions, modeling such systems demands the computa-
tional and data manipulation capabilities of the computer. Thus the
study will examine a subset of planning models, namely computer
simulation planning models.
As is the case for quantitative techniques in general,
it
appears that the introduction of computer planning models
into the
university administrator's realm has lagged, planning model
use in
14
other areas. For example, there has been a good deal of activity in
the development of corporate planning models. Schrieber (1970) presents
an excellent collection of papers on this topic. However, several major
simulation planning models have been constructed specifically for re-
source planning and allocation in a university environment.
One of the initial simulation planning models is the CAMPUS
model, constructed by Judy and Levine at the Systems Research Group
(Judy and Levine, I965) (Judy, 1969) (Systems Research Group, I969).
Originally based on data from the University of Toronto, the model has
been generalized to accomodate virtually any college or university.
The CAMPUS user can specify data to be either externally supplied or
generated by the model's statistical routine. The model computes
resource requirements and costs at any level of aggregation, be it
program, department, or activity. This ability to work at a detailed
level is a unique feature, but requires extensive data support.
Collection of detailed data on university operations is not a trivial
concern. Such modeling power is useful only if the supporting data
is available at reasonable cost.
In another early effort, Weathersby (1967) constructed a
simulation model that derived required faculty members to meet student
credit hour demands. Parameters estimated by regression analysis were
then used to compute costs of instructional and administrative support,
organized research, and maintenance. A key feature of his model was
the "induced course load matrix", which related student demands to
departmental course loads. His work also contained an excellent
15
discussion of tho philosophy and assumptions underlying the construc-
tion of the model.
As noted earlier, the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS) is actively involved in research, training,
and implementation. One project which has been particularly successful
is the Resource Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM), with the current
version denoted RRPM 1,6 (Gulko, 1971) (NCHEMS, 1973)* Based on
Weathersby *s algorithm for deriving required faculty, it too employs
regression to estimate support costs, plus physical space needs and
capital expenditures. Design criteria for RRPM also stressed ease
of administrator use and understanding. Thus RRPM is not only
a
useful planning aid but a vehicle for training administrators
not
familiar with planning models.
The previous models were developed primarily for large
universi-
ties. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., in conjunction with a
group
of private colleges, has implemented a simulation
model for smaller
colleges (Keane, 1970 ) (LoCasico, 1973). The model
focuses on revenue
as veil as expense Implications. It also
makes explicit the distinc-
tion between variables the administrator
can influence and environ-
mental variables over which he has minimal,
if any, control.
At the University of Washington, Thompson (1969)
took a different
tact by constructing a very aggregate
model. His major concern was the
dynamic nature of the system’s interactions.
To this end he employed
Forrester’s Industrial Dynamics formalism.
His model projects impli-
cations over a time frame of 50 years.
Though several examples are
given, tho model’s validity, very
important given the time span, is
16
not closely examined.
Another aggregate model used primarily as a research tool comes
from Koenig and his associates (Koenig, 1968). Designed along the lines
of linear systems, the model includes Markovian student flow and
equilibrium equations similar to an input-output model. Most variables
are estimated from past data and the model allows little user inter-
vention. The distinction between control variables and exogenous, or
uncontrollable variables, was not made, limiting the model's use as
a planning tool.
In the policy analysis framework, these resource allocation
models permit analytical analysis of specific policy decisions.
Employing the case law approach mentioned above, useful models and
analyses should then be made an integral part of the planning and
management system. It appears that this phase is not taking place.
Schroeder (1973) notes:
Although many models and techniques have been developed,
there seems to be a lack of actual implementation. This
is probably due to inadequate integration of the models
into the operating system of the institution.
. .
To im-
prove success in implementation, the systems approach
should be used to study the decision process, related
information problems and the organization to determine
how models and techniques might be used.
Looking ahead, Chapter II examines specific examples of descrip-
tive and optimizing models. The advantages and limitations of the
models are noted and problems encountered in their employment are
discussed. Based on this discussion, a model and set of evaluative
tests are proposed. Chapter III presents the model and its trans-
lation into a computer program. The model parameters are identified
17
and the model equations developed. The computer program routines are
examined, along with the input structure and output reports.
The derivation of the data elements used in evaluating the model
are treated in Chapter IV. Chapter V addresses the evaluation of the
model. The results of the tests and assessments by administrators
are also presented. Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the present effort
and indicates areas for future research.
Summary
Against a background of rapid expansion followed by financial
crisis, University administrators are increasingly enlisting the tech-
niques of management science to assist them in managing their institu-
tions. The activities of several major research projects have adopted
and refined several techniques for use by administrators. Additional
incentive has come from the adoption, or imposition, of PPES systems.
While providing a framework for quantitative analysis, PPES is not
without problems. The comprehensive nature of PPBS requires substantial
financial and human resources and careful planning of its introduction
into the institution's operating system. The mechanics of PPBS can
become ends in themselves, thus reducing the usefulness of the
system.
More fundamentally, Balderston and Weathersby (1972) question
whether the
PPBS framework is consistent with the university management
structure.
As an alternative framework, Balderston and Weathersby (1972)
propose policy analysis, which uses decisions instead
of activities as
the major organizing principle. Policy analysis allows limited
re-
sources to be focused on high priority decisions.
It can be implemented
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gradually, as user education, financial resources, and supporting data
bases permit.
It appears that descriptive mathematical models are more frequently
employed in policy analysis than optimizing models. Use of the latter
has been hampered by the difficulty in explicitly stating
preference
functions and by administrator reluctance to employ models
whose opera-
tions he does not understand. In contrast, the administrator
can relate
to a descriptive model of a system with which he
is intuitively familiar
In addition, the process of constructing a
descriptive model offers
important insights into the structure and relationships
of a system.
An important group of descriptive models are
simulation models
that address problems of resource allocation.
Several simulation
planning models have been developed. Two, CAMPUS
and RP.PM are
commercially available.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Purpose
This chapter examines previous and current research in the area
of simulation planning models for resource allocation. The models
described axe grouped under two headings, descriptive and optimizing.
While all the models are computer based, the related data manipulation
and report generation capabilities vary substantially. Prior to dis-
cussing the planning models, other general surveys of the literature are
examined. These reports survey a broad range of management science
techniques, including simulation planning models and a series of
specialized models not discussed here.
General Surveys
Periodically, the effort to apply management science techniques^-
to university operations and planning has been surveyed. An early
survey was conducted by Rath (1968). As mentioned earlier, he found
little sign of results in applying simulation modeling to university
problems. It is interesting to note
>
that he does spend some time dis-
cussing the issue of persuading administrators to accept and use the
new methods,
A recent survey of management science in university operations is
that of Schroeder (1973). In addition to resource allocation models
Ipor purposes of this discussion, information systems are
treated as part of the management sciences.
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and mathematical models, he examines the contributions of PPES and FIS.
He gives an 86 item bibliography referencing major work in each area.
Yet, like Rath, he cites the difficulties in achieving a high degree of
implementation. In listing directions for future research, he emphasizes
the need to study what decisions are made and what information is
required, so that models and information systems can be more responsive
to the administrator,
Weathersby and Weinstein (1970) present a structural comparison of
university planning models. They develop a conceptual framework and,
in their words, "This framework is then used to compare many of the
best known mathematical models currently available and to give some
indication of their comprehensiveness, structure, mathematical approach
and relative desirability. " The models they examine include comprehen-
sive resource allocation models, both descriptive and optimizing,
specialized models dealing with aspects such as student flow or
faculty staffing, and national planning models. Planning models de-
veloped in Europe are also included. Among their conclusions is the
need for more research in evaluating the outputs of such models.
In discussing the concept of policy analysis as an alternate
means of bringing management science to bear on university operations,
Balderston and Weathersby (1972) devote some discussion to the different
planning models. 2 While their survey is not as extensive as the three
cited above, they do treat comprehensive resource allocation models,
2See pages 60 to 68,
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specialized models and optimizing models. They also cite research ex-
ploring the "causal relationships operative in higher education.
"
Perhaps of greater importance, the authors explore the role that these
models can play in the decision process and what must be done to
incorporate models in the ongoing decision process.
For those doing research in the field of education, the U.S.
Office 0 l Education has established the Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center (ERIC), ERIC acts as an indexing and abstracting
service. Abstracts from published articles are reported monthly in
the Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), while abstracts
from unpublished articles appear in Research in Education (RIE).
Both periodicals contain an index by subject, thus allowing the
researcher to select entries under headings relevant to him,
3
Schroeder (1973) emphasizes the importance of RIE by noting that
much of the current work appears in unpublished form.
Descriptive Resource Allocation Models
Balderston and Weathersby (1972) provide a good definition of
these models:
An institutional cost model essentially embodies the edu-
cational production technology of a college or university
and estimates the resource requirements associated with
either expansions along the production surface, e.g.
,
increasing student enrollments, or adopting new educa-
tional configurations, e.g., a change in faculty workload
offset by increased use of computer aided instruction.
Several major research efforts have focused on developing such models,
-^The subject headings "educational planning", "educational
finance" and "planning" gave entries that were relevant to resource
allocation models for planning.
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Presently, there are four planning models available for implemen-
tation, each supported by computer software, training materials and
available consult ing. Each of these models is briefly examined in
this section, followed by descriptions of additional models developed
for research and not commercially available.
CAMPUS
The pioneering effort in simulation planning models is CAMPUS,
Comprehensive Analytical Model for Planning in the University Sphere.^
Originally developed at the University of Toronto, the work is first
reported in Judy and Levine (I965). The model quickly passed through
several versions and by I97O Judy (I970) reported on CAMPUS- V and a
special version for health sciences planning. The CAMPUS models, in-
cluding two time-sharing versions, are now supported by the Systems
Research Group (
1
969 )
•
As the name implies, the scope of CAMPUS is comprehensive. The
model is designed to be university wide, encompassing student flows,
faculty flows, space requirements, and administrative support. In
operation, student enrollment is the driving variable with historical
or user estimated parameter values used to calculate the resource im-
pace. The basic model is divided into four sections; Enrollment
Formulation, Resource Loading, Space Requirements and Budgetary
^Interestingly, Schroeder (1973) quotes the acronym as Computer-
ized Analytical Methods in Planning University Systems. Perhaps, like
a good trade name, the acronym is more important than its meaning.
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Calculations. Additional routines provide for parameter estimation
using regression and exponential smoothing, for student flows', and for
report generation.
A somewhat unique feature of CAMPUS is its ability to handle
highly disaggregated activities. In CAMPUS, an activity can be defined
at the course level or above; such as department or program. The report
routines can produce higher level summaries from the detailed activities
This permits the model to generate reports useful to department chair-
men, deans, or vice-presidents. As noted in Chapter I, this feature of
CAMPUS is useful only if the supporting data base contains the necessary
data at the desired level of detail.
Recognizing that organizational form, budgeting needs, and data
files vary widely from institution to institution, the CAMPUS-V version
is a generalized core simulator with no input or output routines. These
must be supplied by each user. CAKPUS-VI and CAMPUS-VII are time-
sharing versions which can be accessed by user institutions, Basic
institution data are stored in the time-sharing system and the user can
interact with the model and the data base.
Cost Simulation Model
Another early work is the Cost Simulation Model developed by
Weathersby (I967) at the University of California at Berkeley. Like
CAMPUS, its scope is university wide. However, Weathersby chose the
general subject level (e.g. Physical. Sciences, Arts) as the lowest
level of disaggregation. The model is driven by student enrollment
estimates and examines five types of resources} instruction, instruc-
tional support, organized research, campus-wide administration and
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service functions, and physical space. The model employs a sequential
flow, with faculty determined by student enrollment and instructional
programs, and support requirements deduced from the determined faculty.
Regression is used to estimate the parameter values relating student
and faculty levels to the other support levels.
RRPM
The Resource Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM) is a product of
the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems and is
based on Weathersby’s Cost Simulation Model. An early version is
documented in Gulko (1970) and the current version is RRPM 1,6
(NCHEMS, 1973 )# Like the previous two models, RRPM proceeds from
enrollment projections to faculty requirements to faculty and support
costs. Unlike CAMPUS, RRPM does not contain a student flow routine, so
enrollments are an exogenous ihput. Also, where CAMPUS can simulate
to the course level, the lowest level of disaggregation in RRPM is the
discipline^ or department level.
The logical flow of RRPM is divided into six phases; institu-
tional definitions, Induced Course Load Matrix specification, cal-
culation of FTE faculty and their costs, calculation of the other
discipline costs, calculation of costs other than instructional, and
report generation. The model provides for estimation costs other
5NCHEMS employs the term '’discipline" in place of the term
"department". While a discipline may be equated to an academic
department, it may include more than one department, for example,
Biological Sciences, See Gulko (1970, p. 10),
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than faculty salaries as a constant or as a function of enrollment,
credit hours, faculty number, faculty cost or instructional cpst. The
reports generated give line-item budgets, program budgets, and planning
parameter information, such as cost per credit hour.
The Induced Course Load Matrix
A central component of the above three models is the Induced
Course Load Matrix (ICLM). The ICLM essentially relates the credit
hour demands of student majors to credit hour loads placed on each
discipline. As Schroeder (1973) describes them, "These matricies, one
for each major, indicate the average credit hours that a student at a
particular grade level demand at each course level in each of the
instructional disciplines, " In typical applications this matrix is
estimated from historical enrollment patterns,
SEARCH and HELP/PLANTRAN
The firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company has developed a
planning model in conjunction with several private colleges known as
SEARCH (System for Exploring Alternative Resource Commitments in
Higher Education) (LoCascio, 1973). SEARCH conceptualizes the college
or university as consisting of five interrelated components; students,
program, faculty, facilities, and finances. The model distinguishes
between state variables, decision variables, and environmental, or
exogenous variables. The model* s financial component is unusually
complete, treating revenue (important to private colleges) as well as
costs, SEARCH does not make use of an ICLM, rather regression analysis
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is employed to estimate the course demand pattern,
A highly aggregated long range planning model of simple design has
been constructed by the Midwest Research Institute (Sutterfield
,
1971 ),
Called HELP/PLANTRAN
,
the model variables are at the university level.
Using a ten year planning horizon, the model user either estimates the
value of each independent variable, or uses a base value plus a per
cent change. Dependent variables are specified as simple functions of
independent variables. The model produces a reference matrix of all
variables and user formatted summary reports.
Other Descriptive Resource Allocation Models
Koenig, et.al, (I968) developed a model at the Michigan State
University. The model is comprehensive, including students, faculty,
support needs, services, facilities and costs. The model employs a
Markovian student flow module and a concept similar to the ICLM,
However, control variables are not made explicit and much of the data
needed to estimate the coefficients of the linear equations are not
generally collected in the form required. The model* s form, linear
systems, does present possibilities for optimization techniques.
The model of Thompson (1969) at the University of Washington is
the only one that employs the Industrial Dynamics^1 formalism. The model
contains three sectors, students, faculty, and space, all agregated at
the university level. The model* s chief concern is with the
^The basic work on Industrial Dynamics is Forrester (I96I )
.
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interaction of the sectors over time. The model explicitly considers
time lags, for example in constructing new facilities.
The model developed at Tulane University by Firmin and others
(I967 ) is designed specifically for a nine year planning period. Re-
gression analysis is employed with data from the first five years on
enrollment and faculty to generate projections for the next four years.
The model contains a detailed calculation of faculty salaries, while
support and facilities costs are based on fixed ratios. The model is
driven by a student flow routine that employs data from years 1 to 5 to
predict years 6 to 9.
The Humboldt State College Input-Output Model (Lawson and Jewett,
1969) linearly generates required facilities from estimated student
enrollments. Operating costs are then calculated as a function of
the facilities, Sullivan (l97i) describes a budget oriented model
based on a "support ratio", that is, a ratio of department cost to
credit hours serviced. The model takes enrollment inputs and computes
costs as a function of a historical or a user estimated "support ratio".
Resource Allocation Models Employing an Optimizing Technique
The previous models are purely descriptive in nature. No attempt
is made to evaluate results against a preference function. Rather, the
models supply the administrator with additional information concerning
the potential consequences of the proposed alternatives. It is left
to the administrator to incorporate this additional information into
his decision-making process. Yet integrating this information with the
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administrator's judgmental values and goals can be very difficult.
Thus, for Balderston and Weathersby (1972), "The primary purpose of
optimization models is to assist in this complex association of goals
with decisions, " In the optimization models presented below, parti-
cular attention will be paid to the way in which the administrator's
preferences and goals are incorporated into each model.
Linear Programming Model of Koch
Koch (1973) describes a linear programming model for resource
allocation to degree producing units, usually departments. The model
assumes that the outputs from the university are its graduated students
and that the value of these outputs to society can be approximated by
the present discounted value of the change in lifetime income streams
attributed to the university education. Following this concept, the
model maximizes a linear objective function of number of students
graduated from each department times the "profit per unit". Thus
Koch's objective function is not really a preference function, but a
normative function based on his proxy for the value society places on
the outputs.
The constraints include such factors as budget limitations and
required student/faculty ratios. An interesting additional set of con-
straints specifies that no variable in the optimal solution can decrease
by more than 2$% of its initial value. Koch notes that, "This con-
straint was imposed after an initial run of the model produced results
which recommended that no resources whatsoever be devoted to several
academic departments," Some initial results are presented, but no
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sensitivity analysis is reported.
Goad. Programming Models
Wallhaus ( 1971 ) has developed a goal programming model for re-
source allocation over a finite planning horizon. The objective of the
model, "is to come as close as possible to a specified long-range plan
for the degree output of an institution." Thus the goal is to minimize
deviations from planned degree output, subject to resource constraints,
student flow constraints, and constraints on degree production. For
Wallhaus, the value of his model lies in its ability to perform para-
metric investigations. He suggests that parametric programming oe
applied to studying changes in available resources, in admission of
transfer students, in degree production, and in admissions. Wallhaus
admits that the formulation is of "substantial size". Assuming a ten
year horizon for a moderate size college, the model contains
approxi-
mately 7,800 variables and 6,000 constraint equations.
Lee and Clayton (1972) report on a smaller goal programming
model
that seeks to allocate a payroll budget for a college
among faculty,
staff, and graduate assistants. The planning
horizon is reduced to one
period, namely the "next" pericxi. Seven goals
are considered: main-
taining accreditation, adequate salary increases,
student/faculty ratios
facuity/staff ratios, faculty rank distribution,
faculty/graduate
assistant ratio and the minimization of
cost. Lee and Clayton provide
a ranking mechanism for the goals, so
the decision-maker can specify
the relative priority. In the example
presented, cost minimization
was given least priority, with the
consequence that the first model
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solution achieved all the goals at an unacceptable cost. This was
corrected by making the total budget a constraint and treating the
avoidance of a deficit as a goal.
Non-linear Programming Models
Two major problems in applying mathematical programming techni-
ques to administrative decision-making are the existence of multiple
criteria and the difficulty in stating the overall preference function
to resolve the conflicts inherent in the multiple criteria. Geoffrion,
et, al
. ( 1971 ) have developed an interactive programming technique that
does not require an explicit statement of the overall preference
function, but instead requires the administrator to assess only local
tradeoffs. The approach is an extension of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm.?
Assuming an initial feasible solution has been given, the administrator
next assesses the impact on the criteria by stating a series of trade-
off weights". The weights are then used in solving a general non-
linear problem that yields a revised solution. Since the process is
interactive, the revised solution can lead to new weights which in
turn leads to a further revised solution.
The model was tested in the allocation of departmental faculty
time to the tasks of formal teaching, departmental service
duties, and
,,other ,, tastos such as research, counseling, etc. In this
instance, the
decision-maker was the department chairman. The model’s
constraints
employed four course levels, five student levels, and
five types of
7*rhe authors refer the reader to Zangwill (1969),
pages I 58 to
162 for an explanation of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm.
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faculty. Six departmental criterion functions were identified j the
number of course sections offered at each course level, teaching assist-
ant time for instructional support, faculty release time, and amount of
time budgeted for the "other" tasks. Noting that the department chair-
man was able to provide the local preference information, the authors
conclude that, "...the approach used here will permit the successful
treatment of many other problems in higher education not previously
considered amenable to solution via mathematical programming due to
the multiplicity of criteria.
"
Wagner and Weathersby (1971) have also addressed the problem of
multiple criteria, . To reduce the dimensionality of the administrator s
value assessments, they have him express his goals in terms of target
values. "The key to the target approach is that if the institution is
initially reasonably near the desired targets, then ^he general utility
maximization problem can be expressed by an approximately equivalent
loss minimization problem where the loss function is quadratic. .
.
They formulate the problem as a finite horizon, differential
dynamic
programming problem where the objective is to minimize deviations from
the target values.
The authors incorporate this formalism in a model
called the Small
Campus Planning Model (SCPfl). SCPM considers four
groups of variables,
students, faculty, space, and money. In the
test situation preseared,
the criterion function is composed of five
target variables, student/
faculty ratio, faculty mix by rank, space,
student mix aid monetary
balance. The model assumes these targets are
time independent. Because
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of the finite horizon, the criterion function also includes terminal
conditions in the form of "artifical targets" for the last period.
The application of dynamic programming to the allocation of de-
partmental teaching activities is also investigated by Turksen and
Holzman (1970), Their model seeks to optimize the planned number of
units for each teaching activity over a n-period horizon. The authors
state two interesting assumptions regarding the model's operating
environment, "(1) There is an implemented information storage and
retrieval system such that, at least, the forecasts for the teaching
resources and the student enrollments can be made with reliability.
(2) Time tables can be prepared although most of the scheduling al-
gorithms still leave much to be desired,"
Their general dynamical model contains a master program and a
sub-program for each planning period. The master program is to optimiz
a total return function, which is composed of the preference functions
for each planning period. The specific form of the total return
function is not given, but it is assumed to be separable and additive.
Two cases for the period preference function are examined, linear and
quadratic. Resource constraints are grouped into three sets: man-
power, space, and "other" such as staff. The work is theoretical
with no empirical testing reported.
Critique of Simulation Planning Models
Simulation planning models represent an important subset of
descriptive resource allocation models. Thus along with development
and implementation efforts, several studies have examined the usefulness
of simulation planning models for administrative decision-making.
Because the ICLM is central to many simulation planning models
and because its derivation from historical data is the typical means of
estimating planning model parameters, the properties of the ICLM have been
studied. In' an excellent study, Jewett and others (I970) used seven
quarters of course enrollment data at Humboldt State College in Califor-
nia to assess the stability and accuracy of projections based on the
ICLM. Comparing actual against projected credit hours by discipline
yielded differences from 1% to 85%, with an overall difference of 0.9%.
Using the projections to estimate FTE faculty, the projection error was
9% of the actual faculty. The authors conclude by^ noting the apparent
instability of the ICLM over time and questioning whether the 9% error
is acceptable in a planning model.
Hill and Judd (1973) also examined the suitability of the ICLM as
a prediction tool, using data from the University of Toledo. Since the
ICLM elements are broken down by student major and level (e.g. freshman),
they reasoned that knowing a student* s major and level should improve the
ability to predict his course enrollments. Their conclusion, however,
is that "less information yields more analytic meaning" in course en-
rollment projects and that the ICLM is useful only for macro analysis.
The size and scope of simulation planning models poses special
problems of implementation. For example, the CAMPUS model can carry
detail at the course level. This has led users of CAMPUS to view the
model both as a simulation planning model and as the basis for an in-
formation system. Reporting on the implementation of CAMPUS at the
University of Colorado, Andrew and Alexander (1973) refer to CAMPUS as,
"a management information system in itself." The goal at Colorado is
to make CAMPUS an integral part of the planning and budgeting system,
"communicating to the full range of users from the faculty to State
officials," The authors admit that this is a large scale effort with
need for extensive training programs and major revisions to the CAMPUS
computer routines.
The use of CAMPUS as the core of an information system is also
demonstrated in its application to the Ontario Community Colleges (Foreman
1973). A Council of Regents oversees the twenty-two colleges in the
system. According to Foreman, the appeal of CAMPUS to the Council
was its information structuring ability and simulation capacity. CAMPUS
is presently employed as an information system spanning the discipline,
college ard Council levels, as a tool for improving decision-making, and
as a vehicle for submitting 5-year plans and proposed operating budgets.
Although RRPM is not as disaggregated as CAMPUS, the consensus
from a report on the pilot studies of RRPM—1 is that data collection is
still an expensive and time consuming task (Hussain and Martin, 1971;.
Their report details the trial implementation of RRPM-1 at eight in-
stitutions. The report included the direct and indirect costs of
g
implementation aid testing, which ranged from $26,000 to $61,000.
^Hussain and Martin caution that these figures are not necessarily
representative, noting that several factors determine the actual imple-
mentation costs.
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Several of the Institutions also noted problems in validating the RRPM-1
parameter values and model results. All agreed that the process of
implementing RRPM-1 had been very educational.
An additional cause for concern among CAMPUS and RRPM users is
the problem of estimating the unit cost parameters employed in de-
riving non-salary costs. These values are derived from historical data,
often by regression analysis or other statistical technique. Foreman
(1973) notes that concern over the '’correctness" of the costing formulas
and values was expressed almost as often as concern over centralization.
Similar estimation problems were also mentioned by each of the RRPM-1
pilot institutions (Hussain and Martin, I 97 I), .This would seem to be
of particular concern where the model results are directly .incorporated
into budget proposals and multi-year plans.
Hopkins (1971) has written an interesting article which, in his
words, seeks, "(a) to give a simple description of a university cost
simulation model and (b) to raise some questions about its expense,
accuracy, and usefulness as a tool for university management." He
argues that whether model parameters are estimated from historical data
or from faculty and administrators, the collection and reduction of
data requires a major investment in time and money. He also points out
that parameter values based on historical estimates "are endowed with
historical inefficiencies", and that such inefficiences are then built
into the model*s projections,
9
9fhis Important point is also recognized by Balderston and
Veathersby (1972).
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Conceptually, Hopkins notes that the simulation planning models do
not take into account substitution of resources, such as hiring more
instructors instead of assistant professors. Another difficulty (for
Hopkins) lies in the assumption of linearity, which precludes consider-
ations of economies-of-scale. Hopkins concludes that:
. . ,
these models are suitable mainly for making cost-per-
student calculations under current operating conditions and
that it is questionable whether the expense of building in
a large amount of detail for this purpose can be justified.
As an alternative, Hopkins proposes the further development of
highly aggregated models based on a few key decision variables. As an
example, Oliver and Hopkins (19?2) report on an equilibrium flow model
that relates student admissions and enrollments to the final demand
for educated students. All the variables" in this model are aggregated
at the university level. Their decision variables include the student/
faculty ratio, average lifetime for students to obtain their education,
average teaching lifetime for faculty, drop-out rate, and the fraction
of new, nonter.ured faculty obtained from "in-house". In testing the
model, the proxy for final demand for educated students is simply
the number of degrees granted.
In summary, it appears that employment of the presently availaole
simulation planning models can require considerable financial and human
resources. To some extent this is dependent on the goals of the
modeling effort. Indeed, the two CAMPUS applications cited above
appear to treat the development of an extensive information
system as
an objective of equal, or greater, importance than the development of
3?
simulation modeling capability. Recalling the orientation of policy
analysis to developing specific models to aid in making specific
decisions, the philosophy of these large scale applications appears
more appropriate to a PPES framework.
Calculating FTE faculty is a basic result of simulation planning
models. Many then use these results in conjunction with unit cost
parameters to produce extensive cost analysis. The RRPM-1 pilot
studies indicate that estimation of cost parameters is a significant
part of the data collection and reduction task. In addition, the esti-
mates often reflect a high degree of uncertainty. Results based on
these values must be given careful interpretation if a false sense of
accuracy is to be avoided.* 0 Hopkins' comments support an. extra note
of caution when these parameter values are employed to project future
conditions.
Chapter I described the usefulness of descriptive models as a
means for demonstrating the value of quantitative analysis and the
policy analysis framework. Resources for policy analysis are usually
limited, especially if a technique is being employed for the first time.
Under such "introductory" circumstances, it seems appropriate to employ
a model whose scope is in keeping with the budget and yet able to
produce useful insights. Because they seek to model the very system
with which the administrator is concerned, simulation planning models
would seem well qualified for introducing the policy analysis approach,
^To many people, values on a computer printout have an intrinsic
validity simply because they were calculated and displayed by a computer.
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In actual implementation, however, their scope, level of detail, and
resource requirements appear to exclude them from this important role.
Research Objectives of the Present Study
The observations of the previous section raise several questions
concerning the application of presently available simulation planning
models. The lack of implementation of these models suggests that the
questions have not been fully addressed. The goal of this study is to
develop and test a simulation planning model that is consistent with the
policy analysis framework and oriented to the administrator who is just
beginning to build a repertoire of quantitative techniques. The model
is not designed to be the basis of an information system. Rather, em-
phasis is on the use of simulation modeling as an aid to planning and
on administrator understanding of its operation, capabilities and
limitations.
The model is proposed to serve those administrators who are inter-
ested in policy and simulation models but are reluctant or unable to
commit the resources necessary to employ models of the scope and depth
of CAMPUS or RRPM. A model of more modest scope requires less data
collection and reduction. Even if complete data is at hand, the re-
sulting wealth of detail that present simulation models can produce
poses problems of interpretation and understanding, A more modest
model allows the administrator to clearly understand the model's pro-
cess and the impact of his assumptions, thus providing a means of
structuring his insights into the institution's operations. Such a
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model is also compatible with the policy analysis approach of directing
modeling efforts to specific decision-making needs.
In keeping with this objective, the proposed model will concentrate
on projecting FTE faculty and associated salary costs. The area of non-
faculty salary costs will be left for a later version. While of less
scope, the model will retain a basic similarity to the available simu-
lation models. This enables an administrator to apply understanding
gained from the proposed model to the more detailed models. It also
permits the evaluation of the model to be compared with similar assess-
ments of the other models.
If the usefulness of a simulation model lies in its ability to
replicate the relevant features of the real system, then the adequacy of
the replication must be examined. This process is often termed model
validation. A second objective of this study is to test several aspects
of the model's validity. A first step is to insure that the model is
internally correct in a logical and computational sense. Considering
that planning models are often used in a "projective role", an im-
portant element of validity to be examined is the model's projective
ability.
Present simulation planning models rely heavily on historically
estimated parameter values, yet there appears to be little examination
of model sensitivity to choice of parameter values. ^ Two reasons
suggest this area is important to determining model validity. First,
^This issue is examined by Jewett, et. al. (1970). Hussain and
Martin (1971) report that some of the institutions testing RRPM-1 did
perform sensitivity analysis, but no details are presented. For Hopkins
( 1971 ), the use of historical data is an issue in itself.
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certain parameters
,
such as the Induced Course Load Matrix, play a
crucial role in the model's operation. Second, the lack of an' adequate
data base often reduces parameter estimation to somewhat primitive techni-
ques. Thus it becomes important to assess the impact of parameter esti-
mates on model results.
A third objective of the study is to evaluate the model under
realistic conditions. To this end, data from the School of Business
Administration at Miami University will be utilized to derive a set of
parameter values for testing the model. In addition, the Dean of the
School of Business Administration has suggested policy alternatives that
the model could explore and has agreed to review the model's results.
His participation will add significantly to the evaluation 'process and
will also permit an assessment of the model's usefulness and practi-
cality.
Summary
This chapter reviewed literature dealing with the application of
management science in the university environment. Two of the major
surveys of the application of management science techniques to univer-
sity planning and operations are those compiled by Rath (1968) and
Schroeder (1973). A comparable survey of university simulation planning
models was prepared by Weathersby and Weinstein (19?0), Because much
of the current literature appears in unpublished form, the abstract
services provided by the Educational Resources Information Center were
particularly useful in assessing the state of the art.
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A number of simulation planning models oriented to resource
allocation have been developed. Commercially available models include
CAMPUS, RRPM, SEARCH, and HELP/PLANTRAN. Additional models have been
constructed for research or use at specific institutions. Optimizing
models addressed to resource allocation have also been developed. A
variety of mathematical programming techniques have been employed, in-
cluding linear, goal, non-linear, and dynamic programming algorithms.
Implementation of simulation planning models for resource allo-
cation has raised a number of issues. Hopkins (1971) argues that these
models can incorporate historical inefficiencies into their projections.
He also notes that substantial resources are required to implement a
simulation planning model. This would seem to be confirmed by imple-
mentation reports for CAKFUS and RRPM (Andrew and Alexander (1973),
Foreman (1973), Hussain and Martin (1971)),
A related issue is the role of the model in the institution's
information system. Some applications appear to treat the development
of an extensive information system as an integral part of the develop-
ment of modeling capability. Such an orientation has not only cost and
managerial implications, but appears 'to lose advantages cited in the
policy analysis approach.
Estimation of unit cost parameters and sensitivity of the model's
results to parameter values pose additional concerns for the user of the
present simulation planning models.
From these issues three objectives for the present effort are
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derived; to develop a simulation planning model oriented to administrator
understanding, to evaluate the sensitivity of the model to parameter
values, and to involve the model in an actual decision-making setting.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
Purpose
Chapter III comprises two major sections. The first describes
the model, defines its parameters, and develops the necessary equations.
To use the model effectively
,
it is translated into a computer program.
The second section discusses the program, its input structure, and its
output reports.
Overview
The general structure of the simulation planning model is
portrayed in Figure 3 . 1 ,^ The model combines an enrollment forecast
with a set of parameters representing the particular teaching technology
of the institution to yield a series of projected future states for the
institution. The parameter values may be estimated from historical
data or proposed by the administrator. The resulting projections
cover three areas, credit hours, FTE faculty, and faculty salary costs.
The simulation model is deterministic in nature. While enrollment
and parameter values contain uncertainty which could be reflected in a
stochastic model, inclusion of stochastic elements would be at the ex-
pense of model simplicity and administrator understanding of the model
and its output. Recognizing that most faculty are hired on a yearly
basis, the time unit of the model is one academic year. Given the
1-This diagram is also appropriate for describing other resource
allocation simulation models, such as CAMPUS and RTiPM,
OVERALL
MODEL
STRUCTURE
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necessary enrollment forecasts, the model will calculate multi-year
projections.
Model Assumptions
In order to limit the scope of the model several simplifying
assumptions are made. These are discussed In the following paragraphs.
The basic administrative unit of the model is the discipline. A
discipline may be defined as a traditional department (e.g., Physics,
Chemistry) or as a larger grouping, such as Physcial Sciences. 2 Model
computations are carried out at the discipline level. A college, in
turn, is composed of one or more disciplines, while the university is
defined as the sum of the colleges.
Each discipline has two dimensions, instructional offerings and
faculty. Courses are divided into three levels, lower division, upper
division, and graduate to reflect the divisions commonly found in
course catalogs. This division permits the model to recognize different
resource requirements for each level of instruction. Faculty are
characterized by the traditional, rank designations, which are guidelines
for salary classification, teaching load, and instructional assignments.
The discipline dimensions are reflected in Table 3,1,
Student majors are associated with colleges rather than discipline
This permits interdisciplinary majors and graduate majors at the college
level. Each student major has three levels, as shown in Table 3.1,
The Underclass level designates students whose academic standing is
^See, for example, the discipline categories of the Higher Edu-
cation General Information Survey in Gulko (19?0, p. 10).
TABLE 3.1
MODEL DIMENSIONS
STUDENT MAJOR LEVELS
1
.
Underclass (UN)*
2. Upperclass (UP)
3. Graduate (OR)
DISCIPLINE INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS
1
.
Lower Division (LD)
2. Upper Division (UD)
3. Graduate Division (GD)
FACULTY RANKS
1
.
Graduate Teaching Assistant (TA)
2. Instructor or Lecturer (IN)
3. Assistant Professor (AS)
4. Associate Professor (AC)
5. Full Professor (F?)
*Each level is followed by an abbreviated designation.
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freshman or sophomore. Likewise, Upperclass designates juniors and
seniors, while the Graduate level includes students at the masters level
and beyond. The student levels distinguish those groups of students
that place different types of demands on the disciplines. Underclass
students are characterized by demands for introductory and required
courses. Their demands are usually spread over many disciplines. In
contrast, Upperclass students tend to take more specialized courses,
often within a single discipline. Graduate students must be treated
as a separate group because of their unique demands on faculty said
facilities and because of their potential employment as teaching
assistants.
Model Parameters
To assist in discussing the model parameters and subsequent vari-
ables, four subscripts are defined. Let i denote a student major and j
the student level within a major. According to Table 3.1, j takes on
values 1, 2, or 3, while the number of student majors is determined by
the model user. On the discipline side, let k denote a discipline,
1 the instructional level, and m the faculty rank. Subscripts 1
and m have values 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. The number
of disciplines is set by the model user.
The driving variable in the model is student enrollment. In the
present formulation, the model treats enrollment as an exogenous vari-
able. This approach is in keeping with the model’s objective of
simplicity and at the same time encourages administrator participation
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by allowing him to enter enrollment figures that reflect his judgment.
An alternative is to generate enrollment figures internally by incor-
porating a student flow sub-model into the model. 3 Inclusion of a
student flow sub-model raises questions of increased complexity,
additional data collection and programming effort, and the need to
win user confidence in the sub-model. For these reasons a student
flow sub-model was not incorporated into the present model.
The annual enrollment is described by a two dimensional array,
designated symbolically as E. The array contains three columns, one
for each student level, and one row for each student major. Thus an
element, written Ej_,j, contains the full-time equivalent student en-
rollment for student level j of major i.
Each student carries some academic load; that is, he takes formal
instruction, engages in independent study, carries out research, or
performs some combination of these. A common measure of academic load
is the student credit hour (SCH). For example, a course meeting four
hours a week for each week of the term would represent a load of four
SCH, To establish a student's academic load in the model, the average
SCH. load is specified as a model parameter. Specifically, a two di-
mensional array, denoted L, contains the average SCH load carried by a
student in level j of major i for a given term, such as a quarter or
semester. Averages are employed to simplify data handling and the
model's calculations.
CHENS (1971) offers an excellent discussion of several types
of student flow models.
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To distribute the student credit hours ajnong the various disci-
it is necessary to define "a 'demand* function that relates a
student at one level of one major and the formal course work taken in
all major subject fields at all levels" (Weathersby, I967 ). This demand
function is termed an Induced Course Load Matrix (ICLK). The model
treats the ICLK as a set of three dimensional arrays, one for each
student major. The set of ICLMs axe identical in structure, though
containing different values. Under this approach an element of the
ICLM for the ith major is written Ij
t
k,l» representing the load placed
on instructional level 1 of discipline k by students in level j of the
itn major. A sample depicting the general form for Accounting majors
is given in Figure 3.2.
Typically, course registration records are used to estimate the
parameter values contained in .the ICLK, In some models, notably RRPM,
the resulting ICLK elements are in terms of SCH, Thus if historically
it turned out that the typical underclass Accounting major took (say)
5.5 SCH in lower division Accounting, this number would appear directly
in element Il
f
l
f
l of Figure 3.2,
In the present model SCH figures are calculated prior to encounter-
ing the ICLK parameter, so the ICLK elements here are stated in terms of
percentages. That is, if the hypothetical 5*5 SCH in lower division
Accounting represents (say) 6 percent of the load carried by a
typical underclass Accounting major, then the ICLM of Figure 3.2 would
contain the figure 0.06 in element Since the elements of I
represent a percentage distribution of the SCH for the j*^ student
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level of major 1, it follows that
k 1 i j,k,l = 1
.
Stating the ICLM in percentage terms permits the model to separate
the generation of the SGH load from the distribution of that load. As
noted in Chapter II, stability of the ICLM over time cannot be assumed.
Thus It is Important for the model to be able to address changes in the
"demand function" even though the average SCH load remains constant.
With the ICLM, the model can determine the number of student credit
hours demanded at each instructional level in each discipline. In some
cases this SCH total must be modified because it does not correspond to
actual hours required to service the demand. For example, a course
carrying 3 SCH units might meet 4 hours a week, or a 4 SCH independent
study course might require only 1 hour of supervision. The discipline,
of course, is concerned with the real time hours demanded, Weathersby
(I 967 ) uses the term Weekly Student Hour (WSH) to define the real time
hours per week necessary to service a given number of SCH per week.
In the model, this conversion is carried out by the fourth para-
meter R, which is simply the ratio of WSH to SCH at a particular in-
structional level of a given discipline. Using the current notation,
each element of R is written Rj^q.
As a first step in calculating the FTS faculty required to
service the WSH demanded- in a discipline, it is necessary to distribute
the WSH among the various faculty members of the discipline. In
practice this distribution is accomplished when particular faculty
members are assigned to (or select) courses at each instructional level.
FIGURE 3.2
SAMPLE ICLM FOR THE ACCOUNTING MAJOR
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Discipline (k) &
Instructional Level (l)
Student Level in Accounting (j)
Underclass (1) Upperclass (2) Graduate ( 3 ;
1
.
Accounting
LD n.i.i Il,2,l Il,3,l
UD Il,l,2 *1,2,2 I l, 3,2GD 11,2,3 11.3,3
2. Bus. Analysis
LD 12.1,1. I2,2,l *2, 3,1
UD 52,1,2 x2,2,2 Z2
, 3,2GD 1Z
, 1,3 12,2,3 12.3,3
3. Economics
LD 13,1.1 13,2,1 13,3,1
UD 13,1,2 13,2,2 *3 , 3 ,
2
GD
•
•
13
,
1,
3
•
•
13,2,3
•
•
13,3,3
t
•
t
•
7. All Else
•
•
•
•
•
•
LD 17
.
1.1
17.1.2
17,2,1 17,3,1
UD 17,2,2 17,3,2
GD 17,1,3 17,2,3 17,3,3
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Such assignments reflect a variety of considerations, including faculty
preferences, historical staffing patterns, faculty availability
,
salary
competitiveness, and the staffing policies and goals of the discipline,
college, or university. Of particular importance is the faculty rank,
for the rank distribution has major resource consequences.
Though the assignment process is complicated, it is important to
explicitly include in the model a parameter which represents this
process. This permits the administrator to explore alternative assign-
ment policies. In addition, it allows the model to directly assign
the WSH to the various faculty ranks.
The assignment distribution parameter is actually a set of per-
centages, One set is defined for each instructional level of each
discipline. Ihe percentages represent the portion of the WSH assigned
to each of the five faculty ranks. Symbolically this parameter can be
written Afc i m , which is the percent of the WSH in level 1 of discipline
k that are assigned to faculty of rank m.
At this point the FTE faculty necessary to service the WSH can be
derived by two means, The first requires only one additional parameter,
while the second is a more detailed approach and requires two additional
parameters. Borrowing simple but effective terminology from the HRFM
model, the two approaches are referred to, respectively, as
the Short
method and the Long method.
The additional parameter for the Short method is the
average
number of WSH serviced by one FTE faculty in a given instructional
level in a discipline. The VSH/FTE ratio is termed a
productivity
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ratio, since it is a simple, but straight forwart measure of faculty
Instructional production. Defining the parameter at the Instructional
level recognizes the large differences in average WSH/FTE that can
occur between underclass, upperclass, and graduate levels. In the
model the productivity parameter is written P, with elements Pk, 1 *
The productivity parameter is useful because its values are rela-
tively easy to compute and, in many cases, is a statistic already com-
puted by the institution's information system. However, the use of
this parameter precludes explicit consideration of two important
control variables, class size and faculty contact hour (FCH) load.
The Long method of calculating FTE faculty replaces the productivity
parameter, P, with parameters for the class size, G, and FCH load, W,
xhe parameter C is a three dimensional array whose elements,
Ck,l,m contain the average or maximum class size handled by a faculty
member of rank m in level 1 of discipline K. Strictly speaking, the
average class is not a control variable, yet might be usefully em-
ployed in deriving model projections based on historical data. The
maximum class size, of course, is a control variable whose values can
be set as a matter of policy.
The companion to the class size parameter is the faculty work-
load parameter, W, This parameter is in terms of faculty contact
hours (FCH) which, like the productivity ratio, is a measure of
instructional workload only. One FCH typically represents one class
hour per week. Since faculty in different ranks often carry different
workloads, each element, contains the FCH workload for rank m
in discipline k.
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Once the FTE faculty required to meet the WSH demand has been cal-
culated for each discipline, the total salary cost can be computed by
multiplying the number of faculty in each rank by the average salary
for that rank in the discipline. The average salary parameter is
denoted S and its elements are written Skfm . As the SCH load parameter
average salary values are used to facilitate data handling and to keep
the model from becoming unnecessarily complex.
A summary of the parameters defined in this section is presented
in Table 3.2,
Model Equations
The previous section has alluded to the relationships established
between the parameters for the purpose of calculating FTE 'faculty. In
this section these relationships are developed explicitly. They are
treated in the order in which they are encountered in the model.
To begin, the total student credit hours generated by students
in the j
1,
student level of major i can be found by multiplying the
appropriate elements of the enrollment and average SCH load matricies.
This can be written as
Hj.
^ j
x Lj,
f j 1
= 1, 2, ••• it majors (1)
j ~ ^ » 2,3
The sum of all the elements in H is the total SCH generated.
The SCH are distributed to the instructional levels of each disci-
pline by the set of Induced Course Load Matiicies. At the same time
the SCH are converted to WSH by applying the real hour conversion
parameter.
Parameter
E
L
I
R
A
P
C
V
s
AF
TABLE 3.2
MODEL PARAMETERS
Definition
FTE enrollment for each student level of each major.
Average SCH load carried by a student in each student
level of each major.
Induced Course Load Matrix . One for each major.
Gives the distribution of the SCH for each student
level among the three instructional levels of each
discipline.
Real hour conversion of SCH to WSH for each instruc-
tional level of each discipline.
Assignment distribution to allocate WSH to the five
ranks in each instructional level of each discipline.
Productivity ratio of WSH per FTE faculty,' for each
instructional level of each discipline.
The average or maximum class size faced by faculty
of each rank in each instructional level of each
discipline.
Faculty workload in terms of FCH for each rank in
each discipline.
Faculty salary for each rank in each discipline.
Available Faculty of each rank in each discipline;
used in the Comparison mode.
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^r^6ing the ICLK as a Tour dimensional matrix, the WSH demanded at each
instructional level of each discipline can be computed as
k » 1, 2, 3 ft disciplines
1 - 1
,
2
, 3
where the suras extend over the subscript ranges.
The WSH at each instructional level,
,
is assigned to the
The element contains the WSH assigned to the faculty of rank
If the Short method is being employed, then the required FTE
faculty can be computed by dividing the assigned WSH, DA, by the pro-
ductivity parameter, P. Summing over the three instructional levels
to get the required FTE faculty at the discipline level, this step can
be written
where RF is the required FTE faculty. The total FTE faculty for the
kth discipline is just the sum over the m columns of RF ; that is
£ RF, “ total discipline required FTE faculty,
m K,m
In employing the Long method , the class size and workload para-
meters replace the productivity parameter to yield
( 2 )
faculty ranks by the assignment distribution parameter
i
m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (3)
m at level' 1 of the k^ discipline. Since the elements of A are per-
centages it follows that
" 1 (
DAk,l,m/Pk,l ) (4 )
( 5 )
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The faculty salary coat for the FTK faculty of rank m In the kth
discipline is
FCk,m " RFk,m x (£)
and the total salary cost for the discipline is defined as
DFC
k - i FCk,m •
Since they are used to calculate the FTE faculty required to meet
student demands,- these equations comprise the model's "calculate" (CALC)
mode. As noted earlier, the model time unit is one academic year. To
calculate FTE faculty projections for more than one year, additional
enrollment values must be supplied. For each enrollment matrix, E^-
,
E^ #
En
,
the model will calculate the corresponding required FTE faculty,
1 2RF
,
RF
,
••• RFn
.
It is important to note that these matrlcies are
independently calculated.
la reality, of course, faculty totals sore not independent from
one academic year to the next. Institutional budgets, traditions,
and politics impose practical limits on the range of faculty increases
or decreases that can occur in any given year. Academic tenure poses
special problems in its own right, including additional limitations
on termination of faculty contracts. In the more pleasant event of
enrollment increases, lead times for the budgetary process and for
recruiting and hiring new faculty almost insure that the rate of
faculty increase will not match the rate of enrollment increase.
The model approaches this problem by allowing the user to input
a matrix of available faculty, AF, and to change these values on a
yearly basis. Thus the available faculty at a point in time is
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dependent on previous faculty values. Under this mode, the faculty cost
matrix, FC, and the discipline faculty cost vector, DFC, are computed
using the matrix AF in place of the matrix RF. In addition, the model
computes the required faculty and for each rank of each discipline cal-
culates the ratio
RAk,m " RFk,m / ^k.m • (7)
A ratio greater than one indicates that the anticipated available faculty
is less than the faculty required to meet the student demand under the
model assumptions.
This form of the model is denoted the "comparison" (COMP) mode
since it compares the user's estimate of faculty availability to the
model's results. This mode also permits an administrator to analyze
policy alternatives and have the results reported relative to an exist-
ing projection of faculty availability.
To summarize this section, the model operates in two modes. The
first, CALC, calculates required FTE faculty to meet enrollment subject
to the specific parameter values. The second mode, COMP, compares the
calculated FTE faculty to an existing estimate. Required FTE faculty
can be calculated by two means, the Short or the Long method. The
Short method utilizes a single measure of faculty instructional commit-
ment, the WSH per one FTE, The Long method breaks the measure into
two components, the average class size and the faculty contact hour
workload.
Model as Compu ter Program
To effectively employ the model, the equations presented above
were incorporated into a computer program. This section gives an
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overview of the program structure and presents the input format and
output reports. Due to the large amount of detail, several appendicies
support this section. They are. (1) Appendix A - program flowchart,
(2) Appendix 3 - program listing, (3) Appendix C - input card formats,
and (4) Append icies E and F - sample output.
Program Structure
The program is written in FORTRAN IV for a batch processing en-
vironment. While a time-sharing environment at first seemed attractive
and supported the goal of ease of model use, the amount of input data
and length of reports weighed against this option. The general program
structure is depicted in Figure 3.3, The input medium is punch cards.
An internal disk storage file is created to hold the ICLM. Three types
of reports are available, an initial value report, yearly detail re-
ports, and a summary report.
The program structure is modular in design. That is, the various
operations performed by the model are contained in a set of routines,
with each routine assigned one specific operation. Since it facili-
tates program maintenance, modular construction is appropriate for any
program that may change over its life span. It is particularly suitable
to resource allocation planning models because it allows the model to
evolve to meet new conditions and increasing administrator sophisti-
cation.
To take an example, the COMP mode permits the available faculty
matrix, AF, to be uplated on a yearly basis. In the present configur-
ation thin is accomplished by having the user determine the not
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chaneo for each year. An alternative is to have the chimera computed
by a faculty flow" algorithm. Since the operations updating the Ar
array are contained in a single routine, only one routine need be
altered to accomodate the "faculty flow" algorithm.
The modular construction is reflected in the program routines and
their functions, summarized in Table 3 . 3 . The main routine is the con-
trolling routine. It initializes the model based on information supplied
by a control card (explained in the next section). It also initiates
calls to the remaining routines. These other routines are actually
FORTRAN subroutines, except for RND which is a FORTRAN function.
Figure 3.4 portrays the basic flow of events in the model. There
are two primary loops in the program. Referring to Figure 3.4, the
"A" loop allows the program to process more than one run in the same
physical data deck. Fach run is initiated by a control card. The
"3" loop is iterated once for each simulated year in a run.
As just mentioned, the program reads a control card and uses this
information to initialize the model. The routine DATAIN is called to
read the initial parameter values and the IGLM, The main routine next
reads the current set of yearly parameter values. If the mode is
COMP, the routine ADDFAC is employed to update the available faculty.
The main program performs the calculations based on equations (1)
to (5). The faculty salary cost computations are handled by a separate
routine, FC. Again, if the comparison mode is in effect, the ratio of
required to available faculty is computed. Upon completion of the
FIGURE 3.3
GENERAL PROGRAM STRUCTURE
TABLE 3.3
PROGRAM ROUTINES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
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Routine
Major inunctions
MAIN
• Reads control card and yearly values
• Performs major computations
• Accumulates results for SUMRY
• Prints yearly results
DATAIN
©
• If necessary, places ICLM in disk
file
• Reads initial parameter values
• Prints initial parameter values
ADDFAC
• For COMP mode, updates available
faculty
FC
• Updates salary matrix
• Computes faculty costs
SUMRY
• Prints end
-of-run summary
RND
• Rounds computations to one place,
right of the decimal
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computations, the appropriate values are accumulated for the college and
summary reports. If requested, the yearly detail reports for each dis-
cipline and college are printed. Upon completion of similar processing
for each simulated year, a summary report is printed by the routine
SUMRY, The program then checks for another control card which signifies
another run is to be made.
In the program, the parameter arrays and the arrays created in
equations (l) to (?)*are treated as DIMENSlONed variables. To keep
the program to a reasonable size, upper limits are imposed on some of
the model parameters. These are given in Table 3.6-. The particular
values were chosen as a compromise between program size and values
likely to be encountered in a medium sized institution. As noted, the
limits can be altered without difficulty. In fact, for the sensitivity
tests reported in Chapter V, the limits on the number of disciplines
and majors were reduced to 10 to conserve core storage.
Input Structure
TVie program input structure is designed to facilitate use of the
model. The structure is based on several considerations. First, the
input actually consists of three types of data; control card values,
Initial parameter values, and yearly parameter values. In the latter
case, one set of values is required for each simulated year. Second,
sevoral runs can be made at one time and it is Dikely that some of the
initial parameter values will remain constant over the runs. In these
cases the values are read only once and retained by the program i or
subsequent runs.
An a third consideration, since the parameters to be employed are
FIGURE 3.4
PROGRAM FLOWCHART
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BEGIN
READ
CONTROL
CARD
READ
PARAMETERS
READ
YEARLY
VALUES
IF 'CCMP*
ADD
FACULTY
CONFUTE
COST
( 6 )
IF 'COMP'
COMPUTE
RATIO
( 7 )
ACCUMULATE
FOR
SUMMARY
COMPUTE SCH
( 1 )
I ...
DISTRIBUTE
VIA ICLM
( 2 )
REQUIRED S L REQUIRED
FACULTY «t—^ METHOD v
FACULTY
BY (4) BY (5)
PRINT
YEARLY
REPORTS
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dependent on the mode and method selected, only those parameters neces-
sary for a run need appear In the input data. Finally, on a raoro
technical level, standard FORTRAN requires formats for card input. To
avoid potential confusion, a minimum number of different formats are
employed.
The input deck structure for a single run is shown in Figure
3.5. The major sections are the installation control cards, 11 the model
control card, the ICLM parameter values, if on cards, the remaining
initial parameter values, and one set of yearly parameter values for
each simulated year. Figure 3.6 gives the structure for more than one
run. Each run begins with a control carl. The data for run 2 need
contain only the initial parameter values that are different from or
not included in the values of run i. A complete set of yearly para-
meter values must be given for each run.
Examining first the control card, Table 3.5 lists the fields of
the card. A complete description of the control card contents and
their formats car be found in Appendix C. The values on the control
card establish the basic dimensions of the model and specify certain
program options. The date and descriptive title are included to help
identify individual runs.
The input structure considerations outlined above were satis-
fied by placing each input variable or parameter on a separate card
(or cards) and assigning each card type an identification number. The
^In the present case these are IBM Job Control cards.
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TABLE 3.4
PROGRAM LIMITS*
Number of colleges 5
Number of majors.....
...30
Number of disciplines 30
Length of names,
,,,,,,16 characters
Number of years in one run 5
Number of runs not limited
These limits can be revised by changing the appropriate
COMMON’ and DIMENSION' statements.
FIGURE 3.5
INPUT DECK STRUCTURE FOR A SINGLE RUN
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card types are grouped into sections, with all cards in a section having
the same for. at. The ICLM is treated as a separate section but is not
assigned a card number since its presence is indicated in the control
card.
Table 3.6 lists the card identification numbers. Each section is
preceded by a section indicator, which is a multiple of 10. All cards
within a section are numbered from the section indicator. In addition
to the card number, each card also contains a second identification field.
This usually holds either the major number or the discipline number. The
remaining data fields on the card contain the specific values.
The advantage of this structure is that card types within a sec-
tion may appear in any order and that not all types need be present.
Since all cards within a section have the same format, the program can
use the section indicator to select the proper READ-FORMAT combination.
.
Since a single card contains values relevant to only one major or
discipline, it is
€'asy to locate and revise particular parameter values.
This scheme also permits the program to carry sets of parameter values
from one run to another.
As shown in Figure 3.5» the initial parameter cards are grouped
into four sections. The names section (cards 11-13) supplies the
names of the colleges, disciplines and majors. The various colleges,
disciplines and majors are assigned numeric codes based on their order
of appearance in the names section. The first discipline is assigned
the code 1, the second the code 2 and so on. To refer to disciplines
or majors in the remaining cards, this code numbor must be used.
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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TABLE 3.5
CONTROL CARD FIELDS
Definition
Control card Identifier
Number of years to be simulated
Number of colleges
Number of majors
Number of disciplines
Mode indicator
Method indicator
Report options
Position of ICLK
Date
Descriptive title
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Number
10
11
12
13
20
21
22
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
40
41
42
50
51
52
TABLE 3.6
IDENTIFICATION' NUMBERS FOR INPUT DATA
Contents
Indicator for names section
Names of colleges
Names of disciplines
Names of majors
Indicator for linkage section
College-discipline links
College-major links
Indicator for '5-value* parameter
values section
Average SCH load per student
Real hour conversion
Initial faculty, for COMP mode
Initial faculty salary
Faculty workload
Productivity ratio
Indicator for '15-value' parameter
values section
Assignment distribution
Average class size
Indicator for yearly parameter values
Student enrollment, form 1
Student enrollment, form 2
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TABLE 3.6 - Continued
Number Contents
53 Net change in faculty, for COMP
mode
5** Percentage change in faculty salary
60 Indicator for end of yearly parameter
values
FIGURE 3.6
INPUT DECK STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE RUNS
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•me link section (cuds 21 and 22) links disciplines to colleges
and majors to colleges. This linkage specification permits exploration
of planning alternatives involving structure. The 5-value and 15-value
sections are so named because they are formatted for 5 values per cord
and 15 values per card. As revealed in detail in Appendix G these num-
bers were chosen so that values for an individual major or discipline
are on a single card.
The yearly parameter cards (51-5*0 include two forms for the en-
rollment parameter. Form 1 (card 5I) is by class (FR, SO, JH, SR, GR),
while- form 2 (card 52) is by student level (UN, UP, GR). The section
indicator card 60 delimits the end of each set of yearly parameter
cards.
The complete description and format for each card type is given
in Appendix C, A list of the input used to test the model, found in
Appendix D, serves as a specific example of the input structure.
Output Reports
As indicated in Figure 3.3, the model output is grouped into
three reports. The initial values report displays the ICLM, initial
parameter values, and yearly parameter values. This report is
particularly useful for verifying input values. The yearly detail
report presents results for each discipline and college for each
simulated year. The summary report appears at the end of a run and
abstracts key results from the yoarly detail reports. Examples of
each typo of report can be found in Appondicics E and F,
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All the reports need not be produced. Field 8 of the control
card allows the model user to specify which reports he desires. Selec-
tion details are in Appendix C.
The items displayed in tho yearly and summary reports axe indi-
cated in Table 3.7. The reports axe designed to present the primary
model results, FTE faculty and associated salary costs, and additional
information useful in planing the results in perspective. This latter
Information includes *WSH totals, proportion of WSH contributed by each
major, and ratios such as WSH/FTE faculty and salary cost/student.
Yearly detail reports for the two modes (CALC and CCKP) are
identical except for three additional items that appear under tho ^GKF
mode. In the summary report for the CALC mode, the required faculty
appear under the heading "FACULTY" and zeros are placed under the
headings "RE^. FACULTY” and "RATIO". For the COMP mode, available
faculty appear under "FACULTY" and required faculty are shifted to
"REQ. FACULTY". The ratio of required to available faculty
appears
under the hersding "RATIO
1
.
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TA3LE 3.7
SUMMARY OF MODEL OUTPUT ITEMS
Report*
—
»
Item Discipline College Summary
Faculty additions** R, T R, T
Available faculty** R, T R, T T
Computed faculty R, T R, T T
RF/AF ratio** R, T R, T T
Salary scale
Salary cost
R
H, T R, T
'
T
WSH serviced I. T I, T T
Salary cost/WSH
• • •
WSH/faculty
• • •
WSH contribution by majors
Number of students
•
M, T T
Salary cost/major
Salary cost/studont
M
M, T T
*The following designations are used in the Report columns j
R for each faculty rank
I for each instructional lovel
M for each student major
T Total
,
single item
•Items appear under tho CCMP node only.
Tho propos'xl simulation planning noicl combines an enrollment forc-
cas * with a CGt of parameters representing the particular teaching tech-
nology of the institution to yield a series of projected future states
for the Institution. The projections cover the areas of credit hour
loads, FTE faculty, and faculty salary costs.
In order to limit the scope of the model, several simplifying
assumptions are made. The basic administrative unit of the model is
the discipline, with a college being composed of one or more disciplines.
A discipline has two dimensions, instructional offerings and faculty.
Student majors have three levels and are associated with colleges rather
than disciplines.
The model parameters include student enrollment, student credit
hour hoad. Induced Course Load Matrix, faculty assignment and produc-
tivity parameters and faculty salary. A six equation model is developed
to stranslate student enrollment into FTE faculty requirements. The
model also permits comparison of calculated FTE faculty to the user's
estimate of available FTE faculty.
The simulation model is programmed in FORTRAN IV. The program
structure is modular in design with a main contraolling routine and
several subroutines. To facilitate use of the model, particular
attention is given to the structure of the program Innit and tho out-
put reports.
CHAPTER IV
DATA ELEMENTS FOR MODEL EVALUATION
Overview
Tvo sets of input data were utilized In evaluating the planning
model. The first w.as a set of test data used for ascertaining the cos-
putational correctness of the computer program. The test values were
chosen so that manual calculations could be made and results compared
with the program output. The preparation of the test data w.as straight-
foreward and need not be discussed in further detail.
Instead, the chapter will focus on the second data set, which is
a set of parameter values derived from data of the School of Business
Administration (SBA) at Miami University. Reasons for selecting ShA as
the test situation will be presented, followed by a description of the
data collection and reduction process.
Selection of SBA as the Test Situation
To effectively evaluate the model, it must be tested under
realistic conditions. This requires a situation where the appropriate
data can be gathered with a reasonable effort and where the adminis-
trators have the time and interest to interact with the model. The
School of Business meets these conditions for several reasons.
An obvious reason for selecting SBA is that the author is em-
ployed in one of the departments of the School. Working with a
familiar situation is advantageous for data collection efforts, es-
pecially in vorifying the data values. In addition, the School is
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experiencing rising demand that has not been met with corresponding
faculty increases. The Dean of the School of Business was very receptive
to the request for his assistance in evaluating the model. He felt that
Information supplied by the model would be useful in pressing his need
for additional faculty.
Another major factor in the selection of S3A over the entire uni-
versity was concern over the data collection effort. At the university
level, data collection can easily surpass a one man effort. For example,
in his critique of large-scale simulation models for university planning,
Hopkins (1971) estimates that, "...the total cost of developing and
implementing a simple oCK is on the order of $75»000 spread over a
period of two to three years. Bata-related tasks account for approxi-
mately two-thirds of this total,"
In addition to the magnitude of the data collection effort at the
university level, preliminary investigation of data sources at Miami
University indicated that few of the parameter values could be auto-
matically generated. In fact, it appeared that several parameter values
would have to be synthesized from two or more separate data sources.
This synthesis would have to be manually performed.
C'nosing S3A as the test situation does not eliminate consideration
of the rest of Miami University, Like all academic divisions at Miami,
credit hour demands come from majors both within and outside the School,
Indeed, S3A offers several courses aimed specifically at students in
other academic divisions. Thu3 it is important to include the inter-
action between all Miami students and S3A.
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Thin is accomplished by partitioning Miami ir to two colleges,
Business Administration and All Else. The latter Includes all the
other academic divisions at Miami. Ac shown in Table 4.1, each college
comprises a set of disciplines and a set of majors. The disciplines
and majors under Eusiness Administration reflect the actual Sl'A con-
1*1 £^^*ation
,
The use of the All Else discipline and major allows the
overall impact of outside" students on SEA to be measured, but pre-
cludes measuring the impact of a specific major, such as Physics or
Psychology.
The data collection and reduction process utilizes the configuration
given in Table 4,1,
Data Collection Interval
The academic year 1972-1973 was selected as the data collection
period. This was the last year for which complete data was available.
Incomplete files precluded collecting comparable data for earlier years.
Rather than mixing parameter values derived from several years' data with
values based on only a single year, it was decided to deal exclusively
with 1972-1973 data. This data was collected for Fall, Winter, and
Spring quarters. The summer terms are treated separately at Miami and
therefore, this data is not Included.
In addition, actual FTE faculty and two quarters of enrollments
for the academic year 1973-1974 were known. This afforded the oppor-
tunity to te3 t the model's predictive ability. As presented in Chapter
V, the projected 1973-1974 FTE faculty, based on 1972-1973 parameter values,
was compared with the actual FTE faculty.
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TABLE 4.1
COLLEGES, DISCIPLINES, AND MAJORS
College 1 - Business Ad ministration
Disciplines - 1 Accounting
2 Business Analysis
3 Economics
4 Finance
5 Management
6 Marketing
Majors - 1 Accounting
2 Business Analysis
3 Economics
4 Finance
5 General Business
6 Management
7 Marketing
College 2 - All Else
Discipline - 7 All Else
Major - 8 All Else
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IGI.M and Averin SCH Load
Tho data source for the construction of the ICLM and Average SCH
load parameter values vaa Mian's master Grade File. This computer file
contains Information on each course completed by each student. With the
cooperation of the Registrar and the Academic Computer Service, approxi-
mately 174,000 records for Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters of 1972-1973
were copied Into a separate tape file. Each record represented one stu-
dent in one course.
The ICLK was generated from the data by use of the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) (Nie et al.
, 1970). Each student
level of each major given in Table 4,1 was cross-tabulated with the
instructional levels of the disciplines given in the same table. The
reoulting 2 a. by 24 cross-tab contained the percentages necessary for
constructing the ICLM elements. Four ICLM cross-tabs were oroduced,
one for each quarter and a composite of the three quarters.
To find ohe historical average SCH load carried by a major at each
student level, the Grade File data were aggregated to the student level
using the statistical and file management package OSIRIS 1 (The Institute
for Social Research, 197 1 )# SPSS was then used to generate a breakdown
of credit hour loads by major by student level for each discipline.
Tho SPSS breakdown also gave the number of students in each level of
each major, which was of assistance in constructing the enrollment
fore cast.
^Unlike the names of most computer software packages, OGIRIS is
not an acronym. The package is named after Osiris, the Egyptian god
of nature and tho underworld.
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Hc.il Hour Conversion
An exanlnation of the course offerings In SPA revealed that all
SGH to WSH conversions were one-to-one. That Is, each element of the
parameter R could be set to one. Rather than have the program perform
unnecessary computations, the parameter R was not included in the Input
data and the particular calculation was Mcommented M out of the FORTRAN
code.
During discussion of the model with administrators, it became
apparent that the term WSH was confusing. Evidently at Miami the term
SCH is synonymous with the term WSH as used In the model. In view of
the one-to-one correspondence for S3A, the term WSH was dropped and
SCH will be used in the remainder of this chapter and in Chapter V to
denote credit hour units.
Faculty-Course Data File
It quickly became apparent that constructing the faculty related
parameter values would be more difficult them generating the ICLM. To
facilitate the data reduction process for these parameters, a separate
data fi]e was put together from three sources. The elements of this
Faculty-Course data file are given in Table 4.2.
11)6 file was constructed manually from three separate sources.
Items 1 to 6 and item 10 wero recorded from a microfilm copy of the
Terra Course Master file in the Registrar's Office. The faculty rank,
item ?, was added by consulting the 1972-1973 S3A faculty directory.
Finally, items 8 a;id 9 were taken from a computer generated report,
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Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TABLE 4.2
ITKI'.S II. THE FACULTY-COURSE DATA FILE
Description
Quarter; Fall, Winter, or Spring
Discipline
Course number
.
Course listed at both undergraduate and
graduate levels
Course section
Credit hour units
Rank of professor teaching the section
Class size
Total credit hours
Name of professor teaching the section
10
BA
Summary of Credit Hours and Enrollment. The Faculty-Course data flic was
employed to derive values for the assignment, SCH/FTE, average class size
and faculty workload parameters.
Assignment Distribution
For each instructional level, the number of sections taught by a
given rank were divided by the total number of sections at that level.
This gave a percentage distribution of the SCH load over the faculty
ranks. To avoid illusions of accuracy, the figures were rounded to two
places. This procedure was carried out for each discipline in SRA.
Since the projected FTE faculty for the All Else discipline is not of
interest here, the assignment distribution values assigned to this
discipline were approximate averages of the SEA values.
Productivity Ratio
These parameter values, used with the Short method, represent the
credit hours serviced by one FTE faculty at a given instructional level.
For each instructional level, the total SCH was easily computed from the
Faculty-Course data file. However, the number of FTE faculty at each
level was obtained with greater difficulty. Eased on the actual course
sections taught, each faculty member^ teaching load was split into the
three instructional levels. Thus if a full-time member taught 9 sec-
tions during the year, 6 at the lower division level and 3 at the upper
division level, two-thirds FTE would be credited to the lower division
and one-third FTE to the upper division. Full-time equivalent status
was not based on the number of courses taught, but rather on the
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"official" designation taken from the Faculty Service Report.? if a
faculty member was lesa than full-time, his FTF contribution to each
instructional level was reduced by an appropriate amount.
Those figures for each member of a discipline were summed to Cet
the approximate number of FTE faculty used in each level. In some cases
these totals were rounded so they would sum to the actual FTE faculty
total. The SCH/FTS ratio was then found by division. The ratios were
rounded to the nearest tens. Values for the All Floe discipline were
approximate averages of the SPA values.
Average Glass Size and Faculty Workload
Under the Long method, the productivity ratio parameter is re-
placed by the average class size and faculty workload parameters.
Average class size values were found by simply taking the mean of the
actual class sizes faced by each rank at each instructional level of a
discipline. Recognizing that these average values cover a range of
actual class sizes, the values were rounded to the nearest "representa-
tive "integer, usually a multiple of 5 .
The faculty workload values are in terms of Faculty Contact Hours
(FCH), At Miami
,
one 1CH is equivalent to teaching one class hour per
week. Actual FCH values for SPA were computed by recognizing that the
credit hour units for a course were equal to the number of class hours
per week. For each rank in a discipline the total course credit hours
taught by members of the rank were divided by the number of actual FTE
faculty in the rank. The resulting FCH/FTK values were rounded to the
2For example, department chairmen are designated one-half FTE, even
though their actual teaching loads vary considerably.
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nearcat tenth. Aa indicated for previous parameter values, the averse
class size and faculty workload values for the All Else discipline were
estimated from SPA values.
Faculty Salary
The Dean of the School of Business was reluctant to give out actual
salary values, especially at the discipline level. However, he was will-
ing to employ average values based on all Ohio colleges and universities.
These values were used for all ranks except Teaching Assistant, for
which the actual SPA figure of $2,600 was used.
Enrollment
Enrollment figures for SPA and all of Miami, broken down by class,
were obtained for the academic years 1971-1972 and 1972-1973, and for
the Fall and Winter quarters of 1973-197**. These figures were made avail
able by the Registrar. The 1972-1973 Annual Report of the School of
Business contained Fall quarter enrollment, by major, for the years
1971-1972 and 1972-1973. A Fall quarter 1973-197** count, by major, was
made from a computer list of all SBA majors.
These figures were used to prepare the enrollment projection for
the Dean of the School of Business described in Appendix G. The 1 973—
197** figures were employed to produce the projected FTE faculty for 1 973-
197**» which was then compared to the actual FTE values.
Tho actual parameter values employed in evaluating the model are
given in Appendix D. Tho values are listed as they appear on the data
cards. The specific valuos can be identified from the left-most number
In each line by referring to Table 3 . 6 .
Summary
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The School of Business Administration at Miami University was se-
lected for testing the model under realistic conditions. To Incorporate
credit hour demands from students outside SBA, the University was
modelled as two colleges, the School of Business Administration and
All Else. Data was collected for the three quarters of the I972-I973
academic year. Several data sources were employed for estimating the
parameter values. To facilitate deriving faculty related parameter
values, a separate Faculty-Course data file was constructed. Historical
enrollment figures were used to construct an enrollment forecast for
the academic years 1973 > 197^, and I975.
Purpose
CHAPTER V
MODEL EVALUATION
Chapter III described the simulation planning model and the
required data Input. Chapter IV extended the model to a computer pro-
gram and described the Input and report features. Chapter V examines
the results of several model tests. These tests, along with adminis-
trator’s comments, serve as the basis for evaluating the planning model.
Nature of Validation
Though validation is a concern associated with nil modeling efforts,
It is of particular concern in simulation models.. Van Horn (I 97I) points
out three reasons. First, simulation models can be more complex than
other management science models. Second, simulation models often con-
ceal their assumptions and processes, especially if a complex computer
program is involved, finally, simulation models frequently claim to
closely represent reality. In fact, their use is often justified pre-
cisely because no other management science model is representative of
the real world system.
Validation often connotes a process of proving that a model
reflects the real system. The connotation of 'proof' is unfortunate,
for it implies a precise methodology for determining if a model does
or does not match its real world counterpart. Van Horn (1971) takes
a brooder view, describing validation as, M the process of building an
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acceptable level of confidence that an inference about a simulated pro-
cess Id a correct or valid Inference for the actual process." (p. 247;.
Such a view allows, a wide range of techniques for building confidence.
To emphasize this view, the term evaluation will be used in place of
validation in this chapter.
Evaluation of the Model
The deterministic nature of the model is a benefit from the stand-
point of model evaluation. With a deterministic model there are no
problems of inference, for the output at the end of the run is the
required measure (Sisson and Emshoff, I970), Since replication runs
yield identical results, statistical confidence intervals are not
necessary.
This chapter reports on three techniques employed in evaluating
the model. First, the model's .projections were compared with actual
cord itions. Second, the model's reactions to shifts in parameter
values were examined by a series of sensitivity tests. Finally,
comments were obtained from administrators on the model, its results,
ar.d the value of resource allocation models in general,^ These tech-
niques were chosen to fit the deterministic nature of the model and the
research objectives given in Chapter II.
Projection o r ly??-l9?*» Faculty FTE
Using the composite ICLM and enrollment data for Fall .and Winter
^Tho administrators are employed at Miami University.
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quarters 1973-197^, the model calculated tho required FTE faculty for
each discipline in the School of Business. 2 One run was made for each
projection nethod. The model’s results are compared to the actual FTE
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Before exploring the discipline differences in
detail, tho overall differences will be examined.
At first glance, the error on the FTE totals of 1.1?$ for the
Short method appears excellent. The 9.8^ error for the Long method is
not as good, but the large error in Economics contributes over half of
the total error. However, as Jewett (1970 ) points out, differences on
totals are net a good measure of model accuracy. In summing the Indi-
vidual differences over the disciplines, plus differences cancel out
minus differences. This implies that surplus FTE in one discipline can
be transferred to another discipline. Since in most institutions sub-
stitution across disciplines is small, Jewett uses the sun of the
absolute differences as the basic measure.
The sum of the absolute differences for the Short method is 6.?.
7
FTE or l0,7.% of the actual FTE, The similar figures for the Long
method are 7.t'3 FTE and 12,6^, Working with a much larger number of
disciplines (*0)» Jewett (1970) found the sum of the absolute differ-
ences to be about 9?> of the actual FTE.
To remove the bias due to the accumulation of several small
differences, Jewett also suggests summing only the absolute differences
O
‘'Because other disciplines in the University were grouped under
the category "All Else", the model also calculated the required FTE for
this pseudo-discipline. These figures will not be discussed.
TABLE 5.1
1 973-1 974 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED ETE
FACULTY USING THE SHORT METHOD
Discipline
Accounting
Bus, Analysis
Economics
Finance
Management
Marketing
Total
Actual Projected Difference*
13.5 12.3
-1.2
8.67 8.3
-0.37
16.9 19.0 +2.1
7.0 7.6 +0.6
6.8 6.9 +0.1
8.5 6.6
-1.9
61.37 60.7
-0.67
* Projected minus actual PTE,
**Absolute difference as a percent of actual FTE,
TABLE 5.2
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1973-1974 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED FTE
FACULTY USING THE LONG METHOD
Discipline Actual Projected Difference* Ferccnt**
Accounting 13.5 13.9 +0,4 3.0
Bus. Analysis 8.67 8.8 +0.13 1.5
Economics 16.9 22.0 +5.1 30.2
Finance 7.0 7.8 +0.8 11.4
Management 6.8 7.2 +0.4 5.9
Marketing 8.5 7.7 -0.8 9.4
Total 61.37 67.4 +6.03 9.8
* Projected minus actual FTE.
Absolute difference as a percent of actual FTE.
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that aro creator than one-half FTP. For tho Short method, this sum Is
5.8 FTE, or 9.5^ of the total actual FTE, while the sum for the Long
method Is 6,7 FTE, or 10 , 9?®. These percentage figures are somewhat
higher than Jewett's figure of 7.2^. On balance, though, it appears
that the model's accuracy, by this measure, is in the same range as
Jewett ( 1970 ).
Tho model also calculates the number of FTP, faculty by rank
within each discipline. Given the uncertainty of the parameter esti-
mates, the smaller size of the numbers Involved, and the lack of faculty
flow between ranks, it might be expected that the model's accuracy at
the rank level would be less than at the discipline level. Tables
5.3 and 5.4 portray the projections for the Short and Long methods,
respectively. Differences at the rank level range from zero to over
two FTP,. With the Short method, 6 of the 25 projections differ from
actual FTE by more than one FTE, while the Long method yields 7
differences greater than one FTE,
These differences occur, in pant, because the model does not in-
clude faculty flow between ranks. Specifically, the parameter values
arc based on 1972-1973 data and therefore do not reflect promotions in
rank between 1972-1973 and 1973-1974. Business Analysis presents an
example of this situation. In 1972-1973, the discipline had no
Associate professors and consequently parameter values reflect this
state. Between 1972-1973 and 1973-1974 one Assistant professor
was
promoted to Associate. The model does not automatically account
for
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this. However, the administrator can alter the model to reflect new
conditions by revising the appropriate parameter values.
Looking at the discipline level, Table 5 . 1 and 5.2 reveal several
errors in the model's projections. Under the Short method, Accounting,
Economics, and Marketing have differences greater than one FTE. Table
5.3 shows that in Accounting the model underestimates Associate pro-
fessors and, to a less extent, Assistant professors. Instructors,
though, are overestimated by about one-half FTE, For Economics, Table
5.3 Indicates a fairly large overestimation of Assistant professors,
while the underestimation of Marketing FTE is the sum of underesti-
mations in each of the ranks.
Under the Long method, the only discipline with a difference above
one FTE is Economics. The difference of 5.1 FTE, or 30.2% of the actuail
FTE, is surprisingly large, Tgble 5.4 indicates that about half of this
error comos from the Assistant professor rank. The difference of 3.95
FTE in the Assistant professor rank is aJLmost twice the actual FTE level
of 2,25. The model also overestimates the number of Associate professors
in Economics by about one FTE.
Vhile some error is expected when comparing actual FTE to projected
FIE, some specific sources for the observed discrepancies can be postu-
lated. First, the parameter values are actually averages over three
quarters. This implies that the model's projections are for an "average
quarter". In addition, some of the parameter values, notably the Assign-
ment Distributions, required subjective judgments in constructing the
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TABLE 5.3
1973-197^ ACTUAL AND PROJECTED FTE FATUITY
WITMIN DISCIPLINES USING THE SilORT METHOD
**FTojectod ninu3 actu.ol PTE,
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TABLE 5.4
I973-I974 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED FTE FACULTYWITHIN DISCIPLINES USING THE LONG METHOD
Discipline
Accounting
Actual
Projected
Difference**
Business Analysis
Actual
Projected
Difference**
Economics
Actual
Projected
Difference**
Finance
Actual
Projected
Difference**
Mannrenont
Actual
Projected
Difference**
Market, j nr
Actual
Projected
Differenco**
InstructionalRank** —
TA IN AS AG FP Total
1.0
1.2
4.o
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.7
1.5
2.0
13.5
13.90.2 c.5
-0.5
-1.7 0.5 0.4
- 4.1? 3.0 1.0 0.5 8.67
*• 7.0 1.4 0 0.4 8.8
2.83 -1.6
-1.0
-0.1 0.13
- 5.75 2.25 3.0 5.9 16.9
6,4 6.2 4.4 5.0 22.0
O
.65 3.95 1.4
-0.9 5.1
- 3.0 2.5 0 1.5 7.0
-
3.1
0.1
2.5
0
0
0
2.2 .
0.7
7.8
0.8
- 1.0 3.0 0.6 2.2 6.8
— 0.7 2.4 0.9 3.2 7.2
-0.3 -0.6 0.3 1.0 0.4
- 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 8.5
— 1.1 2.5 2.1 2.0 7.7
-0.9 0.5 0.1 -0.5 -0.8
*See Chapter III for Instructional Rank abbreviations.
* * Projected minus actual FTE
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values. Secondly, the 1973-1974 enrollment averages were booed on only
two quarters. Past data Indicate that enrollment, by class and major,
differs from quarter to quarter. Thus the third quarter 1973-1074 en _
rollment data, when available, will probably alter the average enrollment
figures. Thirdly, as noted above, the model does not contain a faculty
flow mechanism and this can produce spurious discrepancies within disci-
plines.
Projection of 1972-1^73 PTE Faculty
To gain an additional comparison between projected and actual PTE
faculty, 1972-1973 enrollment was employed to project FTE faculty for
1972-1973. Since the parameter values are themselves based on 1972-1973
data, this projection is not a legitimate means for evaluating the
model's predictive ability. However, since the model’s results should
he reasonably close to the 1972-1973 actual FTE faculty, any large
discrepancies would be a sign of trouble. It also seems reasonable to
expect that the differences would be smaller than those found in pro-
jecting 1973-1974 FTE faculty.
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 reveal that, as anticipated, the sums of the
abooluto differences are less than those observed iri Tables 5.1 and 5 . 2 .
For the Short method, the sum is 2,87 ( 5 . 2^) compared with 6.2
7
FTE
(10.25S). Similarly, the sum for the Long method is 4.43 FTE (8. 0/o)
compared with 7.63 FTE ( 12 . 6^). Looking at differences at the dis-
ci plino level, Tables 5.5 a:vi 5.6 show only three cases where the
differences oxceed 5/^» compared to eight such cases in Tables 5.1 and
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TABLE 5,5
1972-1973 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED FTE
FACULTY USING THE SHORT METHOD
Discipline Actual Projected Difference* Percent**
Accounting 11.5 10.1
-1.4 12,2
Bus. Analysis 6.67 6.5 -0.17 2.6
Economics 16.5 17.2 +0.7 4.2
Finance 7.0 6.9 -0.1 1.4
Management 6,
6
6.4 -0.2 3.0
Marketing 6.8 6.5 -0,3 4.4
Total 55.07 53.6 -1.47 2.7
•Projected minus actual FTE.
**Absolute difference as a percent of actual FTE.
TABU; 5.6
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1972-1973 actual and projected fte
FACULTY USING THE Lc'NG MET: I OD
Discipline Actual Projected Difference* Percent**
Accounting 11.5 U.3
-0.2 1.7
3us, Analysis
. 6.67 6.9 +0.23 3.5
Economics I6.5 19.9 +3.4 20.6
Finance
7*. 0 7.0 0 0
Management 6,
6
6.7
.
+0.1 1.5
Marketing 6.8 7.3 +0.5 7.4
Total 55.07 59.1 +4.03
• 7.3
*Projected minus actual FTE.
*"*Absolute difference as a percent of actual FTE.
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and 5.2. Thero is also much less variability within disciplines. Only
two ranks show differences creator than 0.5 FTE, while there are 24 such
cases for the I 973 -I 974 projections.
As shown in Table 5.7, some of the large differences of the 1973-
74 projections do not appear in the 1972-1973 projections. Under the
Short method, the differences in Economics and Marketing are sharply
reduced in the 1972-1973 projections. Since the only difference in the
projections for the two years is the enrollment figures, it seems likely
that the 1973-1974 differences in Economics and Marketing are related to
enrollment data.
Table 5.7 also shows that some of the 1973-1974 differences appear
again in the 1972-1973 projections. In particular, Accounting projec-
tions under the Short method and Economics projections under the Long
method show large discrepancies for both years. Enrollment data does
not appear to be a factor in these cases. Most likely these discrepancies
arise from the procedures used to estimate the parameter values.
Since the number of weekly student credit hours (SCH) facing a
discipline is a key element in the model, the projected 1S)72-1973 SCH
were compared with the actual SCH as given in the Annual Report of the
School of Business (1973). Displayed in Table 5.8» the figures show
that in all disciplines except Economics, the model projects fewer SCH
than the disciplines actually serviced. As with faculty projections,
the use of averages makes perfect agreement very unlikely. Since
1972-1973 enrollment figures were verified from two sources, the SCH
TAPUJ 5.7
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differences
FACULTY
MARKET I
r-KTWKEN ACT
FOR ACCOUNTI
'•Cl FOR 1972-
UAL AND FRUJECTEl)
NC, K'.NYMCS, AND
1973 and 1973-1074
u
v
r
Discipline Year
Differences
Short
Method
Long
Method
Accounting 72-73 -1.4
-0.2
73-74 -1.2 +0.4
Economics 72-73 +0.7 +3.4
73-74 +2.1 +5.1
Marketing 72-73 -0.3 +0.5
73-74 -1.9 -0.8
1: a: Li 5,e
A jTUAIj AH) I’ v i.
T
iil.'UxC n-:n
htt:-:) a ’/tora'ik student ':hhdit
QUAH7EH K'O l r'7 ’-l W75
Discipline Actual Projected Dif Terence*
^
Percent* *
Accounting 3,993 3,522
-471 11.8
Pus. Analysis 2,710 2,650
-51 1.9
Economics 6,694 6,923 +229 3.4
Finance 2,833 2,730
-103 3.6
Management 2,300 2,177
-123 5.4
Marketing 2,746 2,574
-172 6.3
Total 21,276 20,585
-691 3.2
* Projected minus actual FTE.
**Absolute difference as a percent of actual SCH.
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differences In Accounting and Economics can probably be traced to esti-
mates in either the average student hour lead or the composite ICLK.
Comparison of Projection Methods
As discussed in Chapter III, the model employs two methods for
calculating FTE faculty. The Short method utilizes a Productivity Ratio,
which is a measure of the weekly student credit hours serviced by one
FTE faculty. On the other hand, the Long method employs a more detailed
calculation, which requires the average class size by instructional level
and rank and the faculty workload for each rank.
It would appear that the Productivity Ratio of the Short method
would be easier to obtain than the workload and class size data of the
Long method. The number of SCH per FTE faculty is a frequently used
ratio. In contrast, while the faculty workload may be available, the
average class size for each instructional level and rank is not a common
statistic and one not easily calculated. ^ The advantage, then, of the
Short method is potentially easier data collection, while the Long
method offers more detailed modeling capability at the expense of greater
data collection effort.
It can be argued that the more detailed model should yield a
more accurate projection. If this were the case, the expense of greater
data collection effort might be offset by the quality of the resulting
projections. However, if the two methods yield projections of similar
3i n the present study, SCH/FTE data were rather easily obtained,
while data on workload and average class size had to be complied
from
two reports and involved a good deal of calculation.
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accuracy, then the Short method would be preferred becauoe or reduced data
collection effort.
The degree of difference between the two projection methods can be
statistically examined In the following way. For 1972-1973 and I973-I974
the difference between the actual FTS and the FTE projected by each method
can be computed for each discipline, as given In Table 5.9. In addition,
for each discipline a *1* has been arbitrarily assigned where the Long
method yields the largest absolute difference, or a 'O’ where the Short
method yields the largest absolute difference.
If the two projection methods are statistically similar, then there
is an even chance 0.5) that the largest absolute difference will be
assigned to either method. Under this hypothesis,, the bi-valued outcome
can be viewed as a binomial sample from a population with-rr^ O.S. Alter-
natively, if the two methods are not similar, the resulting bi-valued
sample would be unlikely to come from a population withrr= 0,5.
Thus the bi-valued outcomes can be used to statistically test the
similarity of the two methods. The test employed is the binomial Test
(Siegel, 1956, p. 36-^2). The null and alternative hypotheses are 1
Hqitt^ 0.5 .
Hi 1 or/ 0.5
and the level of significance is arbitrarily set at 0.05. The rejection
region consists of all values of x (whore x is the sum of the bi-valued
outcomes) which are so small or large that their probability of
occuranca under Hq is less than 0.05.
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As Table 5.9 reveals, for each year x - 3 . Under H0 the probability
of seeing x £3 Is O.656, which Is far above 0.05. Thus H0 cannot be re-
jected and the Dinomlal tost Indicates that the two projection methods
are statistically similar.
The Binomial test examined only the relative magnitude of dif-
ferences between the actual and projected FTE under each method. Table
5.10 portrays the FTE differences between the two projections for each
discipline. As can be seen, in each year the Long method yields con-
sistently higher projections. Table 5 . 11 summarizes from Tables 5.1, 5.2,
5.5 and 5.6 the suns of positive and negative differences. It appears
that the Short method tends to underestimate FTE at the discipline level.
That Is, the sum of the negative differences in each year is greater than
the sum of positive differences. In contrast, the Long method tenas to
o /erestiraate discipline FTE, as shown by the large sums of positive differ-
ences.
Thus the results appear inconclusive. The Binomial test indicates
the two projection methods yield similar results, while Tables 5 . 10 and
5.11 display somo differences between the results of the two methods.
106TA3L2 5.9
BINOMIAL TEST OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROJECTION
METOODS FOR 1 972-1 973 AND 1973-1974
Discipline
1972-lf>73 1973-1974
Differ•ences* Bi
-valued
Outcome
Differences* Bi
-valued
Outcome
Short Long Short Long
Accounting
-1.4 -0.2 0 -1.2 +0.4 0
Bus. Analysis -0. 17 •*0.23 1
-0.37 +0.13 0
Economics +0.7 +3.4 1 +2.1 +5.1 1
Finance -0.1 0 0 +0,
6
+0.8 1
Management -0.2 +0
.
t 0 +0.1 ' +0.4 1
Marketing
-0.3 +0.5 1
-1.9 -0.8 0
Projected FTE minus actual FTE.
TABLE 5.10 107
COMPARISON OP PROJECTION METHODS
FOR I 972-I973 AND I973-I 974
Discipline
1972-1 973 1973-1974
Project ed FTE Difference* Projected PTE Difference*
Short Long Short Long
Accounting 10.1 11,3 -1.2 12.3 13.9 - 1.6
Bus. Analysis 6.5 6.9 -0.4 8.3 8.8
-0.5
Economics 17.2 19.9
-2.7 19.0 22,0
-3.0
Finance 6.9 7.0 -0.1 7.6 7.8 -0.2
Management 6.4 6.7 -0.3 6.9
'
7.2 -0.3
Marketing 6.5 7.3 -0.8 6,
6
7.7 - 1.1
Short method FTE minus Long method PTE.
TABLE 5.11
SUKS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH
PROJECTION METHODS FOR 1972-1973 AND I973-I974
‘
Method Year Sum of
Positive
Differences
Sum of
Negative
Differences
Short 72-73 0.7 2.17
73-74 2.8 3.47
Long 72-73 4.23 0.2
73-74 5.39 0.8
Sensitivity T^sts on Model Paramo to re
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As described in Chapter III, the model employs six parameters,
(1) average student credit hour load, ( 2 ) Induced Course Load Matrix
(ICLK), (3) assignment distributions, (4) prcxiuctivlty ratios, ( 5 ; faculty
workloads, and ( 6 ) average class size. A seventh variable, enrollment,
drives the model. The parameter values are estimated from pact institu-
tion data, while enrollment values are usually estimates of future states.
These estimates, should be considered point estimates, not as con-
stants. Obviously future enrollment estimates contain uncertainty. The
parameter values are usually averages over some historical time period,
and two of the parameters are themselves averages. Transforming past
data into parameter values often requires subjective judgments which
Introduce uncertainties into the values.
Thus it becomes important to assess the sensitivity of the model's
results to the input values. This section reports on a series of sensi-
tlvity tests performed on the model. The first series of tests consisted
of introducing an incremental change about the nominal value of the vari -
able. The size of the increments was chosen to reflect, in a first ap-
proximation, the probable size of the error in the parameter estimates.
Where practical, the increments were computed as a percent of the original
value to allow a percentage comparison of input change to output change.
A socoixi sot of tests addressed the model's stability under parameter
changes of greater magnitude. Three parameter estimates were subjected
to largo, though not completely unlikely, changes.
Enrollment
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The original enrollment figures were altered by + 5^, Table 5.I2
gives the results for the Short method and Table 5. 13 the results for
the Long method. Both Tables show that the percentage change in the FTE
projections is in the same range as the percentage change in enrollment.
Thus changes in enrollment values have .almost directly proportional im-
pact on FTE results.
Average Student Credit Hour Load
As with enrollment, average student credit hour load figures were
changed by + 5/5, Tables 5. 14 and 5. 15 portray the results for the Short
and Long methods respectively. It appears that changes in this para-
meter also create almost directly proportional changes in the model's
output. Examination of the student credit hours generated in each
discipline shows a consistent 5 . 1% change in response to the changes
in the parameter values.
Assignment Distributions
This parameter distributes the credit hours generated at a given
instructional level between the relevant instructional ranks. The
parameter values are in the form of percentages. For example, 3S/$ of the
credit hours in lower division Accounting are handled by Instructors.
Since the percentages must sum to one within each instructional level,
incremental changes cannot be arbitrarily made. One way of changing
these parameter values is to shift, or redistribute, the credit hours
TABLE 5.12 111
SENSITIVITY
TO +
OF SHORT METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
5/° CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT
Discipline Stand and*
FTE
5% Increase 5'* Decrease
FTE Percent** FTE Percent* *
Accounting 12.3 13.0 5.7 11.7 4.9
Bus. Analysis 8.3
•
8.7 4.8 7.7 7.2
Economics 19.0 20.0 5.3 18.1 4.7
Finance 7.6 7.9 4.0 7.1 6.6
Management 6.9 7.2 4.4 6.5 5.8
Marketing 6,
6
7.0 6.1 6.3 ' 4.6
Total 60.7 63.8 5.1 57.4 5.4
Projected. FTE for 1973-1974 using the Short method.
** Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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s^mmY of long method fte projections
TO + CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT
Discipline Standard*
FTE
5% Increase 5% Decrease
FTE Percent** FTE Percent**
Accounting 13.9 14.5 4.3 13.0 6.5
Bus, Analysis 8.8 9.3 5.7 8.4 4.6
Economics 22.0 23.2 5.5 20.9 5.0
Finance 7.8 8.2 5.1 7.4 5.1
Management 7.2 7.7 6.9 6.9 4.2
Marketing 7.7 8.1 5.2 ' 7.4 3.9
Total 67.4 71.0 5.3 64.0 5.0
Projected FTE for 1973-1974 using the Long method.
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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TABLE 5.14
SENSITIVITY OF SHORT METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO + 5^ CHANGES IN AVERAGE STUDENT LOAD
Discipline Standard*
FTE
5% Increase 5% Decrease
FTE Percent** FTE Percent**
Accounting 12.3 13.0 5.7 11.7 4.9
Bus, Analysis 8.3 8.7 4.8 7.7 7.2
Economics 19.0 20.0 5.3 18.1 4.7
Finance 7.6 7.9 3.9 7.1 6.7
Management 6.9 7.2 4.3 6.5 5.8
Marketing 6.6 7.0 6.
1
6.3 ' 4.5
Total 60.7 63.8 5.1 57.4 5.4
"Projected FTE for 1973-1974 using the Short method,
""Absolute difference as a percent of Standard,
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TABLE 5,15
SENSITIVITY OF LONG METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO + 5% CHANGES IN AVERAGE STUDENT LOAD
Discipline Standard*
FTE
5% Increase Decrease
FTE Percent** FTE Percent**
Accounting 13.9 14.5 4.3 13.0 6.5
Bus. Analysis 8.8 9.3 5.7 8.3 5.7
Economics 22,0 23.2 5.5 20.9 4.1
Finance 7.8 8.2 5.1 7.4 5.1
Management 7.2 7.7 6.9 6.9 4.2
Marketing 7.7 8.1 5.2 7.3 ' 5.2
Total 67.4 71.0 5.3 63.8 5.3
Projected FTE for 1973~1974 using the Long method.
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard,
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between the Instructional ranks.
Two shifts woro constructed, one shifting the credit hour load
moro to the Associate anti Full professors, the second shifting the load
more to the Instructors and Assistant professors. Specifically, for
each instructional level within each discipline,
.05 or 57$ was sub-
tracted from the parameter values for Instructors and Assistant pro-
fessors and .05 was added to the values for Associate and Full pro-
fessors. This is denoted as the High shift. Similarly, the Low shift
was constructed by subtracting .05 from the parameter values for
Associate and Full professors and adding the same amount to the
Instructor and Assistant professor ranks.
^
To illustrate the process, the original and shifted parameter
values for the four ranks teaching upper division Accounting are given
below 1
Instructor Assistant Associate Full
Original .18 .22 .16
High shift .39 .13 .27 .21
Low shift .^9 .23 .17 .11
When the shiften assignment distributions were us<xl with the
Short method, total projected FTC by discipline did not change. This
is because the shifts are made within each instructional level and the
Short mothod utilizes only one faculty productivity ratio for each
instructional level. While tho total FTC projected for each discipline
^Slnce Accounting was the only discipline udng leaching Assis-
tants, the assignment distribution values lor this rank were not
shifted.
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remained unchanged, the composition by rank of faculty within a dis-
cipline did change. This is perhaps best seen by comparing the total
faculty costs, as shown in Table 5.16. As might be expected, shifting
more of the burden to the less expensive Instructors and Assistant
professors (the Low shift) reduced total faculty costs, while the
reverse was true for the High shift. For the Short method, both High
and Low shifts changed the total faculty costs by about 4$
.
In the Long method, a different average class size is given for
each Instructional rank within each Instructional level. Using the
shifted parameter values under the Long method, therefore might be ex-
pected to change the total projected FTE by discipline as well as the
rank composition. Table 5.17 reveals that changes in projected FTE
did occur, though for the most part they are quite small. Table 5.18
displays the faculty cost results. These cost changes show a greater
variability, 1,4$ to 8.0$, than cost changes under the Short method
,
which range from 3.3$ to 6,4$,
Productivity Ratios
This parameter is used with the Short method. Table 5.19 presents
the projected FTE faculty resulting from + 5$ changes in the values of
the productivity ratios. A 5$ change in the ratios yields a FTE projec-
tion change in the range of 4$ to 6$, or an approximately proportional
change.
11 ?
TABLE 5 .I 6
SENSITIVITY OF SHORT METHOD COST PROJECTIONS
TO SHIFTS IN ASSIGNMENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Discipline Stand aid*
Coot (000)
Low Shift High Shift
Cost (000) Fercent* * Cost (000) Fercent* *
Accounting $ 150.8 $ 144.9 3.9 $ 158.0 4.8
Bus. Analysis 93.8 89.2 4.9 99.8 6.4
Economics 272.2 261
.
4
4.0 283.6 4.2
Finance 100.0 93*6 6.4 104,
1
4.1
Management 107.7 102.9 4.5 111,3 3.3
Marketing 98.1 93.9 4.3 101.7 3.7
Total 822.6 785.9 4.5 858.5 4.4
Projected cost for 1973-1*974 under the Short method.
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
table 5.17 118
SENSITIVITY OF LONG METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO SHIFTS IN ASS ICLIENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Discipline Standard*
FTE
Low Shift High Shift
•
FTE Percent** FTE Percent* *
Accounting 13.9 13.5 2.9 14.1 1.4
Bus. Analysis 8.8 9.2 3.4 8.2 6.8
Economics 22.0 22.4 1.8 21.8 0.9
Finance 7.8 7.7 1.3 7.9 1.3
Management 7.2 7.3 1.4 7.3 1.4
Marketing 7.7 7.8 1.3
. 7.5 • 2.6
Total 67.4 67.9 0.5 66.
8
0.6
* Projected FTE for 1973-1974 under the Long method.
^Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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TABLE 5.18
SENSITIVITY OF LONG METHOD COST PROJECTIONS
TO SHIFTS IN ASSIGNMENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Discipline Standard*
Cost (000)
Low Shift High Shift
Cost (000) Percent** Cost (000) Percent**
Accounting $174.8 $160.9 8.0 $186,1 6.5
Bus. Analysis 95.8 99.5 3.9 91.9 4.1
Economics 310.0 303.8 2.0 319.4 3.0
Finance 105.3 98.0 6.9 112.6 6.9
Management 113.4 110,8 2.3 118,6 4.6
Marketing 115.1 111.9 2.8 116.7
'
1.4
Total 914.4 884.9 3.2 945.3 3.4
Projected cost for 1973-1974 under the Lone method,
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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TABLE 5 .I 9
SENSITIVITY OF SHORT METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO + 55 CHANGES IN PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS
Discipline Standard*
FTE
5% Increase 5/o Deere <ise
FTE Percent** FTE Percent* *
Accounting 12.3 11.7 4.9 13.0 5.7
Bus. Analysis 8.3 7.8 6.0 8.7 4.8
Economics 19.0 18,1 4.7 20.0 5.3
Finance 7.6 7.1 6,
6
7.9 3.9
Management 6.9. 6.5 5.8 7.2 4.3
Marketing 6.6 6.3 4.5 7.0 6.1
Total 60.7 57.5 5.3 63.8 5.1
Projected FTE for 1973-1974 under the Short method.
** Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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Faculty Workload and Average Class Size
These two parameters, used In the Long method, correspond to the
productivity ratio parameter of the Short method. The original work-
load parameter values were changed by + 5% and the resulting FTE pro-
jections are given in Table 5.20. While the changes in projected FTE
are in the range of 5% t there appears to be some asymmetry in the
results. Generally a 5/" increase in workload values produces slightly
less than a 5/^ decrease in FTE and a 5/" decrease in workload values
produces more than a JJa increase in projected FTE.
In examining the impact of changes in the average class size para-
meter, a 1 O'/S change had to be used. This was due to small class sizes
and the model's requirement of integer class size values. In many cases
a increment did not change the integer class size value. The FTE pro-
jections under these changes are shown in Table 5.21, Like the faculty
workload, changes in the average class size produce uneven results.
While a l0/£ Increase in class size yields about the same percentage
reduction in FTE faculty, a lC% decrease in class size results in a
12/S increase in projected FTE faculty.
These asymmetric results for the faculty workload and average class
cizo parameters are due to the fact that the parameters appear as denomi-
nators in the model equations. Especially for small parameter values,
reductions In value can yiold greater than proportional increases in
projoctoi FTE,
TABLE 5.20
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SENSITIVITY OF LONG METHOD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO + 5/5 CHANGES IN FACULTY WORKLOAD
Discipline Stand aril *
FTE
5% I ncrease 5/5 Decrease
FTE Percent** FTE Percent**
Accounting 13.9 13.1 5.8 14.5 4.3
Bus. Analysis ’ 8.8 8.4 4.5 9.3 5.7
Economics 22.0 21.0 4.6 23.2 5.5
Finance . 7.8 7.5 3.9 8.2 5.1
Management 7.2 6.9 4.2 7.7 6.9
Market! ng 7.7 7.4 3.9 8.2 6.5
Total 67.4 64.3 4,6 71.1 5.5
Projected FTE for 1973-1974 using the Long method.
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
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Induced Course Load Matrix
The ICLM distributee the credit hour demands of the various
majors to the instructional levels of the disciplines. The ICLM em-
ployed in this study is based on the 1972-1973 academic year. 3ecauso
it does not distinguish between quarters in the 1972-1973 academic
year, this ICLM is referred to as the Composite ICLM. To examine the
model s sensitivity to different ICIM values, a separate ICLM was
generated for the Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters of the 1972-1973
academic year. Tables 5.22 and 5.23 compare the FTE projections using
these ICLM values to the Standard projection based on the Composite
ICLM.
Fall and Winter ICLM values give similar projections, both of
which are higher than the Standard projection. On the other hand,
the Spring ICLM yields a lower FTE projection, reflecting the fact
that in the School of Business at Miami the number of course offerings
is reduced in the Spring quarter. The same pattern exists in the total
student credit hours generated for the School of Business, Under the
Composite ICLM, this is 23,258 SCH. For Fall, Winter, and Spring ICLM
values, the total credit hours are, respectively, 24,138 SCH, 24,268
SCH, and 21,418 SCH.
To further examine the effect of changing ICLM values, the ICLM
elements for a single discipline were reduced by 5 The discipline
chosen was Economics since projections for Economics were high under
both methods. Reducing the ICLM elements for Economics has the effect
TABLE 5.21
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SENSITIVITY OF LONG MET. I OD FTE PROJECTIONS
TO + 10# CHANGES IN AVERAGE CLASS SIZE
Discipline Standard*
FTE
10# Increase 10# Decrease
-
FTE Percent** FTE Percent*^
Accounting 13.9 12.4 10.8 15.6 12.2
Bus. Analysis 8.8 8.0 9.1 9.9 12.5
Economics 22.0 19.7 10.5 25.0 13.6
Finance 7.8 7.1 9.0 8.6 10.3
Management 7.2 6.
6
8.3 8.1 12.5
Marketing 7.7 7.0 9.1
.
8.6 U.7
Total 67.4 60.8 9.8 75.8 12.5
* Projected FTE for 1973-1974 using the Long method.
**Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
TABLE 5.22
1?5
1973-1974 PROJECTED FTE FACULTY UJIDER THE
SHORT METHOD FOR DIFFERENT ICLM VALUES
Discipline Standard*
FTE
ICLM Quarter Maximun
Difference'* *
Fall Winter Spring
Accounting 12.3 11.7 13.5 11,8 1.8
Bus. Analysis 8.3 8.4 9.7 6.6 3.1
Economics 19.0 19.2 18.8 18.3 0.9
Finance 7.6 8.6 6.9 6.8 1,8
Management 6.9 6.9 7.1 6,6 0.5
Marketing 6.6 7.3 6.
6
6.4 0.9
Total 60.7 62.1 62,6 56.5 6.1
Standard projection is based on the Composite ICLM.
Maximum difference between FTE projected under Fall, Winter and
Spring ICLM,
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TABLE, 5.23
1973-1974 PROJECTED FTE FACULTY UNDER THE
LONG METHOD FjR DIFFERENT ICLM VALUES
Discipline Standard*
FTE
ICLM Quarter M;iximum
Difference* *
Fall Winter Spring
Accounting 13.9 13.1 14.3 13.7 1.2
Bus. Analysis 8.8 9.2 10.5 6.8 3.7
Economics 22.0 22.0 22.1 21.4 0.7
Finance 7.8 8.8 7.4 6.9 1.9
Management 7.2 7.1 7.3 7.2 0.2
Marketing 7.7 3.2 7.7 7.3 0.9
Total 67.4 68.4 69.3 63.3 6.0
^Standard projection is based on the Composite ICLM.
** Maximum difference between FTE projected under Fall, Winter, and
Spring ICLM.
‘
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of reducing the number of student rronu wcredit hours demanded in the discipline
to maintain full allocation of all credit ki hours Generated, the amount
subtracted from each Economics ICLh element van added to the corres-
ponding element in the All Else discipline. Table 5 .24 shows that
reducing the ICLM elements for Economics by 5% reduced FTE aid cost
projections by about 3%. He reduction was evenly distributed over the
instructional ranks.
Sensitivity to Larger Changes
To insure the model's stability under parameter changes of greater
magnitude, three additional tests were conducted. In the first test
the productivity ratios were increase by 20*. This figure was chosen
because the Dean of the School of Business felt that increase credit
hour demands could cause the School's SCH/FTE ratios to increase by
this amount or more. In the present test, given in Table 5 . 25 , the
increase in SCH/FTE serves to reduce the FTE projection by about 17*.
The percentage reduction is less than the 20* increase because the
productivity ratio is used as a denominator.
An increase of similar magnitude was tested under the Long method
by raising the average class size. To avoid unrealistic increases in
the larger classes, an approximate 20* increase was achieved by in-
creasing class sizes under 40 by 25* and class sizes of 40 and above by
20*. An shown in Table 5.26, an approximate 20* increase in average
class size reduces the FTE projection by 18*. in agreement with the
result obtained under the Short method.
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TABLE 5.24
PROJECTION OF 1973-1974 ECuNOMICS FTE WIT.i A
5,0 REDUCTION IN ECONOMICS ICLM ELEMENTS
Method Instructional Rank
IN AS AC FP
Short
Standard
Reduced
Difference*
Percent**
6.2
6.0
0.2
3.2%
4.0
3.8
0.2
5.0%
3.0
2.9
0.1
3.3%
5.8
5.6
0.2
3.5%
Lonr;
Standard
Reduced
Difference*
Percent**
6.4
6.2
0.2
3, 1%
6.2
6.
0
0.2
3.2%
4.4
4.2
0.2
4.6%
5.0
4.9
0
.
1
2.0%
Total
FTE
19.0
18.3
0.7
3.7%
22.0
21.3
0.7
3.2%
Standard minus Reduced.
** Absolute difference as a percent of Standard.
Cost
( 000 )
$272.2
262.2
10.
0
3.7%
$310.0
300.3
9.7
3.1%
TABLE 5.25
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S2?ITIVITY 0F SH0RT method FTE PROJECTIONSTO A 20/4 INCREASE IN PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS
Discipline Standard*
FTE
20>4 Increase
PTE Percent**
Accounting 12.3 10.3 16.3
3us. Analysis 8.3 6.8 18.1
Economics 19.0 15.8 16.8
Finance 7.6 6.2 18.4
Management 6.9 5.9 • 14.5
Marketing 6.6 5.5 16.7
Total 60.7 50.5 16,8
•Projected FTE for 1973-1974 under the Short method.
**Absolute difference as a percent of Standard,
TA3LE 5.26
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SENSITIVITY OF LONG METHOD FTS PROJECTIONS TO AN
APPROXIMATE 20% INCREASE IN AVERAGE CLASS SIZE
Discipline Standard*
FTS
20% Increase
FTE Percent**
Accounting 13.9 11,0 20.9
Bus, Analysis 8.8 7.5 14.8
Economics 22.0 17.7 19.5
Finance 7.8 6.6 15.4
Management 7.2 5.8 19.4
Marketing 7.7 - 6.6 14.3
Total 67.4 55.2 18.1
Projected FTE for 1973-1974 using the Long method.
Absolute difference as a percent of Standard
.
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As a third test of the model's ability to handle significant
changes in parameter values, the assignment distribution was altered
to achieve an "even” distribution of credit hour demands within an
instructional level. That is, if four ranks were handling credit hour
demands at the lower division level then the assignment distribution
element for each rank would be changed to 0.25, Thus the load would
be evenly split between the participating ranks. While it is diffi-
cult to state the change from original to even assignment values in
percentage terms, an examination of the original values reveals that
for some disciplines the change is substantial.
The results, projected under the Long method, are given in Table
5.27. The degree of change in projected FTE faculty and salary cost
is a function of the original assignment values. For disciplines such
as Marketing, where the original assignment distribution was relatively
even, the changes are small. However, disciplines with relatively
uneven assignment distributions, such as Assounting and Finance,
experienced larger changes. In these cases, the even distribution
forces a trade-off of lower rank faculty for higher rank faculty, thus
Increasing salary cost. In sum, the model conforms to expectations
when presented with a significant change in the assignment distri-
bution parameter.
TA3LE 5.27
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LONG KETHCD FTE PROJECTION WITH AN
EVEN ASSIGNMENT DISTRIBUTION
Discipline Stjindard*
' " — *
' ' - - ' ' ette
Even Assignment Distribution
FTE Cost (000) FTE Percent** Cost (000
}
Percent**
Accounting 13.9 $174.8 14.4 +3.6 $194.3 +11.2
Bus, Analysis 8.8 95.8 8.0 -9.1 102.8 +7.3
Economics 22.0 310.0 23.2 +5.5 331.3 +6.9
Finance 7.8 105.3 8.1 +3.8 119.7 +13.7
Management 7.2 113.4 6.9 -4.2 1C2.0 -10.1
Marketing 7.7 115.1 7.8 +1.3 115.8
.
+0.
6
Total 67.4 $914.4 68,4 +1.5 $965.9 +5.6
Projected for 1973-1974 using the Long method,
Difference as a percent of Standard,
Conclusion
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This section has presented In detail a series of sensitivity tests
To help summarize the results, the pertinent information for each para-
meter Is displayed In Table 5 . 28 . Under both projection methods, the
model does not appear unduly sensitive to parameter changes. Changes
on the order of % to 10* generally produce proportional changes In
FTU faculty and salary cost. The model also appears to remain stable
when subjected to changes of greater magnitude. 3ecause they appear
as denominators In the model equations, reduction of the productivity
ratio, workload, and average class size parameter values can result In
greater than proportional changes in the model's projection. Use of
an ICLM based or a single quarter instead of an academic year altered
the FTE projection by as much as 4 FTC.
SUMMARY
OF
SENSITIVITY
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Evaluation of tho Model by Admlnlstra tors
A third means of evaluating tho model Involves showing tho model
and Its results to several administrators at Miami University. The
objectives of this phase of the evaluation are to assess whether the
modol's results appear reasonable to those working in the area and to
examine the model's generalization beyond the academic unit in which it
was tested.
Projections for the Dean of the School of Business
Since the model was tested with data from the School of business,
the Dean of the School, Bill R. Moeckel, agreed to examine the model's
results. Originally, it had been hoped that the Dean would have an
estimate of future enrollment in the School. This would then have been
used to produce FTE projections which could be compared to the Dean's
own estimates. However, such an estimate was not available and the
Dean suggested that one be prepared. An enrollment estimate, by major,
was prepared for academic years 197^-1975 a™* 1975-1975. The specifics
were recorded in a memo to the Dean, a copy of which is included as
Appendix G. ^
Based on these enrollment estimates, the model was run under
both projection methods to project FTE faculty for 197^-1975 and 1975-
1976. Table 5.29 displays the resulting projections. When asked to
^Though a rough estimate, this enrollment projection in itself
has received a good deal of lntorest in the School of rusinor.s. The
Dean has expressed interest in refining the projection techniques
and incorporating the estimates into his decision-making.
TABLE 5.29
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PROJECTED FTE FACULTY FOR
1974-1975 AND 1975-1976
Discipline Actual
73-74
Short Method Long Method
73-74 74-75 75-76 73-74 74-75 75-76
Accounting 13.5 12.3 15.4 18.0 13.9 17.2 20.0
Bus. Analysis 8.67 8.3 10.0 11.7 8.8 10.8 12.4
Economics 16.9 19.0 22.2 24.9 22.0 25.7 28.8
Finance 7.0 7.6 9.9 11.8 7.8 10.
1
11.8
Management 6.8 6.9 8.7 10.0 7.2 9.0 10.3
Marketing 8.5 6.6 8.5 -9.8 7.7 9.8 11.1
Total 61.37 60.7 74.7 86.2 67.4 82.6 94.4
13 U
consent on the figures, the Dean noted that the Long method projec-
tions appeared somewhat high, but that the Short method projections
were reasonable given the enrollment assumptions.
For 1 974-1975* the Short method projects an Increase of 13,3 FT&,
from 61.37 to 74.7. Since only eight new FT! positions have been
allocated for 1974—1975* the Dean felt this projection confirmed his
view that the School's Student Credit Hour per Full-Time-Equivalent
faculty member (SCH/FTE) ratio will further deteriorate in I974-I975 .
A further increase in the SCH/FTE ratio would place the School of
Business outside the limits accepted by the American Association of
Collegiate Schools of Business (A.A.C.S.3. ), the School's accrediting
association. According to the Dean, the A.A.C.S.B. stipulates a
maximum SCH/FTE ratio of 400 at the undergraduate level and 300 at the
graduate level.
Two additional model runs tend to confirm the Dean's view. The
model was run under the comparison (COMP) mode with the 1973-1974 actual
FTE count and then with the eight new FTE for 1974-1975. Recall from
Chapter III that the CCKP mode permits a user to input an initial FTE
faculty count and increment this count on a yearly basis. The model
compares the available FTE faculty to its own calculated FTE values,
but, uses the available FTE faculty in computing costs and SCH/FTE
values/ This run revealed that with only eight new FTE faculty for
^ArpeMix F contains sample output under the COKP mode.
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1974-1975, the overall School of Business SCH/FTE ratio would be '*09
and that four of the six disciplines would have SCH/FTE ratios in
excess of 400.
Since the Short method accepts SCH/FTE ratios as a parameter in
computing FTE faculty, the model was run with the A.A.C.S.B. ratios.
The resulting FTE projections are compared to the FTE projections with
the standard ratios in Table 5.30. Under the A.A.C.S.B. ratios, the
model's projection of 59.3 FTE for 1973-1974 agrees well with the Dean's
comment that actual 1973-1974 FTE faculty axe just above the minimum
required by the A.A.C.S.B.. Table 5. 30 also confirms that there is a
good chance the School will fall into non-compliance with the A.A.C.S.B.
standard in 1974-1975. The model projects 72.9 FTE faculty under
A.A.C.S.B. standards but the School will nave only 69,37 FTE faculty
during 1974-1975.
For comparison purposes, the Dean also suggested that the model
be run with "standard" SCH/FTE figures supplied by the Ohio Board of
Regents. These ratios, 240 SCH/FTE at the undergraduate level and
150 SCH/FTE at the masters level, are supposedly used by the Board of
Regents for planning purposes. The Dean indicated these figures are
not indicative of the present situation in the School of Business. The
model's projections under the Regents ratios, given in Table 5*31,
would seem to bear out the Dean's comment.
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Interviews With Other Deans
In addition to the Dean of the School of Business, the model was
presented to the Deans of two other academic divisions, the College of
Arts and Sciences and the School of Applied Science. These divisions
were chosen because they differ in size and complexity from the School
of Business. The college of Arts and Sciences is the largest division
at Miami. It contains 23 departments, 9 of which offer the Fh.D. de-
gree. The number of students enrolled in majors of the College is
approximately 6,000. In contrast, the School of Applied Science houses
only six departments and 700 students. Two of the departments offer
masters degrees.
The primary purpose of the presentations was to assess the model'
applicability in areas outside the School of Business. To help direct
comments to this point, four questions were posed to each Deani
1, Does the model collect and display information in a useful
manner?
2, Does such a model servo a need in your decision-making or
reporting to the administration?
3, What level of error in the projections would you tolerate?
4, In your opinion, does this type of analysis have a role in
university decision-making?
Both Deans indicated that the model displayed its results in a
logical ar;d straightforward manner. While some of the information was
duplicated in existing reports, the model brought the information to-
gether in a more "comprehensive" form. Each Dean also suggested
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additional variables that would make tho model better suited to his
particular needs. The Dean of Arts and Sciences preferred two gradu-
ate levels to distinguish masters and doctoral students. He was also
concerned about accounting for faculty hours served in supervision of
laboratories associated with courses. The Dean of Applied Science
wished to include graduate assistants in non-teaching roles (e.g.
,
grading papers, assisting in research).
Even without these refinements, the Deans agreed that the model
would assist their decision-making process. Not surprisingly, de-
cisions regarding allocation of faculty positions were cited as
specific examples. The model*s results would not be used per se to
support position requests. Rather, the model would serve to explore
several alternative situations and build a "base of evidence" which would
be one element of the decision-making process. The Dean of Arts and
Sciences also noted that the model's ability to explore alternatives
relatively easily could help "minimize the number of surprises" he en-
counters in his division.
The question of error brought foi'th the larger topic of the
quality of tho enrollment forecasts and parameter values. Concern was
expressed over placing too much meaning in specific results, because oi
uncertainty in enrollment forecasts and relevancy historically based
parameter values. Recognizing this problem is common to all univer-
sity planning, the Deans felt that the ease of changing parameter
values and enrollment figures made tho model a more useful planning
tool.
All three Dean3 Indicated that the concept of policy analysis,
as embodied in this resource allocation model, has a role in university
decision-making. All seemed aware of the important decisions that must
be made and the lack of tools to properly assist in arriving at them.
The Dean of Arts and Sciences stated that these tools would be parti-
cularly useful in the "difficult, painful" process of resource real-
location.
Summary
Three aspects of the planning model were evaluated. The model's
projective ability was tested by comparing projected results with
actual conditions. A series of model runs examined the sensitivity of
the model to small changes in parameter values. The usefulness of the
model was assessed with the cooperation of several Deans at Miami
University.
In projecting FTE faculty at the discipline level, the model
exhibited about a 9% error. Many of the differences between projected
and actual FTE faculty were less than one FTE. Several projections
were made for the Dean of the School of Business, who viewed the
results as reasonable given the underlying assumptions. While results
were not conclusive, it did not appear as if the more detailed model
(the long method) yielded more accurate results.
Within the range tested, changes in parameter values produce
roughly proportional changes in the model's results. The model also
appears stable when subjected to substantial parameter changes.
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Comments from the Deans interviewed
indicate the model presents
useful information in a manner which
assists decision-making. The
Deans expressed interest in using
the model with their specific data,
thus indicating the model would
be useful if transported to other
academic divisions.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION'S, Ah© FUTURE RESEARCH
Purpose
This final chapter reviews the research effort and presents the
conclusions. To place the results in perspective, the limitations of
the study are discussed. Finally, several areas for future research
are examined.
Review
The use of management science techniques in higher education has
been explored since the mid-1960s. However, the financial and related
crises of the late I9o0s and early 1970s brought an increased interest
in their development and implementation. These crises demonstrated to
many administrators the need for more sophisticated management techni-
ques if they wore to cope with an increasingly complex university,
A major vehicle for introducing quantitative techniques was the
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting system. PPRS is a comprehensive
planning and budgeting system that can provide a framework for incor-
porating quantitative analysis into, the decision-making process.
However, for both conceptual and practical reasons, PPBS has proved
less effective than anticipated. Balderston and Weathersby (1972)
offer an alternative framework for employing quantitative analysis.
They refer to this framework as policy analysis, for its goal is to
bring analysis to boar on specific policy decisions.
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The use of policy analysis requires development of an institutional
data base and analytical techniques. Many of these techniques are based
on some type of mathematical model. The model building approach is a
particularly effective form of analysis when the administrator is attempt-
ing to gain a better understanding of the structure and process of the
system under study. Both descriptive and optimizing mathematical models
have been employed in policy analysis. An optimizing model seeks to
achieve an optimum combination of the decision variables based on an
explicitly stated preference function. For a variety of reasons, notably
the difficulty in defining the preference function, optimizing models
have yet to achieve wide use in higher education decision-making.
On the other hand, descriptive models have found growing accep-
tance. A particularly useful group of descriptive models is computer
simulation models. These models permit the administrator to test out,
or simulate, the effects of specific policy alternatives. As many of
the simulation models are directed towards decisions involving financial
and human resources, they are often referred to as cost simulation
models or resource allocation simulation models.
Several major research efforts have been focused on developing
resource allocation simulation models. One of the earliest, and most
detailed, is the CAMPUS model, first developed at the University of
Toronto and now supported by the Systems Research Group. The Resource
Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM) is a product of the National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems at WICHE. Two other resource
li*8
allocation simulation models axe SEARCH, developed by Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell and Company, and HELP/PLANTRAN
,
constructed by the Midwest
Research Institute. Each model is commercially available with varying
degrees of vendor support.
Despite these research efforts, several issues relating to the use
of simulation models for administrative planning remain unresolved. Ex-
perience has shown that the data collection and reduction task is a
significant portion of the implementation project. This is especially
true if data must be processed manually or when unit cost parameters must
be estimated. Often the resulting parameter values reflect a high degree
of uncertainty. In addition, estimates based on historical data reflect
past Institutional inefficiencies. As a result, the wealth of detail
available from present models can obscure the need for careful inter-
pretation of model results. Some authors, notably Hopkins, question
whether such detailed results are worth the cost of data collection and
reduction.
The ability of present simulation models, notably CAMPUS, to model
at a detailed level appears to have had an impact on the models' applica-
tions. Several institutions are employing the models as the basis for
comprehensive information systems. These applications require sub-
stantial resources, not to mention major administrative commitments.
The goals of these projects appear more in keeping with the PP3S
philosophy than the policy analysis approach. The comprehensive nature
of PF?S applications was one element contributing to the difficulties
encountered in implementing PPPS,
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Because they seek to model the very system Kith which the adminis-
trator Is Intuitively familiar, simulation planning models are an
appropriate means for Introducing quantitative techniques. Since several
authors note the lack of implementation of management science techniques,
the introductory role of simulation planning models would seem to be an
important one. However, the scope, level of detail, and resource re-
quirements of the present models does not appear consistent with the
limited resources and goals that characterize many administrator's
approach to new techniques.
• The present study is based on the premise that resource allocation
simulation models can play a major role in demonstrating the use of
management science techniques for administrative planning 'and decision-
making. A second premise is that such "introductory" circumstances will
be characterized by limited resources and the need to gain administrator
confidence in the model's process and results. The major objective of
the study was to develop and test a simulation planning model oriented
to limited resources yet capable of producing useful insights and
facilitating understanding of the modelling process.
Two additional objectives were specified to further define the
testing of the model. The second objective was to test the model's
predictive ability and sensitivity to changes in parameter values. The
third objective was to employ the model in a realistic situation to
assess Its impact on administrators.
The School of Business Administration at Miami University was
selected as the test situation. Data was gathered for the 1972-1973
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academic year and an enrollment forecast for the following three years
was prepared. The model's predictive ability was examined by comparing
the model's 1973-1974 FTE faculty projection to the actual FTE count.
The parameter values were also used in a series of tests examining the
model's sensitivity to parameter changes. The Dean of the School of
Business Administration posed several alternatives for the model to
test and offered his comments on the model's responses. The model was
also presented to the Deans of two other Miami divisions.
Conclusions
The results of the specific tests organized under objective two
will be discussed first. Comparison of projected and actual FTE for
1973-1974 yielded errors of 10.2$ for the Short method and 12.6$ for
the Long method. These percentages are slightly higher than the 9
$
error found by Jewett (1970) in a similar study utilizing 43 disci-
plines, Utilizing Jewett's measure of the absolute sum of differences
greater than one-half FTE, the percentage error drops to 9.5/« for the
Short method and 10,9$ for the Long method. The figures are again
slightly above Jewett's figure of 7.2$, At the faculty rank level the
model's projections are less accurate. Under both methods about one-
fourth of the differences between projected and actual were greater
than one FTE,
While the model's predictive ability is comparable to that re-
ported by Jewett, further testing indicated possible sources for the
discrepancies. The 1973-1974 enrollment forecast was based on only
two quarters of actual data, thu3 requiring a estimate of Spring
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quarter enrollment. Using the model with 1972-1973 parameter values to
project *73 ‘ *'- faculty revealed limitations on the reliability
of the parameter values. Tills was r.ol, surprising since many of the
estimates were based on average values and subjective judgments. Even
with increased attention to data collection and reduction, the quality
of the parameter
-estimates appears to place a lower bound on the pro-
jection error.
The two projection methods provide two methods for incorporating
faculty instructional productivity. The Short method utilizes a single
measure, -the number of weekly student credit hours per FTE faculty. The
Long method breaks the measure into two components, average class size
and faculty workload. The latter offers more detailed modeling cap-
ability at the expense of increased data collection. Projections for
1973-197^ were made under both methods to test the hypothesis that the*
more detailed Long method yields a more accurate projection at the
discipline level, A Binomial test of the relative magnitude of the
differences could not reject the null hypothesis that the two methods
give similar projections. However, comparison of the two projections
Indicated that the Long method tended to overestimate FTE faculty while
the Short method tended to underestimate FTE faculty. Thus while the
results are not conclusive, it does not appear as if the Long method
yield: a more accurate FTE faculty projection.
The model 's sensitivity to changes in each of the parameters was
examined in a series of tests. Each parameter was subjected to changes
on tho order of 3;*. Such changes generally produced proportional changes
r,ize parameters wore increased by 20$, again producing approximately
proportional changes in the model's results. The assignment distri-
bution parameter was altered from the original distribution to 'in
"even" distribution, yielding results in agreement with expectations.
These latter tests Indicate that the model is stable under relatively
large parameter change s.
Evaluation of the model's success in meeting the first objective
must rely on more indirect means. The principal administrator to inter-
act with the model was the Dean of the School of Business Administration.
Though not' familiar with simulation planning models, the Dean has been
an advocate within the University for improved information and techni-
ques to assist administrative decision-making. Using an enrollment
forecast developed in cooperation with the Dean, FTE faculty projections
were made for the academic years 1974-1975 and 1975-1976. The results
were in agreement with the Dean's opinion that faculty additions were
not keeping pace with the increases in credit hour demand. Of parti-
cular concern to the Dean was the possibility that the School would
exceed the SCH/FTE guidelines of the A.A.C.S.3. 1 Since the model
accepts SCH/FTE values, the A.A.C.S.3. figures were used for a second
projection of FTE faculty. Again the results confirmed the Dean's view
that the possibility of exceeding the guidelines was in fact all but
certain.
In both cases the model did not tell the Dean anything he did
^Thc American Association of Collegiate Schools of business is
the School's accrediting association.
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not already suspect. Rather It permitted him to quantify his thinking,
to deal with a representative set of figures. It also afforded him the
opportunity to obtain results previously foregone because of the compu-
tational effort involved. While the model's results were not formally
cited in the Dean's presentations to the Provost and President, they were
incorporated into the discussions of the staffing needs of the School.
The Dean viewed the model as an analytical tool and not as a vehicle for
reporting to the central administration.
The model also served to stimulate interest in other quantitative
techniques. Of particular interest was the enrollment projection men-
tioned above. Described in Appendix G, the projection was based on a
simple student flow model. Loth the Dean and Associate Dean expressed
interest in refining the model and putting it in a form, such as a time-
sharing program, that facilitates its use. As with the simulation plan-
ning model, the enrollment model is seen as a means for expressing
assumptions in quantitative terms and for reducing the computational
effort required to produce the results.
To assess the model's usefulness in environments other than the
School of Business Administration, the model was shown to the Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences and to the Dean of the School of
Applied Science, The former is much larger than the School of Business
Administration while the latter is smaller. Both Deans Indicated that
the model displays relevant information in a format oriented to decision-
making. Both also viewed the model as a means for testing assumptions
and projecting the effects of omerglng trends. Like the Dean of the
School of Business, the model was treated as a planning tool and not as
a reporting system. Model results were felt to bo for "Internal" use
In formulating decisions or recommendations. Ease of model use was also
cited as an Important feature, as both Deans expressed strong opinions
on the proliferation of forms and computer reports. One positive
measure of .the model's Impact was the offer by each Dean to cooperate
in implementing the model in his college.
In conclusion, the primary objective of the study has to a large
degree been achieved. The model produced meaningful results in a real-
istic application. Though the principal administrator to interact with
the model had no prior experience with simulation planning models, he
had little difliculty in following the model's operations, or in inter-
preting its output. Use of the model generated interest in developing
a companion enrollment forecasting model. Application of the simula-
tion planning model to a single College within the University demon-
strates that models for policy analysis can be successfully tested
with limited resources.
Limitations of the Study
To permit an accurate interpretation of the results just cited,
it is necessary to examine several limitations imposed on the model
and the study. The boundary of the simulation planning model is the
policy concerns internal to the university. It is assumed that the de-
cisions and actions of groups such as the state legislature will directly
affect the university, but that such decisions and actions are beyond
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its influence. The model performs that Veathersby (I967) refers to fs
a "conditional analysis". It takes the external system as fixed and
concentrates on resource implications of internal policies. Thus
factors such as mandated enrollment growfh or stipulated minimum student-
faculty ratios are treated as exogenous variables.
primary objective of the study implies a model of modest ^.izo
and scop*, yet capable of simulating a significant element in university
operations. The model is designed to project the number and salary cost
e
of faculty. Focusing on faculty implications offers several
benefits.
Faculty costs represent a significant percentage of a
university's oper-
ating budget. For example, at Miami University the figure
is acout 65
percent? Major policy variables, such as faculty workload, faculty
composition, and class size lie within' the faculty
dimension. In
simulation models of expanded scope, calculation of
faculty is a first
step to obtaining additional measures, such
as support costs and space •
requirements,
Limiting the model to faculty projections was also a
means for
reducing the data collection and reduction
effort. In particular. In-
clusion of unit cost parameters was
avoided as they can add substantially
to the data related tasks. In
addition, the exploration of the model's
effectiveness required interaction with
administrators who were not
familiar with simulation planning
models. Limiting the model's area of
Inquiry was intended to facilitate
this interaction and promote tetter
^Personal communication from Mr,
Budget Director.
Charles Auer, Miami University
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understand Inc of the model’s design and actions.
Judging from the reception of the model at Miami University, focus-
ing on projection of faculty did not detract from interest in the model.
Indeed, the Dean of the School of Business Administration was specifically
interested in FTE faculty values and not in cost figures. The impression
from the interviews with the Deans was that a large portion of their
planning is done in terms of FTS numbers, SCH/FTS ratios and other faculty
oriented measures. One Dean voiced the desire for a "complete" model that
would include costs and revenues as well as faculty, but then expressed
concern over the quality of such cost or revenue estimates.
While the model is designed to examine faculty implications of
planning alternatives on a university-wide basis, the evaluation of the
model was based on data from a single college. Concentrating on a single
college limits any generalizations that are drawn from the model's re-
sults. However, the gain from this limitation was a more thorough testing
of the model. It permitted a closer examination of results and the data
on which they were based. In several cases questions concerning specific
data values were resolved by contacting the administrator or department
chairman directly Involved, On a university-wide basis such a procedure
would have been very time-consuming. Because the model dealt with a
problem which was of immediate concern to the administrator involved, he
took the tiae to offer comments on the model and its results.
As mentioned previously, this planning model, like other resource
allocation simulation models, is descriptive In nature. The model is
merely a vehicle for calculating and displaying estimates of future
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resource requirements based on a set of planning assumptions. The admin-
istrator need not explicitly state a preference, or objective, function.
As a consequence, the model does not evaluate Its results against such a
function. hot that this evaluation does not take place, rather the burden
now rests with the administrator. It is his implicit preference function
that will weigh the model's results. Though the model is not prescrip-
tive, to facilitate the exploration of several variations about a basic
policy alternative, the model was designed to calculate several triads
in a single run with a minimum of data repetition.
Areas for Future Research
The conclusion of the current study presents several avenues for
further research. The Deans of the College of Arts arid Sciences and the
School of Applied Science expressed interest in employing the model.
This would afford the opportunity to improve data collection procedures
and to test the model under different conditions and administrative
styles.
While the simulation planning model can be expanded in a number of
directions, two areas of interest are the incorporation of a student flow
model and a. faculty flow model. The student flow model can be used to
study enrollment patterns and to generate enrollment forecasts. The
Dean of the School of Business Administration has indicated considerable
interest in developing a model of this type. Inclusion of a faculty
flow model would expand the model's scope to such important faculty
policy arca3 as hiring, promotion, and tenure. In his survey of current
research, Schroedcr (1?73) indicates that both types of models are
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receiving attention.
Of particular importance is research leading to a better Integration
of planning models and Information systems. The policy analysis philos-
ophy is predicated on relatively eony access to Institutional data. Yet
almost without exception, reports on implementation of simulation plan-
ning models cited the difficulty of data collection, and even the absence
of relevant data, as a major impediment to successful utilization of the
model. In addition to examining the mechanics of data collection, stor-
age, and retrieval, such research would focus on determining what plan-
ning model variables are important to administrators, what data are re-
quired. to support these variables and what level of accuracy is acceptable
in parameter estimates. This raises broader questions of -what types of
decisions administrators make and how management science techniques can
assist the decision-making process. Investigations in this area would
be useful for assessing the worth of present models and information sys-
tems and for providing guidelines in designing future systems.
A related issue is development of output measures for higher educa-
tion. For example, all the present simulation planning models deal in
measures of cost or required resources and leave to the administrator
the determination of benefits. The issue is of critical importance in
decisions involving resource reallocations, for planning models can
presently only address the cost implications of such alternatives.
Schrocder (1973) notes that the area of output measurement is "very
weak'*. It is perhaps one of the moot difficult, and certainly one of
of the most important, issues facing researchers in higher education.
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Since this study began with reference to the financial crisis in
higher education, it is appropriate to return for a concluding comment.
In his book examining the financial crisis, Professor Earl Cheit (loylj
states that, "Colleges and universities ought to know what their functions
cost, what their purposes are, and whether by some reasonable standard
they are spending their money efficiently." As colleges and universities
become incre.asingly complex institutions, these questions become more
difficult to answer. The tools of management science, including simu-
lation planning models, offer administrators a means of addressing and
affirmatively responding to these issues. The benefits of quantitative
techniques .do not, as some fear, have to accrue at the expense of
academic goals or traditions. To again quote Processor Cheit ( 1971 »
P. 155 ).
In a society devoted to human betterment in a world of
scarcity, requiring that, resources are productively used
need not contradict the premises and values of higher
education.
APPENDIX A
FLOWCHART OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
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appendix b
listing of the computer program
oo
C**** UNIVERSITY PLANNING MODEL FOP FACULTY IMPACT
C***» FORTRAN 4 - LEVEL G, FOR THE IBM 370
C**»* PROGRAMMED BY GEORGE WILLIAMS, 1974
COMMON /PARMS/ NCOL, MAJ, NOS, YEAR, RUN
INTEGER YEAR, RUN
COMMON /CMD/ CNAME!5,4), 0NAME!30»4), MNAME!30,41,
1 CM( 5,1 1 ) , CD( 5,1 1
)
INTEGER CM, CO
REAL MNAME
COMMON /STDNT / STLO AD I 30, 3 ) , EI30.3I, SCHM(30,3)
COMMON /F ACL TY/ SALPI30,5), SAL(30,5), C0ST(30,6), SAL BAS ( 30
1 FACBASI 30, 5) , F ACCUR ( 3 0 , 6 ) , FACCHG(30,6ICOMMON /COMP/ R F ALHR (30,3), A SS I GN ( 30 , 3 , 5 ) , CSI30,3,5),
1 WRK LD ( 30 * 5 ) , PR ( 30 , 3
)
COMMON /SDATA/ DSMRY150.9), CSMRYI25,11I
INTEGER*? IYRCKI 8) /0*O/
C ** * * DIMENSIONS FOR MAIN PROGRAM
C**»* ALL DISCIPLINE DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN REDUCED FROM 30 TO 10
C***» THESE ARE - FACREO, ICL, MC, MCCST, WSH, WSHA, WSHS
DIMENSION C0LAI6) , C0LCI6), COLF(fc), COLRIfe)
DIMENSION CPM(10, 2) , CWSHt 3 I , DATEI3), EPM(10,2)
DIMENSION FACREQ! 10,6) , ICL(10,3,3), MCI2, 10,101
DIMENSION MCOST ( 10,2), PRTI2), RATI016), RICLI9)
DIMENSION TITLE! 7 ) , WSH(10,4,5), WSHA!10,3,5)
DIMENSION WSHS'10,3), YV!10>
INTEGER DATE,PRT,R,D,C
INTFGER DSPT , CSPT
REAL MC, ICL, MCOST
DATA CC/'CCV, SHORTY'S*/, MCOMP/ 'COMP* /
RUN = 0
C**** READ PARAMETERS FOR THIS RUN*****»«-*++
C***» IF THERE IS NO PARAMETER CARD, PROGRAM JUMPS TO 4000 AND
1C RE AD! 5,3001 , END=4000) CTL , NYR , NCOL ,M A J , NDS , MODE , PRU SE
,
1 PRT, ICLIN, DATE, TITLE
IF ( CTL .EO. CC> GO TO 25
PRINT 3007, CTL
STOP 9
25 RUN = RUN 1
C CHECK PRT(l) .LE. 2 FOR PRINTING PARAM LIST
IF I PRT! 1 ) .GT. 21 GO TO 35
PRINT 3003
PRINT 3005, RUN, DATE, TITLE
PRINT 3009, NYR, MODE, PRUSE
PRINT 3011, NCOL, MAJ, NDS
PRINT 301 3, PRT , ICLIN
*** END OF PARAMETER INPUT +
GET INITIAL DATA FROM OATAIN
35 CALL DATA INIPRTI 1 ), ICLIN)
C SET YEAR TO ZERO
YEAR * 0
DSPT = 0
CSPT * 0
C***» ZERO OUT SALP AND FACCHG
00 40 J=l,30
DO 38 1*1,5
S AL P ( J , I ) = 0.
FACCHG! J, 11*0.
38 CONTINUE
F ACCHG! J, 6) * 0.
40 CONTINUE
00000090
00000095
000C0100
00000110
00000120
00000130
00000140
00000150
00000160
00000170
,5), 00000180
00000190
00000200
00000210
00000220
00000230
00000240
00000250
00000260
00000270
00000280
00000290
00000300
00000310
00000320
000 00330
00000340
00000350
0000936P
00000370
00000380
STOPS 00000390
00000400
00000410
00000420
00000430
00000440
00000450
00000460
00000470
00C00480
00000490
00000500
00000510
00000520
00000530
00000540
00000550
00000560
00000570
00000580
00000590
00000600
00000620
00000630
00000640
00000650
r
T0P OF YEARLY CYCLEC RF4D yE*«LY DATAICC YEAR = YEAR l1C5 R|AO 3021, ID.ID2.YV
Id I'j.-.v go to *”
rS" - • --
E( ID2,2) = YV { 3 ) YVI41
E( 102,3) = YVI5) *
IYRCK(I) = i
GO TO 105
in fcrm un
-^.gr
E(ID2,2) = YV(2)
E(ID2,3> = YV(3)
IYRCKI2) = 1
GO TO 105
'Til DO "VUuV CHANGE IN F4GUL TY , 1 02 IS OISC1^ F ACC HG ( 1 02 , I ) = YVIII
I YRCK ( 3 1 = 1
GO TO 105
125 DO ;^n R5CENT SALARV INCREASE, 1 02 IS DISCIPLIN
127 SALP(!D2*I) = YV ( I
)
I YRCK ( 4 ) s l
GO TO 105
C
135 CONJUuE
EARLy DATA ,N
C !f I VRCKf r »
G
Ts SFT°?n
N
?
T ECH° VEARLY INPUT
if ipr{u
;
k
.”{.
x
3
s
,
s
g
e
;
g
; 6
print
PRINT 3051, YEAR, RUN
JSlNilos”’
* E °* ° * AN0 ‘ lYRCK,2>
DO 231 M=1,MAJ
231 PR T NT 3055, M, EIM, 1 ) ,E< M,2 ) ,Ef M 3J233 IF ( I YP CK( 3 ) .EO. 0 GO 0
’
PRINT 3061
DO 234 D=1 , ND
S
234 PRINT 3063, D , ( FACC HG ( 0 , J ) , j= l , 5 )IF (IYRCM4)
.EO. Oi GO TO 136PRINT 3065
DO 236 D=1 » NOS
lit sssur-o-
do
to ze " c f™ ™ ,s ««
WSHSI 1,11 « 0.
WSHSI 1,2) = 0.
WSHS I I » 3 ) = 0.
DO 137 J=1,MAJ
MCI 1, J, I) = 0.
MC ( 2 , J , I ) = o.
137 CONTINUE
r
C
::::
C0* P “ TE STUDENT CREDIT HOURS OF A MAJOR BYC***» ENROLLMFNT * AVE. ST. LOAD
DO 139 M = 1 , MA
J
•EO. 0) GO TO 2
00000660
00000670
00000680
00000690
00000700
00000710
00000720
00000740
00000750
00000760
00000770
00000780
00000790
00000792
00000794
00000796
00000798
00000800
00000802
00000805
00000810
00000820
00000830
00000840
00000950
00000860
00000870
00000880
00000890
00000900
00000910
00000920
00000930
00000940
‘ 00000950
00000960
00000970
00000980
00000990
00001000
00001010
00001020
00001030
00001 040
00001050
00001060
00001070
00001080
00001090
00001 100
00001110
00001120
00001130
00001140
00001 1 50
00001160
00001170
00001180
00001190
00001200
139
C**»*
c ****
c**»*
c
HI
c***»
c**»*
U2
1 A A
1 A 8
150
C
155
C**»*
C***»
c**»*
158
18 5
C
166
00 139 1 =1,3
SCHM ( M , T ) = EIM.I) * STLOAD IM
, I )
IF THE MODE IS 'COMP', CALL ADDFAC TO AOD NEW FACULTY FOR THUIF < MODE .EC. MCOMPI CALL AOOFAC
^LULI IS
ICL D I ST R I BUT I CN ROUTINE
1 = 0 I SC, J=ST. LEVEL, K= I NS
REWINO 11
DO 150 M=1
, MA J
DO 1 A l D=1
, NDS
READ! 1 1) I M,IN,RICl
DO 1 A
1
1 = 1 ,3
ICLID, 1 . I) = RICL(I)
ICLID, 2,1) * RICH I *3)
ICLID, 3,1) = RICH 1*61
CONTINUE
DO 1A8 J = 1 ,3
EL = SCHM
I
M,J)
DO 1A8 0 = 1 , NDS
DO 1A8 K=1 ,3
SCHD = EL * ICLID, J,K)
IF USING R EAL HOUR CONVERSION
SCHD = SCHD * REALHRID,!K)
WSHSID ,K) = WSHSID, K) SCHD
GO TO I 1 A2 .1A2.1AA), J
MCI 1,M ,D> = MCI 1 , M, 0) 4 SCHD
GO TO 1A8
MCI 2,M ,0) = MC!2,M,D) 4 SCHO
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SPL IT WSHS BY ASSIGN
DO 155 D = 1 , NOS
DO 155 K = 1 .3
W = WSHSID, K)
DO 155 R= 1 ,
5
WSHA ( 0 , K , R ) = W * ASSIGN ID, K,R)
IF PRUSE=S, THEN SHORT METHOD IS USED
THIS ASSUMES THAT PR HAS BEEN READ IN
IF (PRUSE .NE. SHORT) GO TO 166
COMPUTE FACREQ = WSHA / PR
DO 165 D=1 , NDS
FACRE0ID.6) = 0.
DO 165 R=l» 5
F PR = 0.
00 158 K= 1,
3
IF (PRID.K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 158
F PP. = F PR 4 WSHA ( D, K
,
R ) / PR(0,K)
CONTINUE
FACPEQID.R) = RND(FPR)
FACRE0ID.6) = FACRE0(D,6) FACREO(O.R)
CONTINUE
GO TO 180
DIVIDE WSHA BY CS TC GET WSH
DO 168 D=1 , NDS
00 168 R = l , 5
WSHID,A,P) = 0.
DO 168 K* 1 ,
3
WSHI D,K ,R | = 0.
IF (WSHA(D,K,R) .LT. 0.01 .OR. CS(0,K*P) .LT. 1. ) GO TO 168
WSHI D, K • R ) = WSHA ID.K.RVCSCD.K, R)
00001?10
00001220
YEAR
00001250
00001260
00001270
00001280
00001290
00001300
00001310
00001 320
00001330
000013AO
00001 350
00001360
00001370
00001380
00001390
00001 AOO
00001 A10
00001A20
00001 A30
00001 AAO
00001A50
00001A60
00001A70
00001A80
00001 A90
00001500
00001510
00001520
00001530
000015A0
00001550
00001560
00001570
00001580
00001590
00001600
000C161
0
00001620
00001630
000016A0
00001650
00001660
00001670
00001680
00001690
00001700
00001710
00001720
00001730
000017A0
00001750
00001760
00001770
no
o
WSH( 0*4,R| = WSHID,4,R) WSH(D,K,R|UP CONTINUE
115 00 177 0 = 1 » NOS
FACREQID,6> = 0.
DO 177 R=l,5
F ACRE Q ( 0 *R ) = 0.
IF ( WRKLD ( D , R ) .LT. 0.1) GO TO 177
F = WSH( 0,4, R )/HRKLDIO,R)
FACREC(O.R) = RNO(F)
FACREQID.6) = FACREQ(D,6) FACREC(D.R)
177 CONTINUE
C***» IF MODE IS 'COMP* DO NOT PUT REQ. FACULTY
18C IF (MODE .EQ. MCOMP ) GO TO 200
DO 182 D=1 ,NDS
00 162 R = l,6
162 FACCUR(D.R) = FACRECID.R)
COMPUTE FACULTY COSTS FOR YEAR
2CC CALL FC
INTO CURRENT FACULTY
CONVERT MC TO PERCENT ANO COMPUTE MAJOR COSTS
TOT HOLDS SUM OF WSH OVER UNDERGRAD AND GRAD IN A DISC
SET MCOST= 0.
DO 222 M=1,MAJ
MCOST ( M , 1 ) * 0.
222 MCOST ( M »2 ) * 0.
DO 220 0=1, NOS
TOT = 0.
DO 223 M=1,MAJ
2 23 TOT = TOT MC(1,M,D> MC(2,M,D)
DO 225 J=l,2
DO 225 M=1 , MA J
C CONVERT MC TO PERCENT
W = MCI J.M.D) /TOT
C ACCUMULATE DISC COST PER MAJORS WSH
MCOSTIM.J) = MCOST ( M, J ) * C0STI0.6) * W
225 MC(J,M,D> = W
22C CONTINUE
C***R
C+*** ACCUMULATION ANO OUTPUT SECTION
C***» SUMS DISC VALUES TO COLLEGE LEVEL ANO PRINT
C**«* DISC AND COLLEGE REPORTS
C**** ALSO PUTS SUMMARY DATA IN DSMRY ANO CSMRY
C**»R
C***» ORDER OF PROCESSING IS BY COLLEGE, FROM #1, #2,...
C***» WITHIN COLLEGE, ORDER IS BY DISCIPLINES OF THAT COLLEGE
C**R* AS LISTED IN THE CD ARRAY
C**»*
DO 400 C = 1 » NC OL
C CLEAR COLLEGE TOTALS
CWSHI 1 )=0.
CWSHI 2 ) =0.
CWSHI 3>=0.
DO 302 J = 1 » 6
COLA I J) = 0.
COLFIJ) = 0.
COLC(J) = 0.
COLR(J) = 0.
3C2 CONTINUE
C.**** FOR EACH DISC IN THIS COLLEGE, USING CO ARRAY FOR LINK
LUP = C D I C , 1
)
DO 360 I DS= 1 , LUP
00001780
00001790
00001800
00001810
00001820
00001830
00001840
00001850
00001 860
00001870
00001880
00001890
00001900
00001910
00001920
00001930
00001940
OCOOl 950
00001960
OOC 01 970
00001980
00001990
00002000
00002010
00002020
00002030
00002040
00002050
00002060
00002070
00002080
00002090
00002100
00002110
00002120
00002130
00002140
00002150
00002160
00002170
00002180
00002190
00002200
00002210
00002220
00002230
00002240
00002250
00002260
00002270
00002280
00002290
00002300
00002310
00002320
00002330
00002340
00002350
00002360
00002370
c***»
3C*
C**»*
3C6
C**»*
c***»
c****
c****
3 CP
C***»
C**»*
3 1 C
312
C***4
3tO
C**»*
C*»**
0 = CDCC, IDS 1
)
00
M
3oJ
R
J=?i6
EGE T0TALS
’ C0MPUTE PAT '° "ODE .
-COMP.
rmcli! = C0LMJ) FACCHGCO.J)
rmr M
=
r°
LF, 'n * faccurco.j)
COL C ( J I = COLC(J) « COSTCO, J)IP ( MODE
.NE. MCOMP) GO TO 30*
S2niu,^ c S!:
R,J, * FACRE0 «°’ j >
n.-r!
FA(
- CUR » J) .LT. 0.1) GO TO 30*
CONTINUE
= FACPEO,D
* J,/FACCUR(0,J)
dhps
C
!
E
2!
T H °URS for disc and A0D T0 college SUM
DO 306 J=1 ,
3
OHRS = DHRS «• WSHSID.J)
CWSH(J) = CWSHIJ) + WSHSC D, J)COMPUTE DISC COST/WSH AND WSH/FAC
DCK = COSTC D , 6 ) / DHRS
DWF = DHRS / FACCUR (0,6)
pUT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY in OSMRY
OSPT IS ROW POINTER FOR DSMRY
DSPT = DSPT 1
OSMRYIDSPT.U = D
0SMRY(DSPT,2) * YEAR
DSMRYIDSPT.3) = FACCUR ( D, 6
)
OSMRYCDSPT,*) = 0.
DSMRY(DSPT,5) = 0.
If TmODR F4CRf0fn '«>> ™ *, RATI0I6) IN 5F ( MODE .NE. MCOMP) GO TO 308
OSMRYCDSPT,*) = FACRE0(D,6)
DSM RY ( DSPT , 5 ) = RATICC6)
0SMRY(0SPT,6) = COSTCO, 6)
DSMRY ( DSPT , 7 ) = DHRS
D SMR Y CDSPT.8) = DCW
DSMRY C DSPT ,9) = DWF
IF PPTC2) = 3, THIS DISC REPORT IS PRINTED
IF (PRTC2) .LT. 3) GO TO 360
PRINT 3200, ( ONAMEC D,K) »K=1 ,*), YEAR, MODE
PRINT 3202
PRINT FACULTY CHANGE ONLY WHEN MOCE = COMPARE
IF C MODE .EQ. MCOMP) PRINT 320*, ( F ACCHGC D , K ) , K= 1 , 6)PRINT 3206, (FACCUR(D*K),K=1»6)
IF ( MOOE .NF. MCOMP) GO TO 310
PRINT 3216, ( FACRE0»D,K),K=1,6)
PRINT 3218, CRATI0CK),K*1,6)
PRINT 3208, ( S AL ( C , K ) , K= 1 » 5 )
PRINT 3210, (COSTCO, K) ,K»l, 6)
PRINT 3226
PRINT 3228, W SHS ( 0 , 1 ) , WSHS C D, 2 ) , W SHS ( D , 3 ) , DHR S , DC W , DWF
PRINT 323*
DO 312 J=1 , MA
J
PRINT 3236, J , MCC 1 , J ,D ) , MC C 2. J, D)
END OF DISCIPLINE REPORT
CONTINUE
COMPUTE COLLEGE LEVEL RATIO, WSH,CCST/WSH, AND WSH/FAC
IF C MODE .NE. MCOMP) GO TO 366
DO 36* J*l,6
PATIOCJ) * 0.
00002380
00002390
00002*00
00002*10
00002*20
00002*30
00002**0
00002*50
00002*60
00002*70
00002*80
00002*90
00002500
00002510
00002520
00002530
000025*0
00002550
00002560
00002570
00002580
00002590
00002600
00002610
00002620
00002630
000026*0
00002650
00002660
00002670
00002680
00002690
00002700
00002710
00002720
00002730
000027*0
00002750
00002760
00002770
00002780
00002790
00002800
00002810
00002820
C0002830
000028*0
00002850
00002860
00002870
00002880
00002890
00002900
00002910
00002920
00002930
000029*0
00002950
00002960
00002970
c***»
c**»*
37C
IF (COLF(J) .LT. 0.1) GO TO 36A
RATIOIJ) = COLR(J) / COLF(J)
3 6A CONTINUE
366 CHRS = CWSH(l) CWSHI 2 ) CWSHI3)
CCW = C0LCI6) f CHRS
CWF = CHRS / C0LFI6)
COMPUTE TOTAL MAJORS IN COLLEGE ANO COST/MAJOR
USE CM ARRAY FOR COLLEGE-MAJOR LINK
LUP = CM( C » 1
)
CTE = 0.
CCPM * 0.
DO 375 L = 1 * LU P
LC = CM I C » L+- 1
)
EPM(L.l) = EILC.l) EILC.2)
EPM(L,2) = E ( LC 1 3 >
CTE = CTE EPM( L , 1 ) EPMIL.2)
CPM(L.l) = 0.
CPM ( L » 2 ) = 0.
IF ( EPM!L,1) ,GT. 0.) CPM(L.l) = MCOST! LC , 1 ) /EPM I L , 1
)
IF I EPM I L , 2 ) .GT. 0.) CPM(L,2) = MCOST ( LC , 2 ) /EPM ( L , 2
)
CCPM = CCPM MCOST ( LC » 1 ) MC0ST(LC,2J
375 CONTINUE
CACPM = CCPM / CTE
C***» PUT COLLEGE SUMMARY IN CSMRY
C*»** CSPT IS ROW POINTER FOR CSMRY
CSPT = CSPT 1
CSMRYICSPT, 1) = C
C SMRY ( CSPT , 2 ) = YEAR
CSMRYICSPT, 3) = C0LFI6)
CSMRYICSPT, A) = 0.
CSMRY (CSPT, 5) = 0.
C**»* IF MODE = "COMP*, PUT C0LRI6) IN A AND RATI0I6) IN 5
IF I MODE .NE. MCOMP) GO TO 377
CSMRYICSPT, A) = CCLRI6)
CSMRYICSPT, 5) = RATICI6)
377 CSMRYICSPT, 6) = C0LCI6)
CSMRYICSPT, 7) = CHRS
CSMRYICSPT, 8) = CCW
CSMRYICSPT, 9) = CWF
CSMRYICSPT, 10) * CTE
CSMRYICSPT, 11) = CACPM
C***» IF PR T ( 2 ) GT 1, THIS COLLEGE REPORT IS PRINTED
IF (PRTI2)
. F Q. 1 ) GO TO AOO
PRINT 3301, (CNAMEIC.L) ,L=1,A) , YEAR, MODE
PRINT 3202
PRINT FACULTY CHANGE ONLY WHEN MODE = COMPARE
IF I MODE .EQ. MCOMP) PRINT 320A, (COL A I L ) , L = 1 , 6
)
PRINT 3206, I COL F(L),L = 1,6)
IF I MODE -NE. MCOMP) GO TO 380
PRINT 3216, I COLR I J ) , J=1 , 6
)
PRINT 3218, I RATIO! J) , J = 1 ,6)
38C PRINT 3210, I COLC I J ) , J=1 , 6
PRINT 3226
PRINT 3228, C WSH 1 1 ) ,C WSH I 2 ) , CWSH I 3 ) , CHP S ,CCW , CWF
PRINT 3321
PRINT 3323, CTE
PRINT 3325, CACPM
PRINT 3327
PRINT 3329
DO 385 L=1 ,LUP
00002980
00002990
00003000
00003010
00003020
00003030
000030A0
00003050
00003060
00003070
00003080
00003090
00003100
00003110
00003120
00003130
000031A0
000031A5
00003150
00003155
00003160
00003170
00003180
00003190
00003200
00003210
00003220
00003230
000032AO
00003250
00003260
00003270
00003280
00003290
00003300
00003310
00003320
00003330
000033AO
00003350
00003360
00003370
00003380
00003390
00003 AOO
00003A1
0
00003A20
00003A30
00003AA0
00003A50
00003A60
00003A70
00003A80
00003A90
00003500
00003510
00003520
00003530
000035AO
00003550
LC = CM(C,IM»
ic
p
piu\;nc;Mi
c
L:n
M,ul,,EPM,L,2, ’"cosTuc
’ n * KosT,Lc * 2 »'
385 CONTINUE
C**«* END OF COLLEGE REPORT
C**«* GET NEXT COLLEGE
C***»
4CC CONTINUE
C****
C**«*
EN ° ° F ACCUMULAT ION AND OUTPUT SECTION
C END OF YEAR LOOP, TEST FOR YEAR=*NYR
IF (YEAR .IT. NYR) GO TO 100
C END OF TRIAL - CALL SUMRY
CALL SUMRYINYR, DATE, TITLE, MODE)
C GO TO THE NEXT TRIAL - READ CONTROL CARDS
GO TO 10
C END OF FILE ON CONTROL CARDS - RUN FINISHED
40CC PRINT 4002
40C2 FORMAT ( /// ,2 OX , 1 3 ( • '),'E NO OF SIMULATION*
1 131 • • ) )
’
STOP
C***{;* 4444444444 FORMATS 4444444444
C***
C*** FORMATS FOP PARAMETER CARO I/O
30C1 FORMAT ( A2,2X,4( 1 2 , 2X ) , A4 , 2 X, A l , 7X , 2 1 1 , 2X , A 4 , 2X , 3 I 2 , 2 X , 7A4
)
30C3 FORMAT I • 1 • , / /, 1 X , 24 ( • •),* UNIVFRSITY SIMULATION MODFL ',
1 241*4 • ) , /, IX, 241 *4 * ) , 5 X , ' FOR FACULTY IMPACT*, 7X,
2 24(*4 • ) ,/, 1X,24( *4 « l.,8X, '(VERSION 3. 0 > • , 9X, 24( • 4 •) )3005 FORMAT ( / // ,4 OX , • R UN NUMBER*— •
, 1 2 , 5X, • D ATE— • , I 2 , • / • , I 2, • / •
,
1 12, 5X, 'TITLE— •
, 7 A4 )
3007 FORMAT (//,1CX,** * * * - PARAMETER CARD OUT OF ORDER - VALUE OF
110 = * , A2, / /
)
3CCF FORMAT (//, 40 X, 'SIMULATED YEARS—— — *,I2,//,
1 40X,* OPERATION MODE———— •
, A4, • ~ *,A1)
3011 FORMAT (//,40X, 'NUMBER OF COLLEGES—*— ',12,//,
1 40X, 'NUMBER OF MAJORS——— ',12,//,
2 40X, 'NUMBER OF DISCIPLINES— ',121
3013 FORMAT (///,40X, 'PRINT OPT I ONS——— • , 21 2 , //
,
1 40X, 'POSITION OF ICLM—— ',A4)
C 4 • * FORMATS FOR YEARLY INPUT
3021 FORMAT ( 1 2, 2X , I 2 , 4X , 1 0F5. 0
1
3051 FORMAT ( ' 1 • , 45X, • YE ARL Y INPUT FOR YEAR ',12,' OF RUN Ml)
3053 FORMAT (////, 24X, •( 51 ) (52) ENP OLLME NT • , 1 6X , ' MA JOR ' , 6 X , • UN»
,
1 6X, 'UP* ,6X, • GR '
I
3055 FORMAT (62X, 12, 6X,3(F5. 0,3X1)
3055 FORMAT ( 62X, I 2, 5( 4X ,F4.2 )
)
3061 FORMAT ( // , 24X , • ( 53 ) CHANGE IN F ACULT Y • , 1 4X, 'D I SC ' , 5 X , • T A • ,
16X,' IN' ,6X,'AS' ,6X,'AC',6X,'F')
3063 FORMAT ( 6 2X , I 2, 1 X , 5 ( 4X ,F4. 1 )
)
3065 F CRM A T ( // , 24 X , • ( 54 ) X SALARY I NCRE AS F • , 14 X , • D I SC ' , 5X , • TA • ,
16X,* IN' »6X, 'AS' »6X, •AC , ,6X,'F'
)
C4***
C***4 FORMATS FOR DISCIPLINE AND COLLEGE REPORTS
C*4**
32CC FORMAT ( • 1 • , 2 OX , 1 3 ( • 4 •),' DISCIPLINE REPORT ',13('4 •),
1 //,23X, 'DISCIPLINE: • ,4A4,25X , 'YEAR: *,I2,4X,
2 'MODE: • , A4 )
32C2 FORMAT ( // , 2 3 X, • T E ACH I NG* , 22X , • A SS I ST ANT • , 6 X, • A SSOC I ATE • ,
00003560
00003570
000035BO
00003590
00003600
00003610
00003620
00003630
00003640
00003650
00003660
00003670
0C003680
00003690
00003700
00003710
00003720
00003730
00003740
00003750
00003760
00003770
00003780
00003790
00003800
00003810
00003820
0000383C
00003840
00003850
00003860
00003870
00003880
00003890
00003900
Q000391
0
00003920
00003930
00003940
00003950
00003960
00003970
00003980
00003990
00004000
00004010
00004020
00004030
00004040
00004050
00004060
00004070
00004080
00004090
00004100
00004110
00004120
00004130
00004140
00004150
3204
32C6
32C8
3210
3216
?2ie
3226
3228
3234
3236
C***
33 C
1
3321
3323
3325
3327
3329
333 1
1 8X,*FULL*,/,23X,'ASSI ST ANT
• , 5X , • I NSTRUC TOP
•
,
2 3(6X, • PROFESSOR* ) ,8X, '-TOTAL-*
)
FORMAT (//,7X,'NFW ADD I T I ONS * , 8 X , F4. 1 , 5 ( 1 1 X, F 4. 1 )
)
FORMAT I/.13X.* FACULTY*. 6X , F6 . 1 , ^ . SX , ^6 ! I )
)
1 /f 8X »
'
SAL AR
Y
SCALE
• ,6X,F6.0,4( 9X.F6.0)
)
FORMAT (
/
, 10X » • COST (000)',5X,-3PF7.1,5(BX,-3PF7. 1)1FORMAT (/,4X, 'COMPUTED FACULTY*, 6X.F6 1 5(9X,F6.1FORMAT ( /, 7 X, 'FACULTY R AT I 0 * , 7X ,
F
5.2
,
5 ( 1 OX, F5. 2)
)
, FORMAT I////t35X, 'WEEKLY STUDENT FCURS (WSH) SERVICED*,/,
23 X , •—LD— —U0-- —GD~ TOTAL COST /WSH*
,
2 4X, *WSH/FACULTY*
)
FORMAT (/,22X,4(F7.0,2X),F9.2,7X,F5.1)
FORMAT (///,30X, » PROPORTION OF WSH CONTRIBUTED BY EACH MAJOR'./.
13<»X, 'MAJOR UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE*)
FORMAT (35X, I 2, 9X , F 5. 3 , 9X , F 5. 3
FORMATS FOR COLLEGE PRINTS
FORMAT ( • l* ,20X,14( •+ •),« COLLEGE REPORT *,15(** •),//,
1 23X, 'COLLEGE: ' » 4 A4, 25X, • YEAR: •
, I 2 , 4 X , ' MODE : «,A4)FORMAT t /// ,30X, * STUDENT FIGUPES FOR MAJORS IN THIS COLIEGE')FORMAT (/,34X, 'TOTAL STUDENTS IN MAJORS ',F6.05
FORMAT (/,34X, 'OVERALL COST/STUDENT MAJOR *,F7.2)
FORMAT (/,31X, 'NUMBER STUDENT S ', l OX, • COST (000)*, 12X,
l'COST/STUOENT*
)
FORMAT^ (24X, 'MAJOR UN* , 7X, • GR • , 10X , *UN • , 9X , • GR • , 1 1 X, • UN • ,19X t f GR •
)
FORMAT (25X,I2,3X,F6.0,4X»F5.0,6X»— 3PF7.1,4X,—3PF7.1,
1 6X,0PF7.2,4X,F7.2)
END
00004160
00004170
00004180
00004190
00004200
00004210
00004220
00004230
00004240
00004250
00004260
00004270
00004280
00004290
00004300
00004310
00004320
00004330
00004340
00004350
00004360
00004370
00004380
00004390
00004400
00004410
00004415
00004420
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE ADDFAC
TAKES THE YEARLY FACULTY CHANGES ( FACCHG) AND ADOS THEM
TO THE CURRENT FACULTY (FACCUR)
CCMMON /P ARMS/ NCOL
, MAJ, NDS , YEAR, RUN
INTEGER YEAR, RUN
CCMMON /FACLTY/ SALPI30.51, SAL(30,5), C0ST(30,6), S AL B A S( 30 , 5 )
,
1 F AC BA S ( 30 , 5 ) , FACCUR (30,6 ) , FACCHG(3C,6)
IF (YEAR .GT. 1) GO TO 15
00 10 1=1, NDS
FACCUR (1,6) = 0,
DO 10 J= 1 ,
5
FACCUR ( I , J ) * F AC B AS ( I , J
)
F ACCUR (1,6) = FACCUR( 1,6) FACBAS(I.J)
1C CONTINUE
RETURN
15 DO 20 1=1, NOS
F ACCUR ( 1,6) = 0.
FACCHG( 1,6) = 0.
DO 20 J= 1 ,
F ACCUR ( I , J ) = FACCUR! I, J) FACCHG(I.J)
F ACCUR (1,6) = F ACC UR ( I , 6 ) * FACCUR(I,J)
F ACCHG( 1,6) = FACCHG! 1,6) « FACCHGU.J)
2C CONTINUE
TOTALS FACCUR AND FACCHG IN COL 6 FOR EACH DISC
RETURN
ENO
00004430
00004440
00004450
00004460
00004470
00004480
00004490
00004500
00004510
00004520
00004530
00004540
00004550
00004560
00004570
0C004530
00004590
00004600
00004610
00004620
00004640
00004650
000C4660
00004670
00004680
00004690
00004700
SUBROUTINE FC
,Nt "5BEN,> THtN f •«»«
COMMON /PARMS/ NCOL, MAJ, NOS. YEAR, RUNINTEGER YEAR, RUN
COMMON /CMO/ CNAME(5,*>, DNAME(30,*», MNAME ( 30, * ) ,1 CM ( 5 , 1 1 ) , CD( 5,1 1
1
INTEGER CM, CO
REAL MNAME
COMMON /FACLTY/ SAL P 1 30, 5 ) . S AL« 30 .5 » , COSTOO.6), S AL B AS ( 30 , 5 »
.
INTEGER YEAR
' ' F ACCUR < 30 « 6 > » FACCHGI30.6)
IF YE AR= 1 , COST IS BASE COST
IF (YEAR .GT. 1) GO TO 15
00 10 1=1 ,NDS
00 10 J= 1 ,
5
1C S AL ( I ,J) = SALBASC I,J)
GO TO 20
ADD THIS YEARS PERCENT SALARY INCREASE
IS 00 17 1=1, NOS
DO 17 J= 1 ,
IF (SALP(I.J) .LT. 0.005 1 GO TO 17
S = S AL ( I,J) * S A L P ( I , J
)
SAL ( I,J) = SAL( I , J ) S
17 CONTINUE
*** COMPUTE SALARY BY DISCIPLINE
2C 00 30 1=1, NOS
COST! I ,6) = 0,
00 25 J= 1 ,
5
COST ( I,j)
COST (1,6)
25 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
F ACCUR ( I , J ) SAL ( I , J)
COST ( I ,6) COST ( I,J)
0000*710
0000*720
0000*730
0000*7*0
0000*750
0000*760
0000*770
0000*780
0000*790
0000*800
0000*810
0000*820
0000*830
0000* 8*0
0000*850
0000*860
0000*870
0000*880
0000*890
0000*900
0000*910
0000*920
0000*930
0000*9*0
0000*950
0000*960
0000*970
0000*980
0000*990
00005000
00005010
00005020
00005030
000050*0
00005050
SUBROUTINE DATA I N( I PI , ICL IN
» 00005060
HANDLES ALL INPUT EXCEPT CONTROL PARAMS AND YEARLY DATA 00005070
HAS OPTION TO PRINT BACK ALL VALUES READ IN 00005080
COMMON /PAPMS/ NCOL, MAJ, NOS, YEAR, RUN 00005090
INTEGER YEAR, RUN * 00005100
COMMON /CMD/ CN AM E ( 5 , * ) , 0NAME(3O,A), MNAME(30,A), 000051 10
1 CM( 5 , 1 1 J , CD ( 5 ,1 1 ) 00005120
INTEGER CM, CD 00005130
PEAL MNAME 000051*0
COMMON /STDNT / STLO AD ( 30 , 3 ) , E(30,3I, SCHM(30,3> - 00005150
CCMMON /FACLTY/ SALP(30,5), SAL(30,5), C0ST(30,6), SAL B A S( 30 , 5 ) , 00005160
l FACBAS(30,5), F ACCUR ( 30 , 6 ) , FACCHGI30.6) 00005170
COMMON /COMP/ REALHP(30,3)
, ASS I GN ( 30 , 3 , 5 ) , CS(30,3,5), 00005180
1 WPKLD (30,5), PR ( 30 , 3 ) 00005190
DI MFNSI ON NAME!*) , L I NK ( l 0 » , VALUE ( 1 5 ) , CHECK ( 15,2 ) , R I CL ( 9 ) 000 05200
INTEGER ALL, RUN, CHECK 00005210
REAL NAME 00005220
DATA ST FOR CHECK FOLLOWS INTERNAL ARRAY SEQUENCE 00005230
DATA CHECK / 1 1 , 1 2, 1 3 , 2 1 ,22 , 31 , 3 2 , 33 , 3* , 35 ,36,*1 ,*2 , 0, 0 , 1 5*0/ 000052*0
DATA ICYES/ • DAT A • / 00005250
IF RUN= 1 , SET FIRST ELEMENTS CF F AC B AS, CS , WRKL D=-l . 00005260
IF (RUN .C-T. 1) GO TO 10 00005270
FACBAS(l,l) -
-1.
csd.i.n =
-i.
WRKLOd.l) =
-1.
C PRINT DATA LIST HEADING
10 PRINT 3071, RUN
IF dCLIN .EQ. ICYES) GO TO 15
PRINT 3072
GO TO 50
C READ I CL ONTO L.U. 11
15 IF dPl .GT. 1) GO TO 17
PRINT 3073
17 REWIND 11
DO 20 M= 1 , MAJ
DO 20 N= 1 , NDS
REAO 3001, IM, IN.RICL
IF I I M .EQ. M) GO TO 18
C ERROR KODE= 1 , ICL OUT OF ORDER
KODE = 1
GO TO 1000
ie WRITE(ll) IN, IN.RICL
IF dPl .GT. 1) GO TO 20
PRINT 3077, IM, IN.RICL
2C CONTINUE
REWIND 11
C READ INITIAL HEADER CARD
5C READ 3003, ID,ID2
C MAKE SURE ITS A HEADER CARD
IF (ID2 - 77) 55,75,55
c FPRPR KnOE=2 • FIRST CARD MOT HFSOER CARD
55 KODE =» 2
GO TO 1000
C CHANGE OF CARD TYPE JUMPS TO HERE
7 C IF ( ID2 - 77) 72,75,72
C ERROR K0DE=3, SEQUENCE ERROR IN DATA STREAM
72 KODE = 3
GO TO 1000
C DECODE CARD TYPE
75 ID = ID/10
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500), ID
C I D= 1 0 , NAMES SECTION
ICC READ 3005, I D ,1 D2 .NAME
IF (ID. CT. 13) GO TO 70
C SPLIT FOR COLL EGE, DISC, OR MAJOR NAMES
ID = ID - 10
GO TO (101,111,121), ID
1C1 DO 103 J=l,4
1C3 CNAMEI I D2 , J ) = NAME ( J
)
CHECM1.2) = 1
GO TO 100
111 DO 113 J= 1 ,
4
113 DNAME(ID2,J) * NAME ( J
CHECK(2,2) = 1
GO TO 100
121 DO 123 J=1 ,
123 MN AME ( 1 02 , J ) * NAME ( J
CHECK (3,2) = 1
GO TO 100
C I D= 20 , LINKING CARDS
2CC READ 3007, ID,ID2,L1NK
IF (ID .GT. 22) GO TO 70
00005280
00005290
00005300
00005310
00005320
00005330
00005340
00005350
00005350
00005370
00005380
00005385
00005390
000C5400
00005410
00005420
00005430
00005440
00005450
00005460
00005470
00005480
00005490
00005500
00005510
00005520
00005530
00005540
00O05550
00005560
00005570
00005580
00005590
00005600
00005610
0-0005620
00005630
00005640
00005650
00005660
00005670
00005680
00005690
00005700
00005710
00005720
00005730
00005740
00005750
00005760
00005770
00005780
00005790
00005800
00005810
00005320
00005830
00005840
00005850
00005860
c203
2C5
213
215
C
3C0
C***»
3C5
3C7
3 1
C
312
315
317
32C
322
325
327
3 2 C
C
*00
c
c
*05
SPLIT FOR DISCIPLINE OR MAJOR
ID = ID - 20
GO TO 1203,213), 10
LS = 0
DO 205 J=l,10
IF (LINK(J) .EQ. 0) GO
LS = LS 1
CD( I D 2, J! ) = LI NK( J)
CONTINUE
CD ( ID2, 1) = LS
CHECK!*, 2) 1
GO TO 200
LS = 0
DO 215 J=l,10
IF ( L INK! J) .EQ. 01 GO TO 215
LS = LS 1
CM! ID2.J+1) = LINK! J)
CONTINUE
CM! ID2,ll * LS
CHECK 15,2) * 1
GO TO 200
10=30, 5 VALUE CARDS
READ 3000, ID.ID2, ( VALUE 1 J » , J= 1 , 5
)
IF IIC .GT. 36) GO TO 70
SPLIT FOR STLOAD,RE ALHR.FACBAS, SAL BAS , WRKLD, OR PR CAROS
ID = ID - 30
GO TO (305,310,315,320,325,330), ID
DO 307 J=1 ,
3
STLOAD! ID2, J) = VALUE! J)
CH ECK ! 6,2) * 1
GO TO 300
DO 312 J=1 ,
REALHR! 102, J) = VALUE ( J)
CHFCK ( 7 ,2 ) = 1
GO TO 300
DO 317 J=1 ,
5
FACBAS! 102, J) = VALUE(J)
CHECK (8,2) = 1
GO TO 300
DO 322 J= 1 » 5
SAIDAS! 102, J)= VALUE! J)
CHECK 19,2) = 1
GO TO 300
00 327 J=l,
WRKLD ( I 02, J ) = VALUE ! J )
CHECM10.2) = l
GO TO 300
PR! 102,1 ) = VALUE II)
PRIID2.2) = VALUE ( 2
)
PR! 102,3) = VALUE ( 3
CHECK ( 11*21 = 1
GO TO 300
I D=*0 , 15 VALUE CARDS
READ 3011, ID, ID2, VALUE, ALL
IF IIC .GT. *2) GO TO 70
ID = 10 - *0
SPLIT FOR ASSIGN OR CLASS SIZE
GO TP ( *05, *5 0) , ID *
IF ALL=1, DATA APPLIES TO ALL DISC IN COLLEGE
IF I ALL .EQ. 1) GO TO *20
00005870
00005880
00005890
00005900
00005910
00005920
00005930
000059*0
00005950
00005960
00005970
00005980
00005990
00006000
00006010
00006020
00006030
000060*0
00006050
00006060
00006070
00006080
00006090
00006100
00006110
00006120
00006130
000061*0
00006150
00006160
00006170
00006160
00006190
00006200
0.00 06210
00006220
00006230
000062*0
00006250
00006260
00006270
00006280
00006290
00006300
00006310
00006320
00006330
000063*0
00006350
00006360
00006370
00006380
00006390
00006*00
00006*10
00006*20
00006*30
00006**0
00006*50
00006*60
00 415 K = 1 ,
5
ASSIGN! 102,1 t K) = VALUE (K
)
ASSIGN! 102,2, K) = VALUE! K4-51
ASSIGN! 102,3, K) = VALUE (K+10)
415 CONTINUE
CHECK ! 12,2) * 1
GO TO 400
ALL=1,ID2 IS COLLEGE, USE CO TO DISTRIBUTE TO DISC
42C LIM = CD! ID2, 1 1 *• 1
DO 430 L=2 , L I
M
LD = CD! 102, LI
DO 430 K= l , 5
ASSIGN ILD.l ,K) = VALUE (K)
ASS I GN ( L D , 2 , K ) = VALUE!K«-5)
ASS I GN ( LD, 3 , K ) = VALUE1K+10)
43 C CONTINUE
CHECK ( 12,2) =» 1
GO TO 400
CLASS SIZE CARD
4 5 C IF I ALL .EQ. 1) GO TO 470
DO 460 K=1 ,
00006470
00006480
00006490
00006500
00006510
00006520
00006530
00006540
00006550
OCO 06560
00006570
00006580
00006590
00006600
00006610
00006620
00006630
00006640
00006650
00006660
00006670
CS( I D2 , 1 ,K ) = VALUE 1 K1 00006680
CS! ID2.2.K) = VALUE I K»5) 00006690
CSC ID2,3,K) = VALUE ! K«-10) 00006700
46C CONTINUE 00006710
CHECK 113,2) * 1 00006720
GO TO 400 00006730
AL L= 1 , USE CD TO SPLIT 00006740
47C LIM = CD! 1 02, l ) •*• 1 OOG 06750
DO 480 L=2 , L I 00006760
LD = CD! I D2 , L ) 00006770
DO 480 K = 1 ,
5
00006780
CS(LD,1,K) = VALUE ( K
)
00006790
CS!LD,2,K) = VALUE I K*-5 ) 00006800
CS!LD,3,K) = VALUE! K410I 00006810
4ec CONTINUE DOO 06820
CHECK 1 13,2) - 1 00006830
GO TO 400 00006840
I D= 50 END OF INPUT OATA 00006850
5CC CONTINUE 00006860
TEST FOR PRINT OPTION 00007020
5CS IF IIP1-1) 511,511,513 „ 00007030
NO PRINTOUT 00007040
513 PRINT 3075 00007050
GO TO 600 00007060
PRINT DETAILS 00007070
511 PRINT 3022, ! CHECK! 1,11,1*1,13) 00007080
PRINT 3023, !CHECK< 1,21,1*1,13) 00007090
PRINT 3027 00007100
DO 531 I = 1 » NCOL 00007110
531 PRINT 3031, I , (CNAME! I »J) * J= 1, 4) 00007120
PRINT 3033 00007130
DO 533 1=1, NDS 00007140
533 PRINT 3031, I , IDNAME! I, J) , J=l,4) 00007150
PRINT 3035 00007160
DO 535 1=1, MAJ 00007170
535 PRINT 3031, I, IMNAME! I,J),J=l»4) 00007180
PRINT 3037 00007190
DO 537 1=1, NCOL 00007200
LD = CO! I * 1 )! 00007210
537 PRINT 3039,1 ,(CD< I, J),J=2,L0)
PRINT 3041
DO 539 I-l.NCOL
LD = CM < 1 , 1 )
1
539 PRINT 3039, I, (CM( I, J),J*2,LD)
PRINT 3043
DO 541 1*1, MAJ
541 PRINT 3045, I , (STLOADI I , J ) , J* 1 , 3
1
C ** * * PRINT REALHR ONLY IF READ
IF ( CHECK ( 7,2) .EQ. 0) GO TO 54*
PRINT 3047
DO 543 1=1, NDS
543 PRINT 3049, I , (REALHRC I , JJ ,J=1 ,3)
C IF FACBAS=CS=WRKLD=-1, NO PRINT BACK
544 IF ( F ACBASI 1,1) .EQ. -1.1 GO TO 547
PRINT 3051
DO 545 1=1, NDS
545 PRINT 3053,1 ,(F ACBASI I »J) ,J*1 ,5)
547 PRINT 3055
DO 549 1=1, NDS
549 PRINT 3057, 1 , ( SALBAS1 I , J) ,J = 1 ,51
IF ( WRK LO ( 1 , 1 ) .EQ. -1.1 GO TO 553
PRINT 3059
DO 551 1=1, NDS
551 PRINT 3061 , I , (WRKLDII , J), J=l, 5)
C**»* PRINT THE PR ARRAY ONLY IF IT HAS BEEN READ
553 IF ( CHECK! 11,2) .EO. 0) GO TO 559
PRINT 3079
DO 594 1=1, NOS
554 PRINT 3081, I ,PR ( I , 1 1 , PR I I , 2 1 , PR 11 , 31
559 PRINT 3063
DO 555 1=1, NDS
555 PRINT 3065, I , (1 ASSIGN! I , J,K) , K=1 , 51 , J=l,31
IF 1 CS I 1 * 1 • 1 1 .EO. -1.1 GO TO 600
PRINT 3067
DO 557 1=1, NDS
557 PRINT 3069, l , 1(CS( I , J,K) ,K=1, 51 , J=l ,31
C DONE WITH ECHO-CHECK
6CC
1000
1011
3001
3003
3005
3 OC 7
30C C
30! 1
3022
3023
3027
3031
3033
3035
3037
3039
3041
RETURN
ERROR
IF 1K0DE
IF 1 KOOE
FORMAT 1
15X • 12, 2X
STOP
FORMAT 1
FORMAT 1
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
FORMAT 1
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
FORMAT 1
FORMAT (
SECTION-THIS STOPS PROGRAM
.EQ. 1) PRINT 1011, KODE, IM.IN
.GT. 11 PRINT 1011, KODE, ID, ID2
////,10X,'* * * * ERROR FROM DATAIN - KODfi =
1 21
Ml,
I2,2X,I2,4X,9F5.01
I2.2X.I21
I2,2X,I2.2X,4A4»
121 12,2X1
1
I2?2X,I2»4X,5F 10.01
I2.2X.I2 ,4X,15F3.0,4X, I 11
/// / , 20X, • D AT A CARD ID •,13(12,2X11
20X , • 1 IF CARO READ •,13(12,2X1)
III , 2 OX, 'COLLEGE' , B X, • NO. • ,8X, • NAME •
1
35X, 12, 4X, 4 A4
1
//, 20X, 'DISCIPLINE', 5X,'NC.',8X,' NAME')
//, 20X, 'MAJOR* ,10X, 'NO.' , 8X, 'NAME'
1
///,20X, 'COLLEGE' , 9X , • DI SCI PL INES LINKED TO COLLEGE )
///lloxl'COLLEGE* , 9X, 'MAJORS LINKED TO COLLEGE')
00007220
00007230
00007240
00007250
00007260
00007270
00007280
00007290
00007292
00007294
00007300
00007310
00007320
00007330
00007340
00007350
00007360
00007370
00007380
00007390
00007400
00007410
00007420
00007430
00007440
00007450
00007460
00007470
00007480
00007490
0C007500
00007510
00007520
00007530
00007540
00007550
00007560
00007570
00007580
00007590
00007600
0000761
0
00007620
00007630
00007640
00007650
00007660
00007670
00007680
00007690
00007700
00007710
00007720
00007730
00007740
00007750
00007760
00007770
00007780
00007790
30*5 foTw !^«.'”!l;;^l'Fi“? 3 Si; )
",J0 '' ,5X,2HU ',
' ?x '' MU',
.5<.2MC»l
"".ssjLiSKiis:;^ wue c—™ ««. »
3C4S FORMAT ( *8X , I 2 , 5 X » 3 ( F* ? 3X113051
i*?r
AT
,
K,,10X;; beg,n;* n® fa^ tv BY ois^ p^nf..5x.3053 FORMAT ( 36X f I 2 1
7
X i 5 ( F4 0 3X11
BY0
' SCI
.?!"" '^• 10X
;;
FACUX
;C
X «"«; «OX»S BY DISCIPLINE* ,5X (
f“" NJT ( 50X » 1 2 » 7X , 5 , F*. 1 , 3x ,
,
IrScuSn^^;^;:; 5515™ RATI °* ^ DISCIPLINE (RANK WITHIN I
NINSY.DC,
FORMAT ( 10X, 12,31 5F7.0»5XJ
)
1
0 MAT
^
1 1
y
2X^12 ( *
1
'
• ) )
*
'
' INITIiL PARAMETER VALUES FOR r UN
3073 fo
0
^;:; f
l
;;;;s;r:;2j
L
„:;"i
x
A;
s
2":?
D
F
ALRE *°v °* *».,
\
^x.;m AJ
c
i,K::i^:?„sgsScCss.?;:;;.i54;scai:- / -
3075 FORMAT I / / 1 1 OXt ^ECHO—CHECK^OF AT A ' BVPASSEDM
'
, ^>X,,GD '
*
3C77 FORMAT (13X,I2,*x,I2,5X,9F8.3> SE ° ’
^FORMAT «///.10X
;;
fJCULTV PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS (SHORT METHOD,..
30ei FOPMAT (57X, I 2. 3X , 3 ( F5 . 1 , 2X ,)
END
00007800
00007810
00007820
00007830
000078*0
00007850
00007860
00007870
00007880
00007890
00007900
00007910
00007920
00007930
NST00007940
00007950
00007960
IONO 0007970
00007980
00007990
00008000
00008005
00008010
00008020
00008022
0 C00802*
00008030
000080*0
00008050
00008060
00008070
00008080
SUBROUTINE SUMP Y , N YR , I DATE , T I Tl E.MCDE,COMMON IPARMS/ NCOL. MAJ, NDS » YEAR, RUN
INTEGER YEAR, RUN
COMMON /CMD/ CNAME(5,*>, DNAME ( 30 » * , , MNAME ( 30, * ,
,
1 CM(5,ll, f CD(5,ll)
INTEGER CM, CD
REAL MNAME
COMMON /SDATA/ 0SMRY(50,9), CSMRY(25,11,
C**»* DSMR> - SUMMARY DATA FOR DISCIPLINES
C ***" “ 10 DISC X 5 YR S (50, BY 9 ITEMS
C.**** CSMRY - SUMMARY DATA FCR COLLEGES
C**i**
C**»*
C***»
C***»
- 5 COL X 5 YR S (25, BY 11 ITEMS
DIMENSION I DATE! 3 ) , TI TLE ( 7
,
INTEGER DNUM
PRINT HEADING
PRINT 501, RUN, IDATE, TITLE, MODE
PRINT DISCIPLINES FIRST, IN ORDER IN WHICH THEY APPEAR INDISCIPLINE REPORT - COL 1 OF DSMRY HAS DISC NUMBER
LOF = NDS * NYR
DO 20 I PT=1 ,NDS
DNUM = DSMRYI IPT, 1,
PRINT 503
PRINT 505, DNUM, (DNAME, DNUM, J, , J = 1 ,*),( DSMRYI I PT , K », K = 2 , 9,
IF ( NYR .EQ. 1, GO TO 20
L = IPT NDS
00008090
00008100
00008110
00008120
00008130
00008140
C00081 50
00008160
00008170
00008180
00008190
.00008200
00008210
00008220
00008230
000082*0
00008250
00008260
00008270
00008280
00008290
00008300
00008310
00008315
00008320
DO 10 N * L ,LOF , NDS
10 PRINT 507, IDSMRYI
2 C CONTINUE
C***« PRINT COLLEGE SUMMARY
PRINT 501, RUN, I D A T E
, T
LOF = NCOL * NYR
DO AO IPT = 1 , NCOL
PRINT 513
PRINT 505, I PT, t CNAMEI
IF I NYR .EQ. 1) GO
L = IPT NCOL
DO 30 N=L, LOF, NCOL
3C PRINT 507, (CSMRYIN
AC CONTINUE
5C1 FORMAT ('1',1X,9('* •)
1 9( • '),/,2X,9
2 'TITLE- •
,
7 A A
N,K),K=2*9)
- COLLEGES ARE IN NUMERIC ORDER
ITLE.MODE
IPT, J), J=1
, AI, ICSMRYI IPT.KI ,K = 2, 111
TO AO
,kj ,K=2,m
5C3 FORMAT ( // , 2 X , 0 1 SC ' ,
5
3X, 'NO' ,9X, ' NA
AX, ' ( 000) W
505 FORMAT I 3X, I 2 , 3X , AA A,
A
1 1X,0PF7.0,2X,
507 FORMAT ( 2 8 X ,F 3. 0, 2 X , F6
1 1X.0PF7.0.2X,
513 FORMAT I // , 2X , • COLL • ,
6
RETURN
END
3X, 'NO' ,9X, • NA
AX , ' ( 000 ) W
, 2 1 X , ' S U M
<' + '1,'DATE
6X, • MODE- ',
X.'OISCIPLIN
ME
' , 9X, 'YEAR
SH COST/WSH
X,F3.0,2X,F6
F7.2,2X,F6.
1
•1,3X,F6.1,A
F7.2,2X,F6. 1
X, 'COLLEGE'
,
ME' , 9X, • YEAR
SH COST/WSH
MARY OF RUN', I2.21X,
-
'«I2,'/',I2»'/',I2,6X,
«A,1X,9I'* •) )
E' ,23X,'PEO.',12X,'COST',/,
FACULTY FACULTY RATIO',
WSH/FAC'
)
.1,3X,F6.1,AX,FA.2,2X,-3PF7.1,
,AX,F6.0,3X,F7.2)
X,FA.2,2 X ,—3PF7
. 1
,
* AX ,F 6. 0,3X,F7.?I
25X, 'REO.
' , 12X, 'COST' ,/,
FACULTY FACULTY RATIO*,
WSH/FAC STUDENTS COST/ST')
O000R330
OOOOB3AO
00008350
00008360
00008370
00008380
00008390
00008A00
OOOORAIO
00008A15
000C8A20
00008A30
00008AA0
00008A50
00008A60
00008A70
00008A80
00008A90
00008500
00008510
00008520
00008530
000085A0
00008550
00008560
00008570
ooooesao
00008590
00008600
REAL FUNCTION RNOI VALUE)
C*** FUNCTION TO ROUND OFF VALUE TO 1 PLACE RIGHT OF DECIMAL
C*** IFIX IS FORTRAN FUNCTION TO TRUNCATE
V = VALUE
V = 10. (V 0.05 I
VAL = IFIXIVl
RNO = VAL/10.
RETURN
END
00008610
00008620
00008630
Q00086A0
00008650
00008660
000C8670
00008680
00008690
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APPENDIX C
MODEL INPUT FORMATS
To avoid unnecessary confusion, all of the data caids except the
control card, have a general structure that consists of 1) first
identification field, 2) second identification field, and 3) data
fields. To accomodate the particular parameter values, seven card
types are employed,
#
In the order presented, these are t
1) Control Card
2) ICLK Card
3) Names Section
4) Link Section
5) '5-Value' Section
6) * 15-Value* Section
7) Yearly Values
CONTROL CARD FORMAT
Columns
1-2
Description
Contains the characters CC to indicate
this is a control card.
5-6 Number of years to be simulated;
integer, right justified.
9-10 Number of colleges; integer, right
justified.
13-14 Number of majors; integer, right
justified
,
1?-18 Number of disciplines; integer, right
justified,
21-24 Mode indicator, either CALC for the
calculate mode or COMP for the com-
parison mode.
27 Method indicator, either S for the
Short method or L for the Long method.
35 Numeric code for parameter print
option. The codes are:
1 - display all values
2 - display all values except ICLM
3 - display only yearly values
4 - no values are displayed
36 Numeric code for output report option,
The codes are
:
1 - summary report only
2 - summary report and college
detail reports
. 3 - summary, college, and discipline
reports
39-42 Position of the ICLM, DATA if the values
are on cards, or FILE if the values al-
ready reside in the disk file. In
multiple runs the latter option must
appear on all control cards after the
first one.
45-50 Date, in the form MM DD YY.
53-80 Descriptive title.
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I CD-I CARD FORMAT
Each ICLM data card contains values relatlne a major to a disci-
pline. The total number of carts is equal to the number of majors times
the number of disciplines. On the data carts, the majors and disciplines
must be referred to by number. The number corresponds to the number
given on the identification card used in the Names Section.
Field Columns Description
1 1-2 The major number; integer, right
justified.
2 • 5-6 The discipline number; integer, right
justified.
3-11 11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
The ICLM values, expressed as percentages
in decimal form. The decimal, point must
be punched. The first three fields
contain values related to Underclass
students, the second three fields to
Upperclass students and the final three
fields to Graduate students. Within each
group of three fields the order is Lower
Division, Upper Division, and Graduate
Division instructional levels.
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NAMES SECTION' CAUL) FORMAT
The Names Section supplies the model with a numeric and alphabetic
identifier for each college, discipline, and major. The first card of
the section is a special section indicator card and has the number 10
in columns 1 and 2, followed by the number 77 in columns 5 and 6. The
remaining cards follow the format given below.
Field Columns Description
1 1-2 Card type identifier. Must be 11 for
college names, 12 for discipline names,
or 13 for major names.
2 5-6 Numeric identification number; integer,
right justified. Each must be unique and
they should be in sequence.
3 9-24 Name of the college, discipline, or major.
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LINK SECTION CARD FORMAT
The Link Section establishes the relationships between colleges
and disciplines and between colleges and majors. The first card of the
section is the section indicator card, with the number 20 in columns 1
and 2, followed by the number ?? in columns 5 and 6. The remaining
cards adhere to the format given below.
Field
1
2
3-12
Columns
1-2
*
5-6
9-10
13-14
17-18
21-22
25-26
29-30
33-34
37-38
41-42
45-46
Description
Card type. Must be 21 for college-
discipline links or 22 for college—major
links.
College identification number; right
justified.
Number of each major or discipline that
is part of the college identified in
field 2.
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' 5“VALUE' SECTION CARD FORMAT
So named because each card can contain five data values, this sec-
tion serves six parameters. The parameters and their identification num
bers are given in Table 3*6 and repeated below for convenience. The
^*drst card of the section contains the number 38 in columns 1 and 2
^*®dlowed oy the number 77 in columns 3 cind 6 , The format given below
applies to the remaining section cards,
Field Columns Description
1 1-2 Parameter type, which must be 1
31 - average SCH load
32 - real hour conversion
33 - initial faculty
34 - initial salary
35 - workload
36 - productivity ratio
2 5-6 The appropriate discipline or major
number, right justified.
3-7 11-20
21-30
31-40
The particular values, with the decimal
punched. For item 31 the order is UN,
UP, GR. For items 32 and 36 the order
41-50
51-60
is LD, UD, GD, while items 33 » 34 and
35 have the order TA, IN, AS, AC, FP.
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'15 VALUE' SECTION CARD FORMAT
This format is designed to hold on one data card the I 5 assignment
distribution or average class size parameter values that can be associated
with a discipline. As with the other sections, the first card of the
section identifies the section. For this section the card must contain
the number 40 in columns 1 and 2 and the number 77 in columns 5 and 6 .
The format for the parameter value cards is given below.
Field
1
2
Columns
1-2
5-6
Description
Parameter type, which must be:
41 - assignment distribution
42 - average class size
The appropriate discipline , number, right
justified,
3-16 11-13
14-16
17-19
50-52
53-55
The parameter values. If the decimal
point is not punched
,
it is assumed to
follow the right-most digit in the field.
The order of the values is rank within
instructional level. Thus the first
five values are for the ranks TA, IN, AS,
AC, and FP in the Lower Division,
I 7 60 If a 1 appears in this field, the values
are assumed to apply to ALL disciplines
within a college. In this case field 2
contains the college number and the
parameter vaTues are automatically
assigned to each discipline in the
college.
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YEARLY VALUES CARD FORMAT
Since the number of simulated years in a run can be greater than 1,
some values must be supplied on a yearly basis. Enrollment figures can
be given by class (type 51) or by student level (type 52). Other yearly
values are the net change in FTE faculty for the COMP mode and the per-
centage change in faculty salaries.
Unlike the previous sections, the yearly values have two section
indicator cards. The first separates the initial parameter values from
the first set of yearly values. This card has a 50 in columns 1 and 2
followed by a 77 in columns 5 and 6, The second indicator card signifies
the end of ea.ch set of yearly value cards. This card, which has a 60 in
columns 1 and 2, must appear at the end of each set of yearly value cards.
Field Columns Description
1 1-2 Parameter type, which must be:
51 - enrollment, by class
52 - enrollment, by student level
53 - net change in faculty
54 - percentage change in salary
2 5-6 The appropriate discipline or major
number, right justified.
T-7 11-15 Parameter values, with decimal point,y 1
16-20 Order is by rank for items 53 and 5^ and
21-25 by student level (US, UP, GR) for item
26-30 52. For item 5I the order is Freshman
31-35 through Graduate.
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APPEIfDIX D
LISTING OF THE HiPUT DATA EMPLOYED
IN EVALUATING THE MODEL
The values appear exactly as punched on the data cards. The first
line shows a typical control card. The lines with a single digit in the
left-most position contain the ICLM values. The remaining lines can be
identified by referring to the left-most number and Table 3.6. The
card formats are given in Appendix C.
cc
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
fc
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
3 2 R 7 CALC
1
. 082 • 0 3 A 0.0
2
.IIP . 002 0 . 0
3
. 093
. 01 A 0.0
A 0.0 .019 0.0
5 o.c .02 0 0.0
6 0.0 .009 0.0
7
. 592 .017 0.0
1 0.0 0 . 0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0
A 0.0 Q.O 0.0
5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 . C69 0 . o • 0.0
2
. 1
0
A .002 0.0
3
. 090 .026 0.0
A 0.0 . 029 0 . 0
5
.
0.0 • OA 0 0.0
6 0 . 0 .01 A 0.0
7 .5 78 • OA 8 0.0
1 .085 .006 0.0
2 . ICO .002 0 . 0
3 . 089 .018 0.0
A 0.0 .031 0.0
5 0.0 .020 0 . 0
6 0.0 .008 0.0
7 .622 .02 0 0 . 0
1 • 0 A6 .002 0.0
2 .090 .001 0.0
3 . 07A . C09 0.0
A 0.0 .008 0.0
5 O.C .01 A 0.0
6 0.0 . 006 0.0
7 .723 .025 0.0
1 . 07 * .005 0.0
2 . 1C6 .001 0.0
3 .090 .029 0.0
A 0.0 .023 0 . 0
6 0.0 . 030 ’ 0.0
6 0.0 .018 0.0
7 .592 .031 .001
1 .077 .005 0.0
2 .110 .002 0 . 0
3 .096 .028 0.0
A 0.0 .023 0.0
5 0.0 .019 0.0
6 0.0 • OA l 0.0
7 . 567 .033 0.0
l . 006 0.0 0.0
5 13 CATA
.007 .296 .00 1 .038
.02 9 .009 .001 .008
. OOA
. C 8 1 0.0 .017
0.0 • 2 3 A 0.0 0.0
0.0 . 065 0.0 0.0
c.o
. CAO o.c 0.0
• 1 A 7 .079 0.0 • 0 A 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 c.o
c.o 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 .012
.017
. C28 o.c c.o
• 0 3 A .003 0.0 0.0
.OOA .320 0.0 c.o
0.0 . 138 0.0 0.0
0.0 . 039 0.0 0.0
c.o . C82 0. 0 0.0
.220 .115 0.0 0.0
.013 .056 .001 .007
.020 .012 o.c c.o
.002 . 1 76 0.0 0.0
0.0 .308 0.0 0.0
C . 0 . 0A2 .003 0.0
0.0 .060 0.0 0.0
.215 . 091 0.0 .075
.029 . C37 0. c 0.0
• OA 9 .010 0-0 0.0
. 009 .153 0. 0 0.0
0.0 . 168 0.0 0.0
0.0 . 09 A 0.0 0.0
0.0 .118 0 . c c.o
.206 .125 .002 .096
.02 . 016 0.0 .033
• 0 3 A .012 0.0 .003
.006 .123 0.0 .019
C.O . 138 0.0 c.o
0.0 . 268 0.0 0.0
0.0 . C95 0.0 0.0
.179 .108 0.0 .01 fl
.016 . 01 A 0.0 .037
.030 .012 .001 C.O
.002 • C 8 3 0.0 .012
0.0 .118 0.0 0.0
0.0 . C70 0. 0 c.o
0.0 .350 0.0 0.0
.195 .109 0.0 .016
.006 . C02 0.0 .001
6 06 7 A * YR PROJECTION
• 1 A A . ?02
0-0 .IS*
0.0
. 06 *
- OR * . 0 **
.023 .10
-023 .031
.COB .031
0.0 . 1*5
0.0 .339
0.0 .121
• 02 A .097
• 0 2A . 1 6 A
0.0
. 073
0.0 0.0
0 . 0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-200 0.0
.267 0.0
.267 0.0
.267 0.0
0 . 0 0.0
.021 .071
0.0 .121
.007 . 11A
.038 . 2 A 3
.007 .186
0.0 . 071
.027 .01 1
.077 0.0
0.0 0.0
• 1 5A 0.0
.308 0.0
.212 0.0
. 15A 0.0
0.0 0.0
.013 .079
.003 .126
.003 .118
• 0A6 .067
.008 .289
.021 • 118
• 0 C9 .02 5
0.0 .055
0.0 .078
.008 .117
.053 . C86
.039 .21 6
.031 . 23A
• C 1
9
0.0
.001 .001
( S
2
3
A
5
6
7
77
1
2
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
77
1
2
1
2
77
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
l
2
3
A
5
6
.005 0.0 0.0
•026 .002 0.0
0.C .001 0.0
0.0 .001 0.0
0.0 .
. 001 0.0
• 860 .088 0.0
.002 c•o 0.0
.008 .010 0.0
0.0
. CO
8
O.C
0.0
. COR 0.0
0.0 .011 0.0
• 3 A 1 .593 .OCR
-001 O.C .002
.001 .001 ..000
C.o 0.0 .001
0.0 0.0 .005
0.0 .001 .003
.067 .072 . 83
A
BUSINESS AOMIN.
ALL ELSE
ACC CUNT ING
BUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMICS
F INANCE
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
ALL ELSE
ACCOUNTING
BUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMICS
F INANCE
GEN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
ALL ELSE
1 2 3 A 5 6
7
2 3 A 5 6 7
15.6 15.7 11.8
0.0 0.0 11.6
16.0 16.0 0.0
16.0 16.
C
12.0
15.3 15.2 0.0
1A.R 15.
R
11 .A
15.
A
15.6 11.8
15.7 16.0 9.5
2600. 10000. 13000. 16000. 19000.
2600. 10000. 13000. 16000. 19000.
2600. 1 0000. 1 3000. 1 6000. 19000 .
2600. 10000. 13000. 16000. 19000.
2600. 10000. 13000. 16000. 19000
.
2600. 10000. 13000. 16000. 19000.
2600. 1 0000. 1 3000. 16000. 19000.
8.0 11.6 11.3 8.8 10.0
0.0 9.9 9.3 0.0 13.3
0.0 8.7 9.3 8.9 9.7
0.0 B . 7 12.5 0.0 9.8
0.0 12.0 9.7 12.2 9. A
0.0 11.0 9.3 9.3 9.
A
71
2
3
A
5
6
7
77
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
77
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
l
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9.0 9.08.0 12390. 3 10
510. 1 70
A90. 350
0,. A10
0. 360
0. A 20
A50. 300
. 13.38.33 .07.09
0.. 87.08 0..05
0.. A1.2A .12.2A
0 . 0 • 0 • 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
.1 .A .2 .2 .1
37.37.35. 55.35.
0. A5. A5. 0.65.
0.75.35. 35.75.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0 . 0 . 0 . 0. 0.
0 . 0 . 0 . 0. 0.
AO. AO. AO. •oo>#•
265. 200. 127.
0. 0. 0.
21. 28. 20.
75. 6 A. A0.
.
158. 1A9. 50.
97. 7 A. 53.
6 A • 101. 88.
3385. 32A1 .2136.
0 9.0
l 80.
1 30.
120 .
250.
250.
210 .
200 .
0. .AA. 18. 22. 16
0..67.33 0. 0.
0. . 17. 1 6. 22. A5
0..A0.A6 0..15
0. . 16. 31. 07. A7
0. .21.28. 26. 26
0. .25.25. 25.25
0.27.27.25.25.
0.25.25. 0. 0.
0.35.25.30.35.
0.A2.A2. 0.35.
0.50. 30. 35. AO.
0.A2.A2.A2. A2.
0.35.25.25.25.
6 A . 1A.
• 8 .
18. 0.
2
A . 2 A .
27. 0.
A3. 29.
59. 21.
1862.1085.
0. 0.. 5 .33.17
0. .33.33 0..33
0. -A6. 23. 15. 15
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 1.0
0.. 1 1.22.33.33
0. 0.. 25. 5 .25
0.0. .33.33.33
0. 0.13. 6. 6.
0 . 10 . 10 . 0 . 20 .
0. 6. 6. 8.15.
0. 0. 0. 0.15.
0. 15.25.15.15.
0 . 0 . 6 . 20 . 10 .
0. 0.15.15.15.
319. 265. 160. 108. 15.
0. 0. 0. C. 9.
25. AO. 2 A . 32. 0.
92. 80. 52. AA. 25.
202. 193. 61 . AA. 0.
118. 97. 66. 72. 30.
8 A • 129. 109. 99. 22.
3566. 28A6. 26 1 A . 2115. 1139.
365. 331. 205. 127. 16.
0. 0. 0. G. 10.
29. 50. 30. 38. 0.
106. 100. 66. 52. 26.
230. 2A1. 78. 52. 0.
1 3 A . 121. 85. 85. 31.
96. 161. 1 39. 1 IP. 23.
3696.2961
.
2317. 26 1 A . 1195.
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APPENDIX E
MODEL OUTPUT UNDER THE CALC MODE
The output is taken from a three year projection run using the
values given in Appendix D. As explained in Appendix C, the model user
must select one of several report options. The following pages display
representative portions of each type of report. These are:
1) the title page (1 page)
2) display of initial parameter values (3 pages)
3) display of yearly parameter values (l page), (Similar reports
for years 2 and 3 are omitted)
4) detail report for each discipline and college (9 pages),
(similar reports for years 2 and 3 are omitted)
5) summary report (2 pages)
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APPENDIX F
MODEL OUTPUT UNDER THE COMP MODE
The output is taken from a two year comparison of calculated FTE
faculty and available FTE faculty. For this run, the data in Appendix
D was supplemented by the actual FTE faculty count for 1973-197*+ and
the Dean's assessment of net new positions for 197*+-1975. As in
the
previous appendix, representative samples are displayed. They are:
1) the title page (1 page)
2) • display of initial parameter values (2
pages)
3) display of yearly parameter values
for years 1 and 2 (2 pages;
4) detail imports for each discipline in SEA and_
college. report for
SEA for year 1 (7 pages), (reports for the All Else discipline
and college are omitted)
5) detail report for the Accounting
discipline for year 2 (1 page;
(remaining reports are omitted)
6) summary report (2 pages)
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APPENDIX G
DESCRIPTION OF ENROLLMENT PROJECTION
May 6. 1974
George Williams
Dean Bill Moeclcel
An Enrollment Projection for the School of Business
As part of the development and testing of a computer model to aid
planning, I have attempted to derive an enrollment projection for School
of Business majors. The projection covers the academic years 74-75 and
75-76, and ia presented in Table I. For comparision, the average of fall
and winter 73-74 enrollment is also given.
TABLE I
PROJECTED ENROLLMENT BY CLASS
Pr So Jr Sr Gr Total
73-74 670 630 399 303 109 2111
74-75 840 804 472 399 115 2630
75-76 960 100/f 603 472 121 316?
8 V
The figures should he viewed as rough estimates. Their derivation
involves several assumptions. It is assumed that freshmen enrollment for
74-75 will increase 25% over 73-74, while freshmen enrollment for 75-76
will be up 15% over 74-75.
The calculations for sophomores
,
juniors, and seniors employ a
"transition ratio." Recognizing that the number of juniors i3 related to
the number of sophomores "la3t year," the "transition ratio" is a means
of stating the relationship. Using figures for 71, 72, and 73, the ratios
are: freshnen-to-sophomore, 1.2; sophomore- to- j unior , .75; and junior-to-
senior, 1.0. The ratio 1.2 means that there is a net addition to School of
Business majors in the sophomore year. For example, 670 x 1.2 804, while
630 x ,75 « 472.
The graduate enrollment was simply increased by six for each year;
one student per MBA major and the MA in Economics.
A more detailed, and speculative, projection can be made bv distri-
buting the class enrollment among the majors. This is done using the
average percentage of each class enrolled in a given major for fall quarter
71, 72, and 73. The stability of this percentage over tine is questionable
and its use makes this projection more open to error. Table II gives the
percentage figures and Table II the enrollment projection by major.
Dean Bill Moeckel
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May 6, 1974
TABLE II
CLASS PERCENTAGES IN EACH MAJOR
MAJOR FR SO JR SR
Acc
.38
.33 .34 .27
Econ
.03
.05 .05 .08
Fin
.11
.10 .11 .11
C. Bus .24
.24 .13 .11
Mgt
.14 .12 .14 .18
Mkt
.10
.16 .23 .25
TABLE
PROJECTED ENROLLMENT
III
BY MAJOR - 1974- 75
MAJOR FR SO JR SR CR TOTAL
Acc 319 265 160 108 15 867
Bus Anal. — — —
—
9 9
Econ 25 40 24 32 14 135
Fin 92 80 52 44 25 293
Gen. Bug. 202 193 61~ 44 —— 500
Mgt 118 97 66 72 30 383
Mkt 84 129 109 99 22 443
TOTAL S40 .804 472 399 115 2630
PROJECTED> ENROLLMENT BY MAJOR - 1975- 76
MAJOR FR SO JR SR CR TOTAL
Acc 365 3312 205 127 16 104*5
Bus Anal. — — — — 10 10
Econ 29 50 30 38 15 162
Fin 106 1001 66 52 26 350 f
Gen. Bus. 230 24Z2 78 52 — 6012
Mgt 134 121 85 85 31 456
Mkt 96 1612 139 118 23 53/8
TOTAL 960 1004
a
603 472 121 3160 4
8
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